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SOCIALISM TYRANNIS MENDACIUM - THE FALLACY OF EQUAL FORCE AS ETHICS

CHAPTER 1
HEGELIAN THEOLOGY

Wheresoever socialism or its peer religion: “fascism and communism” appear, one lie is consistent and 
central to all claims and demands.

Since 1821 with the public release of “ELEMENTS OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF RIGHT” by G.W.F. 
Hegel, a Prussian theologian and scholar, since deemed with his supporters “The Old Hegelians”, has 
the prior fraud been evident and empirical to the dogma of the religious extremism to follow.

“The Young Hegelians”, Karl Marx and Adolph Hitler – and later Mao Zedong, Pol Pot, Kim Il-Sung, 
Xi Jinping, and Joseph Biden – would later put the capstone on this philosophy in 1926-2021.

The central belief arises from a misuse of “equity”, the interest of persons in a collective society which 
is themed to be equal in standing and authority – whereby the benefits obtained by a majority or greater
portion subject the lesser body in dissent to complete surrender of all civil honors, property, protection, 
and authority as a consequence of conduct contrary the “settled authority” policy made by the ruling 
party or propagandist against them – to the extent of suspension of the fundamental presumption of 
compos mentis, the legal entitlement to admission of a sound state of mind.

This “non compos mentis” claim rests in an 1820s era presumption of clinical psychology still 
sustained by some nations, whereby both cognitive and rational thinking are held up to an equivalent or
lesser degree in value to “emotional wellness” - a concept of where feelings should reside based on 
public claims and priorities indifferent or wholly alien to individual beliefs and needs.

The claim “invalidates” persons whose state of mind in emotional or objective priorities do not serve 
the stated claims of goals and objectives, rational, and motive of the pledged intent of society – 
regardless of the actual outcomes and risks, conduct, or injury to any.

This is evident in the suspension of civil honors, ordinary rights and protected freedoms and services 
owed to the individual in context of obligations by society and orderly behavior, for which no offense 
of record (by formal filing) nor trial or conviction of formal order is executed lawfully, prior 
punishment consistent with conviction of a crime or public wrongdoing – such as civil wrongdoing.

The claim relies on the “self defense” clause of common law, whereby upon the discovery (or 
suspicion) of a serious offense – such as a felony, whereby other natural or real persons would be 
injured – action by the victim, their employer, their peers in society, and the collective at large are 
afforded immediate right to act against the interest of the offending party and to arrest their activity 
which is a component of such act or offense.

“Self Defense” or “Defense of Others”, such as defense of minors in one's care or persons subject 
guardianship, extends to employee and clients as well as employers and the state in this obligation 
affording exceptional circumstance to act independent of a formal body or legal finding, and is always 
themed temporary to the restoration of security and safety only – having no permanent license of use.
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By attracting an “unsophisticated person” to this theology, whose legal framework and simple lack of 
boundaries and recognition of other persons equal right to protection is identical to their own and 
separate from their own needs; persons like Adolph Hitler, Joseph Stalin, and Joseph Biden did 
instigate massive economic and military changes to their society – predicated on the presumed 
authority of an inferred populist movement in a limited and fluid definition of a political body; not 
unlike Christianity or Islam in broad claims of suggesting the purpose and will of Yaweh or Allah.

In concealing these religious and irregular acts as ordinary political franchise, did the prior parties since
Hegel wrongly construe a basis at law in their actions to overthrow the limited license of a regulated 
and orderly society created under context of a conventional incorporation.  Establishing by such acts a 
dictatorship in violation of the laws of the respective nations and peoples through which tyranny and 
oppression became the ordinary privilege of government in contrast to its creation as a limited agent.

A Constitutional body, whether a nation or organization, is granted powers in agreement by its 
founding members and voluntary participation by persons without bond or obligation owing or due.

This is agreed by the UNITED STATES, a government, on behalf of the nation “United States”, and by
the “UNION” government formed in 1863 to put down a secession of members against their will in 
1861.  All three names, as separate legal persons, and regardless of registration or recognition as 
legitimate or formal, are evident in custom and public meetings title by 2021 – and shall be themed 
separate parties in all matters to carry on the conversation concerning “intent” of such national identity 
or charter versus the agents so made in their creation to administer their affairs as a separate and clear 
public office subject limited powers and limited authority.

These concepts are essential to the awareness that such “public office” so made in Constitutional 
charter, and conditioned on terms set forth in public notice such as “The Federalist Papers” as pledge of
security and limitations, be evident and contrary to the later claims of unlimited authority and central 
authority presumed by Hegelian Dialectic claims.

“Dialectic” means “the art of investigating or discussing the truth of opinions.”

This definition is vital to understanding the religious and theological nature, contrary to ordinary 
political standing, political suffrage (voting powers and scope of such authority), and political 
overreach to assert false powers which Homer would prior describe as “Tyrannos” - or Tyrant – one 
who usurps the power from the true ruler of a place or authority.

Where the charter of a nation or state expressly prohibits an act, then asserted as a right or power of the 
resulting state to mandate or enforce penalties for failure to perform such act – that assertion is one of 
tyranny on face.

There is proper recourse to amend or suspend such powers permanently or temporarily, and such 
methods are evident to a “sophisticated person” as should be any appointee or agent of public office 
and all officers of the public trust in any franchise or business, public conduct, and public address.  
However, to ignore or pretext claims as if the protection were non-existent is the hallmark of a tyrant; 
and proof of an overt act to deceive the people where – upon notice – the claim is sustained.
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CHAPTER 2
TYRANNY

The tactic is prohibited in Oklahoma common law since 1907, made statutory law in statehood, so 
defined in Title 76.

To presume that some rights defined thereby the Constitution or the State Constitution or other pledge 
or law, whether common or statutory or regulatory or public policy in compliance with the same, were 
not inherent and obligated is a serious offense on face in claim as well as act.

Specifically, to the deceit of the public all persons potentially deceived by a claim are presumed to be 
an injury and civil wrongdoing, not simply those proven or established, that such method of deceit and 
its scope of broadcast define the scope of damages and injury alone – not the opinion of those deceived.

This is evident in 76 Oklahoma Statute Section 76-3 and 76-4, and further in express rights made to 
include “reputation” of persons so injured in 76-6 by the presumption that prior claims should enjoy 
immunity from public answer to public insult or abuse regardless of the medium or to condemn the 
party prompted to make answer to the false charge, fraud (18 USC 1431), or other criminal act against 
their real (natural) or legal (fictitious) person at law.  

What is a “legal (fictitious) person”?

What is a “real (natural) person”?

These parties are legal entities themed in Title 22 of Oklahoma Statutes, acknowledging the nature of 
public law in 1907 and to present, which recognizes the legal identity and entity against which property
is registered and benefits paid by the UNITED STATES, a government and “legal fiction” made by an 
operation of law as a party in standing for legal action with government and authority separate from the
legal (real) nature of the land or legal fiction of a nation (United States), and each separate and subject 
to specific rights and context of injury as a “trust” - a legal object created by a court capable of 
receivership and holding of true title, deed, or other legal instrument subject possession and interest.

The purpose of which is for good cause, that in creation of a “trust” - a living legal person – regardless 
of its nature as a “legal fiction” (something made by the court, by the design of the court, for the 
purpose of the court and good order for good cause).  

In this case, so that contracts (tort) and property transferred to the trust shall remain subject to the 
adjudication of the court and for their recovery and assignment, should the living person in whose 
name the trust was created and for whose benefit it was contrived should die or cease to live, become 
incapacitated, or otherwise require the legal power of attorney over the property other than possession 
alone affording control and use (or spoliation) of such assets.

In short, if you die, your “estate” retains your property – and from such property may pay your debt 
and act to transfer title to others according to laws made to this purpose and fees necessary for the act 
of carrying out such services, as the executor or probate court.
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This was necessary, as without an estate all contracts with a dead person were deemed void and non-
transferrable to their heirs in some cultures.  In others, the obligations of the head of household would 
become the obligations of the next head of the family or household; creating by such act a “bond” 
against the ordinary freedom and “tort” (contract) indenturing children and wives to the agreements and
commitments of their patriarch – even and to the extent that the children and women were treated as 
property no different than farm animals (chattle).  At times, this was known as “chattle slavery”, and is 
known today as “human trafficking” or “child trafficking”.

An estate, so made, like any account of ledger or book value, is subject claims.

The Tyranny of Hegelian Dialectic theology suggests that such claims may be incorporated into the 
enjoyment of participation and protection by society, as well as suspending those protections and 
inclusion upon dissent or failure to pay or agree to any claim upheld or sustained by the authority – 
themed a central or public majority of outcry, assertion, or popular belief – regardless of a formal vote 
and often upon the assertion of such claim alone by a person of superior “caste”, social rank.

This concept of “rank” and “social hierarchy” by title, certification, commission, or other formal (or 
informal) civil honor, is consistent with Hegelian Dialectic claims, since G.W.F. Hegel himself cited 
the King as final authority in his 1821 book, “Elements of the Philosophy of Right”.

In today's hierarchy of Hegelian Dialectic Socialism, this is determined by state-made commission of 
honorary education to pronounce “as science” upon less accredited persons and as a class the sole and 
absolute claims and beliefs of one group as if “legal fact”.

Further backed then by “public office” and “public government” as competing centers of authority 
which – while contested among their peers such as State versus Federal government jurisdiction – do 
not admit the common public or any individual to the contest as an equal or party with “standing” to 
argue their claims contrary the position of such registered public officer or public office, state, 
government, or nation.

The difference between “state”, “government”, and “nation” become extremely important at that point.

Because in contest of such parties, who disclaim the “standing” of individuals not holding public office
and/or accredited title, is the conventional system express in its use of such claims to assert no contest 
by members of the public subject to injury or abuse, despite their presumption and assertion they are in 
fact the representative of the “state”, “nation”, or “incorporating parties at law” of the prior and any 
government made as a result of that incorporation, a legal act.

This is evident in the rejection by officers of the “many states” of the “Union” or “United States” of an 
obligation to hear or give legal answer to persons who are not “their constituents” - members of the 
body who elected them – when serious injury or criminal activity arising from “their constituents” is 
the purpose of such complaint to their jurisdiction for (lawful) cause obligated formal answer by their 
public office – answer due to a foreign office or foreign person injured by their constituents abuse of 
their immunity or sovereign claims – and their public duty to formally recognize and register the 
complaint prior and regardless of need to file a civil suit or seek criminal referral against their office.
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CHAPTER 4
FRAUD

By wholly disclaiming the “legal standing” of foreign persons not engaging in civil suit or criminal 
indictment carried by a grand jury of proper jurisdiction, the UNITED STATES and its UNION and 
member states so made and incorporated subsidiaries of its franchise rights in sovereign territory and 
control, have abandoned the public office of the public trust so made by the People as the designated 
agent of the nation, United States, and engaged in conduct consistent with a foreign sovereign power 
and for benefit and emolument by other well known and recognized states and stateless foreign powers.

Jointly, by installment of a false and implied presumption of “legal fact” claims, specifically under the 
46th Presidential Candidate of the United States known by all men as “Joseph Biden”, and as 
representative of the “DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF THE UNITED STATES” and its component state 
organizations so also, a union under Oklahoma Constitution Article XXIII-1A rule, have the same 
undertaken an effort to coerce and compel the labor of the People, a party in class and union so made 
by the hand of John Knox Witherspoon et al in 1776 pursuant to “The Declaration of Independence” 
and prior “The Articles of Confederation”, and by solemn advice upon thousands of committees then 
duly executed at the direction of John Knox Witherspoon of New Jersey; to assert false claims themed 
18 USC 1431 “Fraud” in United States Code (USC) and “simple fraud” by Statute of Oklahoma in 
1907 and common law in prior practice; conditions of work and labor exclusive of other rights retained 
by the People upon which the clear title of property and other protections against “chattle slavery” and 
“human trafficking” so defined in 21 O.S. 21-748 and United States Code Chapter 72 in Title 22 
expressly prohibit.  Investing both 1st, 2nd, 4th, and 11th Amendment violations so themed in 42 USC 
section 1981 and 1994 violations, whereby indenture and excessive fines and excessive taking to 
include suspension of ordinary communication and control over interest in children and public labor 
were imposed in 01-17702-R and FR-18-04 themed indefinite spoliation of the registry of the United 
States and its many member states, a fraud on perjury refused ordinary trial, so prohibited 586 U.S. 
____ (2019) case no 17-1091 in oral address of the court a pronouncement of the Honorable Ruth 
Ginsburg for the nine unanimous Supreme Court Justices of the United States Supreme Court.

These powers, then sustained in 2001-2021 in violation of the right of legal suit in 588 U.S. ____ 
(2019) case no 17-647 ruling, affording the obligation to hear cases in 21 O.S. 21-748 and 23 O.S. 23-
9.1 spoliation themed criminal acts in complaint and referral for indictment pursuant 18 USC 2071, a 
component of a qui tam fraud themed 31 U.S.C. 3729(a) violation and general felony 18 USC 666, 
embezzlement of benefits owing and due to an estate by the Department of the Treasury of the United 
States in 2001-2021 and future; so prohibited all lawful standing in claims per 45 CFR 303.6 and 
Federal Register Volume 81 Number 244 December 16 2016 notice as “Public Policy” of the United 
States since the 1991 formation of such programs, themed TITLE IV cause falsely, and fraud in false 
registration and records made and retained without modification or trial to violate 45 CFR 303.100(a)
(3) and 303.100(a)(8) code governing those agencies of the United States subject 5 USC rule.

Violating in this act 15 USC 1692d, 1673(c), 42 USC 666(a)(9) and 666(a)(10) rule; and to the purpose
of 42 USC 1994 violation in general peonage; suspension of right to work, and 18 USC 241 and 242 
violations upon such Constitutional Rights defined in the 1907 ratified “Constitution of the State of 
Oklahoma” in concert with concealment of a child to extort a UNITED STATES CORPORATION.
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The UNITED STATES CORPORATION, jointly named with a State of Oklahoma “Limited Liability 
Company” established in 1998, and the estate so named in false claim 01-17702-R in false trial – so 
evident in “wholly in default” finding of the petitioner prior award for the petitioner to install false 
cause and false lien not afforded Federal or State law; then sustained in violation of “operation of law” 
rendering per TEXAS FAMILY CODE section 157.261 a “final judgment” not exceeding $500 USD; 

Would have the United States, a nation, attributed at-fault for fraud to embezzle the unlimited benefits 
and unlimited financial claims “not a sum certain” and thus barred at law by “UNIFORM 
INTERSTATE FAMILY SUPPORT ACT” (Rev 2008) from any legal standing or enforcement 
whatsoever under TITLE IV programs and “THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE OF THE 
UNITED STATES”, which was falsely carried from 2001-2021 and themed indefinite and interest-
earning debt by the OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL for the “STATE OF TEXAS”, a 
government body installed by “State of Texas”, a nation claiming “sovereign immunity” from the 
People and UNITED STATES while accepting in false cause $720,000,000 USD per year from 2001-
2021 in consideration of waiver of all State laws not in compliance with 45 CFR and other Federal 
protections ignored in case 01-17702-R and later PONTOTOC COUNTY DISTRICT COURT, 
STATE OF OKLAHOMA case Fr-18-04 (filed November 2018, sustained without evidence or 
registration of a lawful order as false cause from 2018-2021 themed indefinite public notice of felony 
wrongdoing against the accused debtor and labor of the agent of the estate so named restraining the 
same from relocation or escape from bondage on a balance prior paid in full per record on a “final 
judgment” and void per Federal Law in the sustained demand themed $70,000 USD or more on a real 
debt not afforded a balance in excess of $1000 USD per 45 CFR 303.6 Federal Law).

These are “actuary records” in consideration of testimony obligated entry per 5 USC 556 and 557, 
pursuant “Fraud” in 5 USC section 706 rule; which obligate full and complete remedy and restoration 
of damages, loss, and injury resultant from the “Administrative action” in the case; which STATE OF 
OKLAHOMA and STATE OF TEXAS have disclaimed unlawfully in concert and cooperation with 
the UNITED STATES and other UNION member states.

Were such taking solely related the financial claim, it would be “civil” in nature and a trivial dispute 
obligated ordinary delay of up to 12 months (18 USC 3161, “Right to Speedy Trial”), but for the threat 
of perpetual and repeated “incarceration” employed by STATE OF TEXAS and STATE OF 
OKLAHOMA in concert with explicit suspension of “RIGHT TO WORK” constitutional rights of the 
estate and its agent, a former $120,000 USD (1999 U.S. Dollar) income earner per fiscal year; whose 
engagement in competition with NATION OF JAPAN, “Government of Japan”, PEOPLE'S 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA, REPUBLIC OF CHINA (ROC, TIAWAN), REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, 
and their franchise commissioned business entities were central to a taking for export of title and 
property themed TRADE SECRETS for registration in a foreign sovereign court subject International 
enforcement of UNITED STATES TREATY themed “THE BERNE CONVENTION” and relavant to 
the WASSENAAR ARRANGEMENT terms of weapons exports; predicated upon the violent 
concealment of a child and intent in written threats to conceal such child from all contact and 
communication for a period themed perpetual in extortion of the prior rights, properties, titles, 
discovery credit, and franchise proceeds of the Pontotoc County resident now located in the “NATIVE 
AMERICAN TERRITORY” assigned to the CHICKASAW NATION, a sovereign power granted 
perpetual protection by the UNITED STATES in treaty – cited in McGirt v STATE OF OKLAHOMA.
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CHAPTER 5
THE MOUNTAIN COMES TO MOHAMMED

It is legally inconceivable that such abuse and offense would be suppressed without tyranny of public 
office and abuse of the court barred by Oklahoma Constitution, Article II section II-6, which 
guarantees full remedy to the injury to the respondent in DALLAS COUNTY DISTRICT COURT, 
STATE OF TEXAS case 01-17702-R, a false trial per “KELLY v KELLY” rule on failure of the 
petitioner to appear in suit against an Oklahoma Resident detained illegally in State of Texas by 
abduction for perpetual use as a hostage and collateral of his newborn son from his legal residence and 
motor vehicle during INTERSTATE COMMERCE in prior planned and agreed settlement in State of 
Oklahoma or Pontotoc County, then themed State of Oklahoma and later (2019) discovered to be 
NATIVE AMERICAN TERRITORY enjoying his residency since 1975 (26 years at dispute onset, 46 
years as of this report).

The legal “nation” known formerly as “State of Oklahoma” factually did not “move”.  It never legally 
existed in Pontotoc County, or City of Ada, to give suit or enforcement over a resident of the territory 
and member of the People there a real person, nor the estate named in 01-17702-R as respondent: a 
“UNITED STATES CITIZEN”, and estate granted to this person born on the land in NATIVE 
AMERICAN TERRITORY in 1975 prior sale to UNITED STATES CITIZENS then concealed from 
1975-2003 by STATE OF OKLAHOMA.  Depriving the natural person both of his birth parents, and 
of his own child, like chattle slavery and debt bondage of the pre-Union era in the United States.

Enjoining also the natural born person to bondage under a debt created falsely and in violation of civil 
procedure by UNITED STATES jointly with STATE OF TEXAS and STATE OF OKLAHOMA, 
governments having no license or authority to do so.

The NATIVE AMERICAN TERRITORY surrounding the property and lands themed to residency of 
the family and real person so enjoined this fraud (18 USC 1431) are by disclaimer of the 
CHICKASAW NATION foreign to their legal registry of members and government; and suggested to 
be “real estate” (lease of the sovereign property of the UNITED STATES to UNITED STATES 
CITIZENS or other legal person of legal fiction in registry of the UNITED STATES), contrary 
requirements and maintenance made and paid by the real person to its upkeep for 46 years.

Such property under the stewardship of the real person, a member of the People and legal heir by title 
to the estate of the real person “JOHN KNOX WITHERSPOON” by creation of the court and common 
law affording this line of inheritance by the matriarch of the family line a WITHERSPOON of the 
WITHERSPOON FINANCE group then and prior resident and central to building of those properties 
and fixtures within NATIVE AMERICAN TERRITORY, and such property and value not passed then 
to the possession or title of the respondent in case 01-17702-R due to “coercion, extortion, and false 
lien made and sustained by STATE OF TEXAS, STATE OF OKLAHOMA, and UNITED STATES 
against his ordinary right of inheritance on collateral taking of his child for concealment and to corrupt 
such child against his interest, religion, suffrage, instruction, and estate” so prohibited by the 
Constitution of the United States in Article I section 9 and 10 pursuant title and Article IV section 2 
against suspension of his rights in travel to State of Texas and detainment there against his will after 
such contract (tort) ended on holding of his child, raise real legal questions.
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Central to such question in 45 CFR 302.56(c) and 302.56(f) is the “ability to pay” being the sole legal 
question, and failure to file such formal notice to the TITLE IV CASE FILE by the agency installed in 
State of Oklahoma and by STATE OF OKLAHOMA, whereby case FR-18-04 is brought upon no legal
claim made record and a “sum certain”, and for fraud sustained to extort in perpetual threat contrary the
right to have the “balance owing and due” settled by hearing and rule of law so defined 45 CFR 303.6 
on records showing payment in excess of 10x the “final judgment” produced by the STATE OF 
TEXAS in formal communication to the court, a fraud, and such rule obligated TEXAS FAMILY 
CODE section 157.261 as rule employing BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 11th edition terms as 
enforcement of an alleged collateral contract and tort submitted as evidence, order 01-17702-R, having 
never been afforded a hearing to contest “unlimited taking” and “payment in ten (10) days of notice” 
owing and due which expressly claim to “suspend all right of contest” contrary 15 USC 1692g right 
and 1692n jurisdiction of the UNITED STATES statutory code over State statutory law and other 
claims expressly obligated.

These obligations, in the making and production as a legal party in court record of OKLAHOMA 
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES, a TITLE IV AGENCY of the STATE OF OKLAHOMA, 
being there so enjoined to 45 CFR 302.0 and 303.0 rule of Federal Law conditional to and in 
consideration of $1,500,000,000 USD per year from 2001-2021 paid in full by UNITED STATES to 
STATE OF OKLAHOMA, is subject qui tam claim (31 USC 3129(a)) and award to the respondent 
named in FR-18-04 and 01-17702-R, in concert with similar $720,000,000 USD per year paid by 
UNITED STATES to STATE OF TEXAS on cause of this protection then not afforded and disclaimed 
illegally.

In summary, $2,220,000,000 USD x 20 years is a total damage of $44,400,000,000 (forty-four billion 
four-hundred-million U.S. Dollars) sought by the respondent to case 01-17702-R and FR-18-04, in 
cause of false agency so installed and operating contrary Federal Law in 45 CFR in action themed 
unlawful “enforcement” barred by 45 CFR 303.6 Federal Regulation which limits such claims to sixty 
(60) days after any amount due date of any sum themed owing and due, prohibiting all claims for sums 
prior having a first day owing and due so made.

This qui tam award is in addition to $2,000,000 USD in lost wages, and other restitution for “Cruel and 
unusual punishment” to include torture in repeated testimony and deposition over 2001-2021 to coerce 
the respondent to change his testimony to suit the fraud (18 USC 1431) by STATE OF TEXAS, 
STATE OF OKLAHOMA, and UNITED STATES.

Restitution is obligated per 18 USC 1589 and 1591, citing no lawful formal investigation obligated was
undertaken per Title 22 Chapter 78 of the United States Code, and damages are “unlimited” per 23 
Oklahoma Statute section 23-9.1 in subsection d class III violation evident and obligated solely the 
hearing of a jury to determine award in spoliation on false record, false presentation of “abandonment” 
to conceal a “premeditated child snatching (21 O.S. 21-891) over 20 years” and installment of deceit in 
76 O.S. 76-3 in the child causing mental health injury documented by licensed physicians during 
concealment of the child contrary a pledge of legal possession so concealed by VERONICA 
PETERSEN (an estate of the UNITED STATES) and “Veronica M. Petersen”, a natural born person 
and petitioner before DALLAS COUNTY DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF TEXAS in 2001 October 
fraud to commit perjury on taking for concealment of a child as “abandonment” in threat of murder.
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The obstruction of justice, regardless delay, does not deny relief in such false claims supported by 
ongoing and conspicuous acts contrary a written formal filing of legal possession, acts to intimidate and
coerce false filings from the child's father on threat of repeated incarceration for “excessive fines” in 
excess of “income” or other property, and conditioned a presumption of forfeiture of all public office 
and civil honors including the labor and body of the agent of the estate named in civil suit; for payment 
of a $108,000 USD bond not lawful under TITLE IV or “child support” so themed by Federal Register 
Volume 81 Number 244 governing all Title IV Agencies and States receiving funds to commission 
those agents of the UNITED STATES in their native territories, specified State of Texas and State of 
Oklahoma, and jointly in conspiracy against rights in this matter to restrain and limit work conditional 
payment of a false bond by the agent or under probate of the court over the legal person named 
respondent in each suit; for conspicious injury contrary physical battery and domestic violence against 
the agent resident then in NATIVE AMERICAN TERRITORY including assault at gunpoint, 18 USC 
2261A felony stalking by written letter and public posting describing burning his residence and 
business office with fire, and such act in 2002 to do so during STATE OF TEXAS trial disrupting 
ordinary service of process by the DALLAS COUNTY DISTRICT COURT and FDIC insured bank 
and financial institutions in State of Oklahoma at such time to disable his attorney representation.

One could say, “McGirt v STATE OF OKLAHOMA” literally “moved the jurisdiction” and restrained 
“STATE OF OKLAHOMA” (a government) and “State of Oklahoma” (a state, a member of the Union 
of the United States) out of the dispute and away from the lands and property that were the object of the
extortion in its purpose – like the hand of God.

However, “THE GREAT CHICKASAW NATION” has subsequently ceded its authority over the 
UNITED STATES CITIZENS in the NATIVE AMERICAN TERRITORY back to the United States, 
and its government UNITED STATES and regional STATE OF OKLAHOMA, citing financial 
inability to sustain such operations of Justice; and disclaiming the heritage or registry of the respondent
in case 01-17702-R and FR-18-04 by legal adoption into the family name and estates of the UNITED 
STATES CITIZENS there resident and component development company subject such taking; in broad
claim not afforded any sovereign power over the same – a party with residency since 1975-2021 there.

This confusion and “ceding of rights” by a “government” not admitting its own authority over the 
sovereign property of a person or residency subject such taking by two or more “nations/states” brings 
to the fore the fallacy and fraud of Hegelian Dialectic Socialism which encroached upon the NATIVE 
AMERICAN PEOPLE through treaties and agreements of collective bargaining presumed a right of 
their chiefs and head of state with the UNITED STATES prior and specifically since 1865 hostilities 
ended among the alliances of the secession by several of the many states of the former United States.

Fundamental to this fraud is the presumption that persons, specifically parents and children, may be 
separated by arbitration of a third party styled as a “sovereign power” or “nation” or “state”, against the
will and rights of the People, their interest, and contrary the convention of the limited license and 
authority made in necessity to the installation of a government for the protection of a nation – set forth 
in “Constitution of the State of Oklahoma” - Article I section I-1 and Article II section II-1.
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CHAPTER 6
THE GENERAL WELFARE CLAUSE

For where a state is falsely made, as was “State of Oklahoma” from 1975-2019, and claims asserted in 
false pledge of protection then not performed and utterly disclaimed; arise a right of lawful dissolution 
of such “Union”, “State of Oklahoma”, “United States”, and in consequence any government or body 
made thereof a product of their incorporation on breach of the articles so made.

This clause is where Hegelian Dialectic claims stab deep into the heart of the intent of tort, a contract or
agreement so made among the People, to suggest that the consensus of the body politic of the State or 
Nation so made is now superior and exclusive of any claims or legal standing of a party not remaining 
wholly and completely without interest or debt or other obligation to the same collective; for which a 
lien against the “civil honors” and other fundamental rights afforded may be suspended as if all terms 
were privileges conditioned obedience and submission to the body politic then made in incorporation.

Clinical psychology describes this as “mental illness”, a cognitive dysfunction of the mind and brain 
evident in a disassociation with the logic of the conventions of ordinary rule; themed “codependency”.

For example, the government will not provide you with protection of law if you do not pay the taxes it 
imposes on your person and without objection and immediately.

For further example, the protection of the court is conditioned the payment of fees and participation in 
the procedure to comply with the direction of the officers installed there by the community or district, 
without respect to outside rule or definitions of terms, and at their sole interpretation of such words and
claims use and application inconsistent with any “corpus juris secundum”.

What the heck is “Corpus Juris Secundum”?

It is in modern (wrongful) use, the title of a book by the UNITED STATES, a law dictionary in such 
use, similar to “Am Jur” (American Jurisprudence, 2d), another such well recognized dictionary.

In actual fact, the term means “Second Body of Law” in Latin, and refers to the common agreed 
sources which contain definitions of words and terms, procedures, and actions and titles used by the 
court without prior permission to admit to the record the basis in law or body of law against which a 
dispute is subject adjudication.  That is, the rules by which the contest (trial) will be subject and adhere,
in argument and terminology, including tort (contract, written and oral agreements and statements).

Oklahoma State Law prohibits use of Latin in any legal procedure, and obligates all parties to employ 
“common English” only, in legal meaning and legal discovery to any related terms in prior English law 
or other languages; as the ordinary person is entitled the access to the court and accommodation to their
public education and language afforded their region – including expression of any intent by the court 
per the same rule of answer and record made in 5 U.S.C. Section 556 and 557 testimony in matters 
concerning Federal Agency, such as TITLE IV or “child support” Federal programs, and by such 
agencies subject 45 CFR 302.0 and 303.0 rule, so enjoined despite appointment and organization using 
Federal Funds and State funds by the State government.
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The implication is that the terms employed by the law are not subject to fiat claims of the court or State
as to their meaning, but must be defined in open record based on primary sources (the United States 
Code, Oklahoma Statutes, definitions therein, and regulations including public policy in areas of any 
dispute), and are subject to impeachment upon contradiction as void – not simply the preference of the 
court or officers of the State or other agency or party in position of power to abuse the respondent.

In this relief, corpus juris secundum including citation of English Law and reference material widely 
acknowledged as authoritative for tort (contract) are a duty of the court, such as adherence to 
definitions as legal claims found in “Black's Law Dictionary” both in the time of such writing (1907, 
Constitution of the State of Oklahoma) and present (2021, 11th Edition – on disputes of terms in 
fiduciary actuary rights and obligations, including operation of law – Federal Law – and State duties set
forth such as 42 USC section 666(a)(9) “operation of law” and 666(a)(10) “automatically”).

While the court's agents are “natural born persons” in most cases, not “legal fiction” such as a 
corporation or office of the State or UNITED STATES made by a government body; and as such 
vulnerable to commit errors and omissions in the performance of official duties – those errors are not 
entitled broad protection as a fiat rule to conceal evidence or destroy claims (18 USC 2071); as in case 
01-17702-R and FR-18-04.  

Where delays of lawful relief beyond statutory or regulatory time limits prohibit enforcement, the 
sustained claim to suggest a defect or risk damaging the “merchantability or fitnesss of purpose” of an 
estate to civil honors or leadership or security from sudden and false imprisonment are certainly 
extremes shown in FR-18-04 and 01-17702-R, abusing a real person from 2001-2021 on perjury not 
afforded due process of any kind or the right at any time to face or cross examine the accuser; so ruled 
“automatic mistrial” by “operation of law” in all cases by the Oklahoma Supreme Court in 2007 
(“Kelly v Kelly”) and prior in 1970 (“Malone v Malone”).

“Operation of law” means that the effect of the act, without requirement or necessity of any officer to 
endorse or approve the legal consequence or rule, occurs – such as a trial being “void” where the 
accuser fails to appear and the accused is denied the right to present evidence upon such citation by the 
Judge, who then carries on as if the evidence taken in secret were admitted to record without objection 
from the petitioner.  Not only is this illegal in use against any UNITED STATES CITIZEN or 
OKLAHOMA CITIZEN, but it is the statutory law made in TEXAS FAMILY CODE section 157, 
admitting there no due process a component of every case heard in STATE OF TEXAS during the time
the code existed at law.

“Operation of law” is proof against abuse of public office to refuse to see, hear, or admit evidence or 
discovery, rules, or protections which enjoin the State or government or nation from violating the rights
of a person at their “discretion”. 

In the purpose of “General Welfare”, the Hegelian extremists would have the public believe that lack of
a formal ruling or trial, upon a preliminary pre-trial hearing, constitutes a ruling at-law.  In such case 
where the evidence is not granted trial, solely based on the confidence or beliefs of a judge in review to
settle a matter of grave Federal or State or public interest – such as the 2020 election of the Chief 
Executive Officer of the UNITED STATES, that is “rush to judgment” and void.
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The right to jury trial enjoins the State and United States government to hear the case, not settle the 
case by a judge prior ordinary procedure in pre-trial.  This is affirmed in 588 U.S. _____ (2019) case no
17-647, which obligates Federal jurisdiction and civil trial a right in cases where the State or UNITED 
STATES refused to hear a case which pertained to the infringement upon the Constitutional Rights or 
other protections of statutory or public law afforded a person or persons.

This right was violated in the prior cited cases in “Sovereign Immunity” claim by GREG ABBOTT, 
then attorney general for the STATE OF TEXAS, in “MARK BITARA et al v UNITED STATES”, a 
class action seeking due process in the child stealing and concealment of the prior real natural born 
child of the NATIVE AMERICAN TERRITORY (then “State of Oklahoma” themed) UNITED 
STATES CITIZEN bringing qui tam suit in $44 billion claim.

Now Governor of STATE OF TEXAS, and aided by KEN PAXTON, present ATTORNEY 
GENERAL OF THE STATE OF TEXAS, for the OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF 
THE STATE OF TEXAS, such concealment continues in fraud themed qui tam under the prior cases.

Mr. Abbott obtained power upon a campaign to enforce illegal demands in excess of income, threaten 
residents of the State of Texas with incarceration for failure to submit to the workforce of the STATE 
OF TEXAS, and incarceration and public incitement of felony defamation was his tool of choice in this
criminal activity to embezzle $720,000,000 USD from the UNITED STATES under TITLE IV 
programs in violation of 45 CFR and TEXAS FAMILY CODE section 157.261, contrary “final 
judgment” and by styling such laws as “guidelines, subject change to suit the intent of STATE OF 
TEXAS” in cause and purpose of maximizing collection in violation of 15 USC 1673(c) Federal Law.

STATE OF TEXAS therefore owes and such sum with interest due immediately to the victims of this 
fraud, in full and treble damages for use of this form of coercion and refund of all payments in excess 
of the first missed payment, per TEXAS FAMILY CODE section 157.261, a “final judgment” falsely 
filed as a bond with interest and lien upon real persons in “human trafficking” in each case, a separate 
count.

This is Federal Law, 2017 February to present, governing all such debt and causes of record so made; 
subject relief in perpetuity per 5 USC section 706 as an agency under direction of the UNITED 
STATES per 45 CFR 302.0 and 303.0 rule; citing no waiver or contest filed by the deadline set in 
FEDERAL REGISTER VOLUME 81 NUMBER 244.

This may bankrupt STATE OF TEXAS, or bond the State (a nation) to borrow money to pay the 
victims, and such settlement limited in time to pay by Federal Law to seven years or a lump sum; in 
full and without arbitration; per operation of law.  STATE OF TEXAS and “State of Texas” are, 
therefore; bankrupt incorporated entities on default of a debt to many creditors who are entitled general 
protection as a class “The People”, separate from any membership in STATE OF TEXAS, CITIZENS 
OF THE STATE OF TEXAS, or UNITED STATES CITIZEN standing they may also enjoy.

In the interest of “not bankrupting Texas” or the “United States”, Hegelian lawmakers and officers 
would argue that the voiding of this debt, or conversion to debt of the public (UNITED STATES 
CITIZENS) is preferable to dissolution of “State of Texas” or “United States”.
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CHAPTER 8
DISCRETION AND FIAT RULE

Why would this conclusion: “That dissolving the country or state is superior to the rights of the People,
or any single individual or person, not be the logical conclusion in fiduciary accounting?”

Primarily, because the presumption that any debt incurred may be made void by the “Sovereign Power”
is a presumption that such debt is “public debt” owed through the instrument of the “fictitious person” 
made in “UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP” or “CITIZENSHIP IN STATE OF TEXAS”, subject to 
the exclusive determination of the UNITED STATES or STATE OF TEXAS as governments.

The 4th CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS has ruled that “discretion” must be explicitly present in 
Federal Law to afford the Federal Government or its agents or State to act contrary to the rule of law.  
Where this clause appears in limited scope in some statutes, it is not present in most nor in broad 
application a power granted to the government of the many States or United States government either, 
as the law is guaranteed equal protection (42 USC section 1981) and the standing of the government as 
a legal person is deemed equal to the standing of other parties who appear before the court; in rule.

In “Turner v Rogers et al”, the Supreme Court admitted fault by the UNITED STATES and member 
states to “coerce” persons to surrender funds in violation of law; giving rise by extreme injury and 
abuse to the jailing of a man with a damaged spine for failure to pay child support during his incapacity
and in incarceration of others to increase child support owing and due from prisoners.  This gave rise to
45 CFR and Federal Registry Volume 81 Number 244, which explained in 74 pages in detail the 
limited powers of Title IV Agencies then made obligations conditional Federal Grants to States; and in 
relief and protection to “fairness” and “income” defined as money paid to the estate named in the cause
exclusive of the personal property or other franchise, labor, or body of the natural person for whom the 
estate (UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP, a trust and legal party at law) was made.

We officers of UNITED STATES, so made in commission and by its authority lawfully, understand 
this separation in all matters at contract and tort as a condition of our duty to occupation of the office of
the public trust.  This includes officers of the franchise of monopoly of trade across state borders and 
national borders, so themed INTERSTATE COMMERCE.  

INTERSTATE COMMERCE is governed by the OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED 
STATES (POTUS), and he may without approval of the Congress pay to any individual for injury or 
cause at his sole discretion over $20,000 USD per fiscal year, in consideration as a component of the 
scope of INTERSTATE COMMERCE or its regulation or limitation, as the POTUS deems fit.

INTRASTATE COMMERCE is governed by the respective State governments, in so much as the 
contract and solicitation of such goods do not traverse by articles movement or communication by wire 
or electronic or printed media the offer or solicitation of contract eligible for any person not a resident 
of the same State.  Meaning, most commerce using publicity and all Internet (an electronic network of 
common access and use owned by many private entities) fall under INTERSTATE COMMERCE, 
including claims pertaining civil debt or obligations in TITLE IV programs and causes, and especially 
where those claims seek to disrupt or bar ordinary travel or offer or fitness of goods in trade.
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Where States restrict trade to their borders, such as LICENSE TO PRODUCE HEALTH AND LIFE 
INSURANCE, and are regulated by the State Government or its appointee – such as the OKLAHOMA 
COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE; those services are INTRASTATE COMMERCE.  However, 
acts in that capacity do not afford the right to deny equal eligibility for non-payment of claims of a civil
nature in violation of Federal Law, such as case 01-17702-R or FR-18-04, as did the 2017 refusal to 
issue a commission to the respondent to such claim on a demand for payment immediately of $30,000 
USD conditional threat to make FALSE AND MALICIOUS ENTRY OF RECORD for poor character 
if not paid by the victim of that child-snatching felony in concealment of the right to work (18 USC 
241) in a public trade.

Hegelian theology would justify this abuse as the attorney for THE COMMISSIONER OF 
INSURANCE OF THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA did in written email reply, admitting failing to read 
or seek to comprehend the cause afforded 45 CFR 302.56(f) remonstration and lawful plea for relief; 
and acting instead on prejudice and rush to judgment in adherence to false trial of “abandonment” to 
suspend earnings themed $100,000 USD per fiscal year to the respondent in such suit; and such act 
sustaining serious injury requiring surgery themed $15,000 USD in cost disabling their ability to walk 
or stand in 2017 February to 2020 July surgery so delayed; and such delay conjoined with taking of 
$70,000 USD in credit from the same estate and threat of jail to prolong incapacity to pay loans and 
debts ordinary to civil honors in excess of $10,000 USD forced upon the business owner to sustain 
operation during illegal enforcement (45 CFR 303.6), a fraud (18 USC 1431).

This kind of callous and abusive conduct by officers, even attorneys, for the government STATE OF 
OKLAHOMA, in concert with STATE OF TEXAS, during concealment of a child and to contest 
ordered possession of a child in corruption of blood, is the very stuff of legend – and happened in 01-
17702-R and FR-18-04 without relief.

The right to work (Oklahoma Constitution Article XXIII-1A) was violated, conditioned an illegal sum 
sought by STATE OF TEXAS and STATE OF OKLAHOMA, with threat of implicating the applicant 
as having committed fraud and to disable their public office and enterprise in favor of those in STATE 
OF TEXAS and for a foreign sovereign power (NATION OF JAPAN, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF 
CHINA), and in use of the name and estate of the respondent in public claims contrary 1992-2021 use 
in business, to brand products in REPUBLIC OF CHINA (TIAWAN) – themed by PEOPLE'S 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA as their franchise and territory, so also in competition with their franchise 
“TENCENT HOLDING CO LTD” and partner in NATION OF JAPAN in franchise known as 
“NIPPON TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE” and “SOFTBANK GROUP CORP”.

In this way, in violation of Oklahoma Constitution Article XXIII section XXIII-8 and XXIII-9, which 
void any tort that would suspend the rights of a CITIZEN OF THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA or 
persons under the prior territorial claims themed there common law rights so made and admitted as 
“Supreme Law” by the Congress of the United States upon statehood of “State of Oklahoma” and 
admission of STATE OF OKLAHOMA as government in fact and agent; did the UNITED STATES 
become enjoined with a foreign sovereign power and its franchise acting jointly against prior (1992) 
established persons, brands, trademarks, and businesses; and by operation of law and overt act in 01-
17702-R and FR-18-04 jointly expose itself to be a “foreign unregistered agent” in conduct 
unbecoming and prohibited to the government of the state, nation, and territory in kind.
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Only by understanding that 18 USC 2383 “Rebellion” and section 2384 “Sedition” strictly restrain and 
enjoin the legal person “UNITED STATES” to comply with the “Laws of the United States” as would 
any other UNITED STATES CITIZEN whether an officer or member of the general public, is this sort 
of conflict of interest paired with overt acts of restraint and public deceit to defraud and carry false 
bond against the public debt in concert with export of TRADE SECRETS, franchise by title, and false 
claims of obligation to pay fees to enjoy such property or protection at law in the courts of the 
UNITED STATES over ordinary products and private property of the People exposed clearly.

Further, is the claim not limited to TRADE SECRETS, public name and “reputation” entitled 
protection from foreign and domestic use in dilution of the original maker or tradesman, but extends to 
the very taking of children and their separation and concealment as collateral, a hostage, to sustain such
fraud in public view and public notice and public record; contrary 18 USC 2071 and 5 USC 556 rule.

The terms set forth in those statutes on “Rebellion” and “Sedition” are clear, respect Oklahoma 
Constitution Article II section II-3 and II-22 “remonstrance” (protest, without violent acts in the first 
person), express right to speak on topics in the same scope as objection is prior wrongly made false 
public claim of fact a protected right; and evident to separate “The Laws of the United States” as object
of the offense in commission of a crime regardless the consent or position of “UNITED STATES” to 
agree or as legal person be the party accused of violating the very same, at law.

Hegelian Dialectic claims predicate to speak “as and for” the body politic, as if the individual did not 
exist or in doing so separate from the “public policy” of record or acts were without standing to speak.

This is express in the line “This is not who we are,” commonly employed by Hegelian Terrorists to 
suggest a right to usurp the public title and identity exclusive of any point of view but their own.

While deeply offensive to the educated person not in complicity with this abuse already, the claim 
suggests the “invalidation” of those who resist and object to the taking of the public office and public 
title to serve a specific cause or policy in the very character of the agent(s) or officer(s) acts.  

It is a failure to acknowledge the honor and the duty of the office is separate from the agent-in-fact, and
their acts under color of that title or power are as a “good steward” to execute and hear all appeals to 
the authority and jurisdiction of the office without prejudice or bias; for which the assertion of 
collective representation of authority is both immoral and baseless abasement of the office at law.

Certainly there are times where discretion and compassion are called for and obligated; as in the 
Japanese diplomatic mission to Ukraine which issued unconditional passports to Jews fleeing  
antisemitism and violence there; contrary other public policy of the Empire of Japan at that time.  

But where the abuse of office due to caution or custom sustain injury and injustice, it is not excusable 
or permissible, per the United States Treaty “The Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the 
Crime of Genocide”, which voids all immunity and protection of any officer or court which perform 
such constructive acts or fail to produce relief in discovery or report of such activity as is case 01-
17702-R and FR-18-04 to the full extent of their authority and means in the interest of justice.  To do 
less, or ignore such abuse, is complicity with genocide at law, even by a court against its own public.
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Fiat is the term used in forensic debate, indicating a claim that has standing as legal fact without 
further proof or prior proof.  Child support assignment, and custody rights, are not fiat facts under 
Oklahoma Constitution Article II section II-36A, which prohibits the presumption of rights as unequal 
upon the gender of the person in a contract (tort).

As one member of the OKLAHOMA BAR ASSOCAITION who called me during the threat of false 
incarceration during 45 CFR 303.6 violation, he claimed that “without the child support order, you 
have no right to see or possess your son whatsoever”.  This is, again, criminal intimidation by phone in 
WIRE FRAUD to conceal the TITLE 76 section 76-8 statutory law governing PONTOTOC COUNTY 
DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF OKLAHOMA, where the right to return of a child (natural born, or 
legal estate) to the parent is an obligation without prior presumtion or condition of joint-estate at law 
for both “parents”.

Proof of “paternity” (parental relationship) was, after all, MOTIONED BY THE RESPONDENT in 
immediate demand to show interest and equity in the RECOVERY OF THE CHILD FOR 
PROTECTION FROM ABDUCTION AND CONCEALMENT, which STATE OF TEXAS destroyed 
in 18 USC 2071 felony act in 2001 December and 2002 hearings after “Wholly in default” ruling 
against the petitioner Veronica M. Petersen.  Petersen aggravated this perjury by later claiming the 
respondent “never came to any of the hearings” despite failing herself to attend any hearing in 2001 
duly served upon her, and contrary theft of SUMMONS in DALLAS COUNTY in May 2002 to 
conceal hearings by a STATE OF TEXAS CITIZEN – in concert with false claims and securities fraud 
to extort the Oklahoma parent, offering the summons only 24 hours prior the hearing (and such notice 
illegal per TEXAS FAMILY CODE, then reported to JUDGE DEE MILLER who destroyed the report 
May 20 2002 in furtherance of rendering a false order and embezzlement ruling May 29 2002 having 
never seen the respondent and petitioner at the same time in any hearing, a TITLE IV Fraud.

“Automatic Mistrial” was therefore evident and in effect by “operation of law” to “void” the 01-17702-
R trial, but refused all report and complaint in writing from 2001-2021 execution by STATE OF 
TEXAS, STATE OF OKLAHOMA, and UNITED STATES in separate express and repeated notice.

Instead, the state governments and UNITED STATES jointly removed 65% of income paid to the 
respondent plus 100% of all Federal tax refunds, violating 15 USC 1673(b) Federal Law, which void 
the entire cause and warrant full refund for fraud; constructively denying the victim access to attorney 
services and ordinary subsistence pay for 20 years of subordinate peonage and abuse as a slave to the 
UNITED STATES and under threat of incarceration if he failed to work in the employment of the 
same; contrary his Federal Rights and 586 U.S. ____ (2019) case no 17-1091 ruling barring any civil 
court of the State or Federal Government to impose such fines so again express in 45 CFR 303.100(a)
(3) citation a limit in rule of 15 USC 1673 expressly.

When political leaders like Hillary Clinton say, “What difference does it make?” the answer is simple: 

GENOCIDE – or proper prevention and punishment of GENOCIDE, COMPLICITY WITH 
GENOCIDE, and forfeiture of the entire book asset and franchise of the UNITED STATES.  
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CHAPTER 9
ALL NECESSARY FORCE

As stated in “public policy law” per Federal Register Volume 81 No 244, the fiat rule applies to the 
claim of the income of the Title IV obligation – not to the State or Federal Government or payee of 
such cause; and the TITLE IV AGENT must show proof, while the written rebuttal of no income is 
sufficient to be entered as formal answer and legal fact by the party who is instructed to pay.  Burden of
proof to show income to the estate in payment of money is upon the TITLE IV AGENCY; and any 
claim of payment by liquidation of property is FOURTH AMENDMENT VIOLATION on demand, a 
felony per 18 USC 241 in any operation of two or more employees of the state or Federal government 
or persons in receipt of such money or proceeds of sale of real property to satisfy a “fine”.

A “fine” is a portion of income, per 586 U.S. ____ (2019) case no 17-1091, not a value or book asset 
assessment of property already in clear title to the estate or the natural born person (its agent), nor can 
the court seize the estate to pay the “fine” issued from a civil procedure; and such payments are limited 
to 25% of the net income after taxes minus subsistence to include any necessary medical costs.

As a consequence of the 01-17702-R fraud, the respondent not only lost the right to companionship 
with his son and all benefits of his sole heir and property, but the right to work under fraud perpetrated 
in three REGISTRATIONS of his legal name by the abductors using the ICANN (United States Names
and Numbers Registry) in support of the fraud undertaken by the ROBERT HALF TECHNOLOGIES 
employee and joint threats in writing to attorney MARY ROUNDS by the same naming TEK 
SYSTEMS employees co-conspirators in this child taking and concealment fraud.

TEK SYSTEMS and ROBERT HALF TECHNOLOGIES were legal “competitors” of the respondent's
employer and client (SPRINT), and their respective employer purchased SPRINT due to the damage 
done to the company by the kidnapping of the “Senior Software Engineer's child” in 2001-2021.

The same parties sent letters of extortion in 300 pages to the Oklahoma parent in 2007-2013, detailing a
plan to murder him, harm his family, harm women known to be his associates, use fire to destroy his 
office and home, disable two businesses by name; and to carry out surveillance on his property to 
threaten and intimidate him, his employees, and the public (potential customers) in cause of this 
demand for money in violation of Federal Law (45 CFR 303.6).

These actions ultimately traced the fraud via large scale organized denial of service network abuse and 
false source data to TENCENT HOLDING CO LTD, SOFTBANK GROUP CORP, NTT AMERICA, 
and the parent company NIPPON TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE, a large monopoly owned in part 
by the government of Japan (over 20%), who were direct competitors of the company the Oklahoma 
parent had been working for in 2000-2001 when his child was abducted and concealed.  The result of 
such abuse caused an $11 billion USD bankruptcy, disabling the firm NORTEL NETWORKS, and per 
Brian Shields later documented intrusion into the email and other systems of the company representing 
a direct threat to United States National Security in competitive bidding by NTT in PEOPLE'S 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA which disrupted contracts prior held by NORTEL for long-haul optical data 
infrastructure bids there.  The resulting restatement of earnings triggered the 2002-2004 Telecom 
economic collapse in the United States Stock Markets.
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Against such abuse, using moderately sophisticated methods as forged source TCP/IP traffic, modified 
ICMP packets in excess of 8 million sent in 3 days containing abusive ASCII encoded text directed 
toward the Oklahoma parent by name, and failure of the PONTOTOC COUNTY DISTRICT COURT, 
STATE OF OKLAHOMA to impose relief or protection against such “computer activity” despite 
confession of act as a perported “accident” by the TEXAS CITIZEN responsible for the concealment of
the child and deceit of the child, Title 76 section 76-9 of the Oklahoma Statutory Code comes to mind 
immediately.

“All Necessary Force” is authorized in the protection of violation of any of the prior rights, including 
“inherent rights”, “reputation”, and “contact and return of a child” (then ordered to the possession of 
the Oklahoma Parent).

This is important, because the term “All Necessary Force” instantly triggers the same response that the
UNITED STATES government issued in January 6 2021 civil unrest (not formally declared then or 
since a “riot”, and thus lacking all obligations of a riot to compel persons to disperse by no notice 
thereof given the persons since named in formal Federal criminal complaint).

Force, as defined at law in Federal rule, includes both physical force as well as ordinarily unlawful 
force, to suggest no limitation ordinarily imposed.   Force also refers legally to “economic, political, 
and persuasive force”, such as boycotts, trade embargoes, suspension of INTERSTATE COMMERCE 
or any rights or powers therein, and affords as a reserved power those privileges ascribed to the 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES over INTERSTATE COMMERCE to be so included in the 
definition of “Force” in 76 O.S. 76-9.

For our purpose, the importance of this language is identical to the UNITED STATES effort to suggest 
the word “fight” used by REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE members in speeches and language has only 
“one legal meaning, an illegal act” to deceive and intimidate the public unlawfully in a criminal fraud 
to deny “remonstrance” or other objection be granted “compos mentis” or at minimal lawful exercise in
any degree whatsoever opposing the DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL PARTY.

In concert with the prior 01-17702-R and FR-18-04 case law, the use of “force” includes 22 Oklahoma 
Statute section 22-31 et al “Resistance, who may resist”; to include the immediate and discretionary 
application of any degree of force of any kind to stop felony injury or felony criminal activity against a 
legal person – whether a natural person such as the biological parent of this abducted child, or a legal 
fiction in legal person such as the corporation or company named in threats of imminent violence and 
surveillance themed felonies in 18 USC section 2261A “Felony Stalking” statutes.

To an “unsophisticated person”, the incitement of a legal right to force is always a criminal threat, 
reserved for government and the court, law enforcement, and other commissioned agents of the society 
exclusively.  

To a “sophisticated person”, the right of franchise, license, trade, standing, legal equity, interest, and 
authority or suspension of civil honors in “equal or greater necessary degree to terminate the ongoing 
will of an enemy or belligerent to engage in war crimes are lawful and authorized”  (4th Geneva Conv.)
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CHAPTER 10
THE “CASTE” COUCH

We see in this moment, in “All necessary force” the defect of the Hegelian Dialectic expose itself fully,
in that it believes that ultimate right resides in the outcome, whatever the force required, contrary any 
external theory or agreement at law; and disclaims any objection or resistance in resort to a simple 
“suffrage” whereby the failure to support the use of force overwhelmingly by the public as a whole 
disqualifies its legal authority in a whole.

In essence, the party with the most friends and supporters is “right” because the ability of any party to 
legally contest the claim is equal among all parties; and in the case of violence as a practical and 
equitable resort the use of violence by the larger group will overwhelm the smaller or the individual; 
having in this mental framework equal strength and freedom of extreme in all things regardless of 
cause (casus belli), such that the act of resistance by the minority is “a form of suicide” that serves no 
purpose other than to inflict harm before it is ultimately overcome and its means to resist removed.

The individual, or minority, is therefore not only “wrong” de facto (fiat), but intends to do harm to 
others and “self harm”, a proof of mental incapacity where the goal and cause of such person is always 
defined by and predicated on the benefit to society and the majority of a collective body from which it 
is deemed inseparable – and thus must be “helped” - against its will if necessary – to coerce and force it
to stop engaging in this self-harm that has a potential to harm others.  Further, is the “potential” deemed
a material legal fact.  That is, the suggestion of harm is the act of harm itself by the discovery of intent 
or thought – regardless of actual act or preparation.  

This “thought crime”, where “intent” contrary the desired and ideal conformity to this collective will 
and goals and claims is construed as a violation of civil or criminal law without further action; places 
the thought and communication of the subject under trial and analysis disregarding the ordinary 
“boundary” that American law predicates all its Constitutional rules.

This returns to the “codependency” mental illness presentation, which is a common and widespread 
disorder with higher incidence among impoverished families, the poor, persons in subsistence labor, 
and those of low quality education.  In essence, it “appeals” to those persons who cannot distinguish 
the rights of society to their wishes do not extend into the “square” (the reserved space, in academic 
terms) of the opinion or beliefs, thoughts, and intent of individuals in a free society (as is the United 
States Law under the auspice of John Knox Witherspoon, et al).

This belief is not simply “dysfunction”, as we would see it in clinical psychology.  

It is a “foreign theory of law” wrongly construed as “mental health” in totalitarian societies like 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, NATION OF JAPAN, and former AXIS powers and their allies.

A crime, under “The Laws of the United States” may not incorporate intent as no person may know the 
mind of another as a legal fact, exclusive of other precursor evidence of a plan and acts toward that 
plan to carry out a crime knowingly, willfully, and without respect to notice of laws prohibiting it.
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This behavior is the product of ASIAN FEUDALISM and EUROPEAN FEUDALISM in which the 
very expression against the higher class of a society could be sole cause for criminal conviction and 
punishment, including death.  Imagining the death of a king or leader, for instance, was once a crime; 
while today we view the incitement by public communication of death to be a crime only where the 
clear intent is to intimidate or suggest it be done – the act rather than the intent or will is criminal.

Yet in 2001-2021, we have observed with the advent of the Internet a growing foreign influence by 
Asia, China, India, and other European countries to impose these sort of “foreign theory of law” as 
“normal” or “mental health” standards; and the AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION 
(APA) have submitted, incorporating sexual practices deemed crimes into ordinary function and 
extending sexual intercourse and sexual privacy rights into the behavior of children as young as 13 in 
the United States across schools, medical practice, courts, and to encourage same-sex encounters and 
behavior in contravention to the ordinary “parental influence” and “religious instruction” prior 
obligated to government and its licensed practices of industry – using school programs and public 
money to normalize this conduct including serial polygamy and infidelity, open relationships, and 
adult-child relationships with broad age differences eligible to minors and among faculty and students.

This is, to the surprise of many, the foreign theory of law in PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, and 
of cultural norms in NATION OF JAPAN, as well as the product of norms in other countries like 
INDIA and AFGHANISTAN which aid in “child trafficking” (use of children under 18, in exploitation 
and sexual profiteering) and “human trafficking” (use and abuse of men and women to produce 
financial resources for children against their will, to support offspring who are not given ordinary or 
basic protection in a relationship with their biological parent, and to impose substitution of LEGAL 
PARENTS in place of biological parents including deceit and exploitation to maximize benefits theft).

The abuse is so extreme that many persons have quit the field of clinical psychology and medicine, 
rather than be forced to provide services they do not agree with or object to as medically unnecessary 
and harmful; and their ability to practice ordinary medicine in clinical and psychological services 
restricted by license to deny the public access to services not in compliance with these “state policies”.

This is the norm in Asia and Japan, and in countries where child-marriage is normalized, and 
increasingly is being supported by UNITED STATES franchises in INTERSTATE COMMERCE to 
gain investment from foreign sovereign powers and access to their markets and population.

The Hegelian reflection upon this activity is very predictable: the purpose (As they claim) of a business
is to maximize profit.

The use of profit, however, is firstly for society and the public as administered and directed by the 
authorities elected by the majority, in the natural outcome of the prior “use of force by majority rule” 
often softened and themed in their language “Democracy”.  

The word “Democracy” implies a right to have some (equal) input in the governing of state, but in this
case means the power of the majority to overrule the minority in dilution of benefits to serve a fixed 
belief or purpose, even if that purpose is embezzlement, for as long as support can be sustained to 
retain power in this abuse of public office and of the public trust.  To serve the “top caste”.
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CHAPTER 11
CAPITALISM AS THE RED SCARE

In opposition to the harm this prior practice does, the projection of blame for failings upon individuals 
and non-compliant business – small business especially – is explicit in such an embezzlement scheme.

The Hegelian belief that the business, a franchise of the state government, exists to enrich the public 
and protect the elite above others; is displaced in classic narcissistic abuse upon the persons that oppose
or dilute that control – small business owners and competitors operating in their “square” of rights, 
refusing sale or coercion to surrender their intellectual or physical property and franchise, and most 
importantly – those businesses who would testify against the “profit” objective publicly.

Specifically, a business in the United States is not obligated to make a profit.

A business can suffer a loss.  

That is, a business can spend more money than it takes in over a fiscal year, and is still a legitimate 
business.  The failure to post a profit does not divest or dissolve the business, or its right to exist as a 
franchise under the “Laws of the United States”.

Further, the business may declare the loss, and carry it forward to act as a credit against future earnings 
in other fiscal years; and may do so by any means legally available including investors and patrons 
financing of costs and conduct without any input or transparency from society to approve or agree with 
the policies and practices not defined by law.

Herein, we see the “codependency” and lack of “ordinary boundary issues” express again in Hegelian 
Dialectic claims, to suggest some authority to coerce or compel a business to post a “profit” and thus a 
“tax earning” for the state and public.  This is simply untrue, as a claim to lawful public business and 
INTERSTATE COMMERCE.

Business, as designed by John Knox Witherspoon et al, and his students who wrote the “Constitution of
the united States of America”, is the reserved right of a person to conduct their trade without 
interference or control similar to peonage or industry of a separate legal person.

The right to engage in business, and the success of such enterprise, is measured both in the financial 
accounting of its trade as well as the good works and good purpose for which it endeavors; placing no 
obligation upon such works to be by their nature or the voluntary participation of those engaging in 
them any duty or lien owed or payable to the new government of the many States or nation United 
States, nor to its agents.  

A company that loses money, but continues to operate and find capital to sustain itself, whether by 
charity or investment; is not itself taxable as if it has sold goods subject duties on the currency alone, as
that would indicate a taking of the funds which are exclusive in private (civil) contract by the 
government of the many states, United States, or other municipality; suggesting thereby that those 
parties have some “vested interest” in the very “fiat currency” or other goods at law, a fraud.
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The FOURTH AMENDMENT establishes that money as bearer bonds in possession of a person are 
property, just like land title clear of other claims or goods purchased at a store.  In buying a pair of 
pants, one does not purchase 99% of the pants, to wear, while remanding 1% to the UNITED STATES 
for their later use or veto power over whence to put them on and how.

This is what “interest” and “equity” in “private property” represent; and the matter itself has been 
confused by the implied use of local regulations, municipal codes, and statutory law of the UNITED 
STATES to govern its own activity and those estates of its making (UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP,
a legal person in each name and number of registry), whereby some attention to the public safety is 
implied and enforced by fines, rules, and conduct guidelines.  

Such as, one may not fire a pistol into the air in a community, as the shot falling may still cause harm to
others, and is subject to a fine; possible criminal charge for injury, and demand that such weapon be 
given over to prevent its use immediately and until such time as it is taken out of the jurisdiction.

Simple rules like this, including impounding dangerous or damaged equipment, have led to a false 
presumption that the UNITED STATES or member states have “actual interest or equity” over property
which can be seized on the “presumed or implied fear” of misuse, such as the “Protective Order” 
powers abused in Oklahoma and Texas until Governor Stitt signed an order prohibiting the 
UNCONSTITUTIONAL ABUSE to deny firearms to persons arising from ordinary and unrelated 
disputes.  Such disputes, a product of the “Hegelian Dialectic” to invalidate and style as mentally ill all 
persons who expose or are suspected of resistance to Hegelian public policy and as a clear barratry 
(crime, 21 O.S. 21-551, an abuse of the court without legal cause); are common in PEOPLE'S 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA, NATION OF JAPAN, and certain EUROPEAN nations subject strict arms 
control after the second World War to limit AXIS powers.

In the prior “gun confiscation” case, use of fraud and deceit to obtain the necessary “trigger” statements
to carry out property seizure by local and State Law Enforcement, and for sale or forfeiture unrelated 
actual crimes and prior criminal conviction; violate Oklahoma Law (21 O.S. 21-3 and 21-8).

This “presumption of (imagined) intent” is a consistent element with this “Foreign theory of Law”, and 
is present also in the commission and issuance of “license” for a business or medical practice 
increasingly in the Hegelian-led Biden Administration and prior DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL PARTY
activity in the United States from 2001-2021.

The very idea of “private property” both infuriates the Hegelian mindset of “collective power to 
remove any privilege, including the threat of removing children and employment, property, home, and 
transportation to resistors” as a means to coerce and compel complicity with more serious policy abuse 
such as embezzlement or human trafficking under color of law (and the court, 22 USC sec. 7102).

When businesses refuse to cooperate or “virtue signal”, show complicity with this abuse of their brand 
and customers in support of Hegelian policy, the resort to style the owners and company as “evil” and 
“an existential threat” which the public should retaliate against by all means (while the Hegelian sect 
offer alternatives and direct the public to compliant business) violates the very basis of the equal 
protection clause (42 USC 1981) and weaponizes the public media against certain groups and faiths.
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While these attacks are generally publicly described as retaliation for conduct toward women, 
minorities, the environment, tax obligations (styled “fair share” in language to suggest ever increasing 
claims supporting total surrender of the right to do business or trade conditional complicity); the 
ultimate central theme is “Capitalism” makes such resistance proof of “ill intent” by design.

To resist (the state, Hegelian mob) is to steal from the public, in short.

Again, boundary issues are evident, and “Codependency” arising from a defective education in the 
product of the public “UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION” and related school 
districts under union financial operation to increase their funding and create indemnity for abuse, are 
evident throughout the process; and component to a fraud that could not occur from a well educated 
and correctly instructed public evaluation of this abuse of public media and propaganda.

Ironically, in abuse using this propaganda, the Hegelian Terrorist movement has resorted to the same 
sort of language in their defective understanding of the purpose of such claims; possibly because they 
realize that rocking the position from the left, and then from the right, will loosen the position in the 
public eye to allow for further violation toward such ends.  But in all likelihood in public perception, 
solely because it “sounds good” to say that firms like FACEBOOK and TWITTER are “private” 
corporations, so they enjoy the right to do what they want with whom they want and suppress or alter 
information submitted for publication to suit their (paid) political objectives.

This is utter horse shit.

FACEBOOK and TWITTER are UNITED STATES CORPORATIONS, franchises of INTERSTATE 
COMMERCE commissioned by UNITED STATES, and subject all rules and regulations of operation 
as such by commission; including rules prohibiting false solicitation, deceptive marketing, alteration, 
violation of 42 USC section 230 subsection (c), and other laws.

When a corporation is described as “private”, that means its securities – those registered instruments 
issued by the UNITED STATES or a member state government as bonds under term, are not publicly 
traded in a regulated exchange like “public” stock.

Nothing in the term “private” implies that these corporations are “private persons” separate from the 
UNITED STATES or entitled to “entice the public to participate in the promise of equal protection and 
visibility of content submitted, provided such content is not criminal to distribute, nor can the tort 
(terms of service, a contract) violate the rights to such protections and equal enforcement of rules and 
relief obligated by any UNITED STATES CORPORATION, or state business organization of record.

The term “dumb as dog shit” doesn't come close to describing the impetus of such a claim to suggest 
that corporations can discriminate against public figures, alter communications, label claims as true or 
false based on staff input or other authority, or in any way penalize persons for “sharing” or 
“transmitting the URL to content published by other persons” by any “INTERNET SERVICE 
PROVIDER” so defined in 42 USC section 230.

To penalize persons for doing so, per subsection (c) is expressly unlawful conduct, in fact.
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Exemptions are made solely to block violent, overtly sexual, and offensive content which – when not 
regulated professionally and by verification to a substantial degree – constitute direct communication 
without parental consent or review to minors by design in the TERMS OF SERVICE.  

Again, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA and their “age of consent” and 13 or older age rule is 
imposed despite explicit content in distrubution which constitutes direct solicitation of a child to 
INTERSTATE COMMERCE; and the abuse of such medium to exploit this vulnerable community 
while the UNITED STATES alleges that all content on the Internet shall be suitable for ages 18 and 
above made formal ruling, with no proof of age beyond issuance of a VISA or MASTERCARD, is 
absurd foreign unregistered influence on the monopoly and franchise of the UNITED STATES.

When such abuse is used against the PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES (POTUS), who has the 
authority to shut down such activity expressly in the INTERSTATE COMMERCE clause; and to 
coerce or compel the replacement and defamation of that officer – then we have a watershed moment 
where foreign unregistered sovereign powers have reached for and obtained control over the office of 
the public trust contrary the officer and staff installed by the people, as in 2020.

To simply say, “This is capitalism” and anything goes; suggesting the market is open to competition 
where the scale of entry cost is in the Billions of U.S. Dollars; and where foreign governments own 
portions of the telecom industry which is entering into the United States in this effort; showing in those 
letters and threats a clear and complete disregard for the Statutory and Constitutional Law of the United
States, and to abuse such access to overturn the “Laws of the United States” by popular incitement 
violence and abuse of the courts to impose a “foreign theory of law” based on “intent” and “virtue” 
contrary fiduciary and legal limitations – is most serious wrongdoing entitled lawful “resistance”.

Styling that resistance and all its actions as “Capitalism”, a red herring similar to the “Red Scare” era 
against Soviet Communism, is a lure to suggest to minors and the “unsophisticated” a right to take by 
force and collective wish the success of the people and their property; and dilute it in an effort to obtain
equal luxury by imposing inhumane and cruel unusual punishment on the enemies of the “Chinese 
Communist Party” (CCP) and their present economic partners (NATION OF JAPAN).

It is “The Red Scare” in reverse.  But the tragedy is that, due to the Internet and complicity by persons 
supporting Hegelian Dialectic Socialism in our education and business and legal profession, it is 
working effectively to dilute the staying power of U.S. Based business owners; most of whom can see 
that the UNITED STATES and their State government are already complicit with this fraud – and 
would be foolish to not sell their business and leave when offered the financial means to do so.

In this interest, TENCENT HOLDING CO LTD purchased 50% of RIOT GAMES and EPIC 
MEGAGAMES, and 10% of PARADOX INTERACTIVE of Sweden; the latter the owner of EVE 
ONLINE and WORLD OF DARKNESS products (franchises), for export via South Korea and Norway
to foreign markets like China and Japan.  When Sony Entertainment then purchased for $1.1 billion 
USD the CRUNCHYROLL service, in concert with their acquisition of FUNIMATION, the Texas 
based franchise and licensing program shows a steady sale of properties overseas amid increasing labor
and public civil unrest in the United States, similar to the DISNEY+ acquisition of Lucas Films and 
changes to the STAR WARS franchise to service PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA markets.
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CHAPTER 12
NEW MARKETS – OLD FRAUDS

Not all acquisitions are evil.  Anti-trust laws are designed to prevent another “U.S. Steel” or “Standard 
Oil” monopoly.  However, when the business plan of DIGITAL REALTY TRUST reads like a how-to 
guide of obtaining “distressed” real estate used for national switched packet data over optical 
exchanges, and arise in concert with the destruction of SPRINT and NORTEL NETWORKS in 2001 to
install COGENT COMMUNICATIONS for NTT GROUP in concert with NTT AMERICA activity to 
promote a child abduction of a “key empoyee” at NORTEL NETWORKS spanning 2001-2021; natural
questions are raised.  

Specifically, why is a California incorporated NGO “PACKET CLEARING HOUSE” taking on 
national routing and peering data, while advertising themselves as an AFFILIATE of NTT AMERICA 
exclusively; contrary an FBI Letter warning the UNITED STATES FEDERAL TRADE 
COMMISSION not to allow NATION OF JAPAN to install the company in STATE OF MICHIGAN 
due potential foreign sovereign capital influence from the $99 billion USD / year foreign monopoly or 
its impact on domestic firms (like Nortel, or those of the child's father in former Oklahoma Territory).

In concert with a virus originating in PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (PRC), striking down all 
ordinary public commerce and travel in the United States in 2018-2021, and a 2020 buy-out of 
NVIDIA CORPORATION by SOFTBANK GROUP CORP (formerly a $7 billion USD partner of 
TENCENT HOLDING CO LTD in similar UBER gig franchise overseas, since ruled a labor violation),
and the financing by SOFTBANK GROUP CORP to acquire ARM HOLDING LTD (maker of Apple 
processor technology) for $32 billion USD used then in swap for this “controlling interest” of NVIDIA 
CORPORATION; sophisticated investors have to see a pattern of movements that are unsettling.

Incorporating a mandatory “lock-down”, inoculation advertised to prevent infection which is now 
revealed to only reduce infection by half while making the inoculated party a carrier for further 
mutation, leads most sophisticated persons to question the intent and legality of such transactions as 
NVIDIA CORPORATION paired with chip shortages and irresponsible distribution allowing scalping 
and picking “favored preferred vendors” over smaller firms; as a real encroachment of union activity 
backed by a foreign sovereign power for which calls to “suspend travel and work” to persons who 
refuse the vaccine (as is their right under law) a serious intrusion of a “foreign theory of law” and 
endorsed by CNN, MSNBC, and other media channels as if “legal fact” or other “obligation” falsely.

When incorporated with credit disruption to suspend lines of credit in case 01-17702-R in March 2017 
and 2018, illegally seizing funds from business owners in the UNITED STATES and threatening them 
with false incarceration to suspend ordinary access to technology purchasing like NVIDIA products 
and services at a critical timing, these acts regardless of the coordination or communication fall under 
18 USC 241 and 242 violations as felony interdiction in the INTERSTATE COMMERCE of the 
UNITED STATES and sustained threat to coerce and blackmail officers of a UNITED STATES 
CORPORATION during $418 million to $40 billion USD in transactions executed from 2018-2020; 
and such sales occurring during 400,000 requests per day sent from 2017-2021 to the same Oklahoma 
Territory network in suppression to disrupt INTERSTATE COMMUNICATION as WIRE FRAUD.
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CHAPTER 13
PHYSICAL HIT AND RUN

These electronic and high-value trades, paired with irresponsible incitement of violence and overthrow 
of the 2020 Election, disruption of the rule of law, and sabotage of prospectus of UNITED STATES 
CORPORATIONS in the same STANDARD INDUSTRY CODE would be suspicious on face; if not 
for the five (5) distinct incidents of someone coming to the property and destroying the UNITED 
STATES POSTAL SERVICE BOX with a motor vehicle in 2015-2021 in Pontotoc County; 

Then stealing UNITED STATES MAIL from NEBRASKA (2021, July) and from the OKLAHOMA 
SECRETARY OF STATE in a pattern of fraud to disrupt the business in like plan with the 300 pages 
of threats of murder and commercial sabotage promising the export of the intellectual property in title 
to REPUBLIC OF GERMANY in concert with PARADOX INTERACTIVE employment in letters of 
threat on concealment of the child.

Conspiracy against rights does not require at law (18 USC 241) that the parties are proven to agree or
have an agreement on the course or method of acting.  Only that two or more persons engage in the acts
against the same right.

If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate any person in 
any State, Territory, Commonwealth, Possession, or District in the free exercise or 
enjoyment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Constitution or laws of the 
United States, or because of his having so exercised the same; or

If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway, or on the premises of another, 
with intent to prevent or hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege so
secured—

They shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both; and if
death results from the acts committed in violation of this section or if such acts include 
kidnapping or an attempt to kidnap, aggravated sexual abuse or an attempt to commit 
aggravated sexual abuse, or an attempt to kill, they shall be fined under this title or 
imprisoned for any term of years or for life, or both, or may be sentenced to death.

Each or in that statute (18 USC 241) serves to give notice that “injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate” 
to include “Native American Territory” or former “Oklahoma Territory”, the “free exercise or 
enjoyment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Constitution or laws of the United States”; 
and to cite the “or because of his having so exercised the same” a rider not exclusive or required – but 
express to the actions after-the-fact in accessory prior abuse or “remonstrance” (OK Const. II-3); 

And that such act is a crime, in addition to further offense “If two or more persons go in disguise” or 
alternatively “on the premise of another” where the outcome of such acts regardless the prior conspire 
clause so made separately, “with intent to prevent or hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right 
or privilege so secure”, such as FOURTH AMENDMENT right to private property and rights express 
in all copyright, trade secret, name, nom de plum (pen name), trademark, or franchise thereof;
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Is conspiracy against rights so evident – without condition in the second cause to a mutual agreement 
prior among parties, that such acts by the persons did in their operation and illegal nature disable the 
rights of the same individual in the same cause to the freedom and protection otherwise enjoyed and 
obligated the protection of the UNITED STATES, STATE OF OKLAHOMA, and all member states.

The prior (18 USC) is the UNITED STATES CRIMINAL CODE; and per 15 USC 1692d, any act then
themed a “crime” therein is subject to void a civil debt when used to seek payment or demand on that 
civil obligation; so making it “void” at law.

The States, quick to resort to “Sovereign Immunity” as GREG ABBOTT did in MARK BITARA et al 
v UNITED STATES, then denied trial in an UNCONSTITUTIONAL MANNER by STATE OF 
TEXAS and UNITED STATES joint conspiracy in 01-17702-R and FR-18-04 related member of that 
class; are barred from such protection per 15 USC 1692n, and further in the “UNIFORM 
INTERSTATE FAMILY SUPPORT ACT” (Rev 2008) where STATE OF TEXAS waives its 
jurisdiction to the STATE OF OKLAHOMA fully for determination of the amount “owing and due” be
so determined on ordinary trial, limited without a written waiver of “FAST AND SPEEDY TRIAL” 
not made or granted to PONTOTOC COUNTY DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF OKLAHOMA in FR-
18-04, and having expired the 12 months since filing to seat a jury granted in motion before KYLE 
HIBBS, witness from the gallery of the court on motion by the respondent pro se; and so violating the 
law in 18 USC 3161 right to due process and 45 CFR 303.6 in sustained claim held from 2017-2021 
under “ORDER STAYING CASE” without permanent relief and return of funds on void order barred 
by UIFSA, a paid in full “final judgment” and return due by STATE OF TEXAS per 45 CFR 
303.100(a)(8) not admitted or enforced by STATE OF OKLAHOMA in conspiracy against rights 
jointly with STATE OF TEXAS.

The respondent, threatened with physical violence and subjected to physical motor vehicle direction 
and flight from the scene on 4 of 5 occassions, destroying the means of communication with the Court, 
State, and Department of Justice at the address of service in Pontotoc County, Native American 
Territory formerly State of Oklahoma; cites that the need to put up physical cameras arose from direct 
threats via AMAZON INC. subsidiary “TWITCH.TV” to his immediate person; following May 20 
2020 attempted forced entry to the property by two or more persons driving large work trucks; who 
were observed fleeing the scene and did deliver threats related the child concealment and sexual assault
against family members a threat that evening after the attempted home invasion failed.

This matter is therefore “ongoing” and the “hostage”, a child concealed since 2001 August 11th without 
legal cause; taken at knife point from the possession of the parent by Iva Petersen; and prior removed to
conceal and refused return by Donald Beal and Veronica M. Petersen in concert with Iva Petersen 
following a threat to kill or seriously injure the baby (then 74 days old) and the father (then 26 years 
old) and after prior assault and battery on the father at high speed in Oklahoma County while the child 
Alexis Petersen was a passenger in the vehicle; sustain the need for Federal Investigation and a 
Congressional Hearing against this Title IV Abuse by STATE OF TEXAS and STATE OF 
OKLAHOMA involving obstruction of a 21 O.S. 21-748.1 “debt bondage” and “human trafficking” 
civil suit filed in 21 O.S. 21-748.2 and spoliation (23 O.S. 23-9.1) civil counter suit against 
VERONICA PETERSEN in PONTOTOC COUNTY DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF OKLAHOMA; 
now refused jury trial from 2018 January to 2021 without further action or relief obligated at law.
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CHAPTER 14
HEGELIAN DIALECTIC THREATS

The persons who did engage in these threats jointly filed false claims to conceal the child in 2011, 
aiding Donald Beal in extortion and concealment of the child; while deceiving the child as to claim 
voluntary abandonment was the cause for the parental alienation and abuse of the child; refusal to 
inform the child of the parent's legal right to possession not afforded; flight to conceal the child and 
avoid service by DALLAS COUNTY DISTRICT COURT in failure to register the location or 
communicate with the Oklahoma Territory parent whatsoever any information or contact or location 
information from 2001-2021; and sustained endorsement by physical act with threats of murder, 
assault, rape, and physical intervention in business of an INTERSTATE COMMERCE nature;

These persons include BRIAN YOUNG of Enid, Oklahoma; indicted on $50,000 bond for later threats 
of murder in complaint; and ALICA SCARBROUG, aka “Ally Scarbrough”, “AllyKatt”, “AKA 
Designs”, and dba “SDC” representing SCARBROUGH DESIGNS implied corporate identity similar 
to the name of the child's paternal family company in City of Ada; and INFAMOUS PRODUCTIONS 
LLC of Arkansas; which predicated commercial activity upon the fraud to portray the child abandoned 
in exploitation of a missing and exploited child.

ALICA SCARBROUGH was served a warrant for theft by check at 925 East 9th street, Ada Oklahoma, 
exposing fraud in a prior claim of theft by check by her former roommate to gain confidence and trust 
of the business owner; prior claims of false equity in a limited liability company of the State of 
Oklahoma there established by the child's father; and property from GARRETT BOOK COMPANY 
granted to the custody of the firm then discovered in abandoned property left at the site contrary return 
reported to the company on completion of contract.

Threats employed included creation of false business accounts to impersonate the firm on TWITTER, 
MYSPACE, FACEBOOK, and hundreds of defamatory images created by BRIAN YOUNG then 
serving on the board of SOONERCON, a convention that sought money and took these steps to harm 
the father when he refused to surrender $3000 USD already committed to a charitable operation for a 
disabled adult in Norman, Oklahoma; using the child concealment as blackmail to incite violence 
against the Oklahoma parent in classic racketeering activity.

The fraud expands to show both YOUNG and SCARBROUGH denied to ADA CITY POLICE any 
knowledge of one-another or commercial interest, despite business activity at KEIF-LP Enid radio as a 
program manager by YOUNG and commercial activity as a moderator and VIP at 
“VAMPIREFREAKS.COM” in STATE OF NEW YORK promoting the Oklahoma/Arkansas/Texas 
business in competition with the Oklahoma parent's established firm; and prior membership of both 
parties in DALLAS TEXAS based forums where threats and plans to deny contact with the child by 
Veronica Petersen (aka “Lil Lady Vee”) were published in fraud to incite violence against the father 
and systematic abuse by “gang” activity observed by a licensed private investigator retained by 
RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED.  

Links to VAMPIREFREAKS.COM and the NEW YORK social media site were incorporated into 
threats on GOOGLE SITES in 2013-2021 to aid in the fraud and solicitation of murder.
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CHAPTER 15
HEGELIAN LOGIC

The nature of these threats and their close integration with radical socialist and pro-Chinese-
Communist-Party (CCP) elements, in concert with repeated and criminal acts and plans to explicitly 
conceal the child contrary the “Oklahoma Anti Terrorism Act”, were not rational and repeated extreme 
claims later traced to NTT AMERICA “Lostserver” machines hosted by NTT AMERICA employee 
JARED MAUCH and PACKET CLEARING HOUSE employee “Dorian Kim”; so stated on resume 
papers published on each server supporting the threat pages DNS infrastructure.

Citation of these parties by DONALD BEAL after his termination from employment for hosting pirated
commercial software on customer machines, attempted violence against the employee who reported 
him, and such employees known to be contractors at the “INFOMART” data center now owned by 
EQUINIX in DALLAS, TEXAS; formerly owned by DIGITAL REALTY TRUST, led investigators to
discover limitations on real estate imposed on NTT AMERICA which DIGITAL REALTY TRUST 
appears to have been created to evade, being so established in STATE OF CALIFORNIA to conduct 
business prohibited by the FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION to NTT AMERICA and its application 
for incorporation in STATE OF MICHIGAN.  PACKET CLEARING HOUSE appears to have sold 
services using its NGO status to the State and county which NTT AMERICA would be barred from 
doing so directly, and acquired COGENT COMMUNICATIONS to perform similar middle-man 
transactions for the foreign sovereign power as a subsidiary of the same NTT GROUP. 

Logic in threats became exceptionally distinct, similar to threats sent using the NORTEL internal email
system in reply to report of violation and use of a badge by former WEB DEVELOPER “VERONICA 
PETERSEN” to enter the facility in Richardson, Texas without permission to “surprise” and “catch” 
the child's parent in an imagined affair, then discovered to be ordinary overtime on the SPRINT billing 
and tracking project for NORTEL WIRELESS ENGINEERING TOOLS DIVISION; and such 
information and confidential data beneficial in the later acquisition of SPRINT by DEUTCHE 
TELEKOM and SOFTBANK GROUP CORP jointly.

Veronica Petersen is a former contractor and familiar with website design and development, including 
the scope of such fraud in reach to impact employment of her child's biological parent and ICANN 
systems; and aided in this fraud by Donald Beal, a self described Network Administrator with a 
conviction for substance abuse revealing his income and compensation to be $15/hour to the court.

Donald Beal did pretend in perjury in 2012 October before PONTOTOC COUNTY DISTRICT 
COURT, STATE OF OKLAHOMA, to be a $500/day income earner – similar to the $60/hr regular 
and $200/hr on-demand services of the Oklahoma parent of the abducted child; in fraud to impersonate 
the former Nortel Senior Software Engineer in title and professional authority; while concealing his 
child against the pledge of possession filed November 2017 in PONTOTOC COUNTY DISTRICT 
COURT, STATE OF OKLAHOMA, as evidence of a false bond and false claim owing and due in 
excess of Federal Law and Title IV programs.

In these limited communications, Beal did cite genetic defect a cause to conceal the child; implying 
some illness of the child concealed from the parent were the result of the parent's heredity.
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In these claims, did Beal imply the adoptive parents of the Oklahoma parent were mentally ill, so the 
Oklahoma parent and child were as well.  The same claim was repeated in medical record by Veronica 
Petersen as a fraud to obtain controlled substances for the child not authorized by the UNITED 
STATES FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, citing use of such mood altering drugs since the 
child was age 5; and sustained claims of fraud in voluntary loss of contact to control medical care and 
narrative of the child's real hereditary and health concerns from licensed Texas psychologist care.  
Veronica Petersen then did terminate all communication and aided by STATE OF TEXAS conceal 
such records from further access to the Oklahoma Parent; obstructing justice and the duties of a parent 
set forth in the standard order made by JUDGE DEE MILLER; and claim “Fear of abduction” if such 
possession were resumed as cause to further illegally alter the order in violation of UNITED STATES 
ruling against such temporary orders and lack of DUE PROCESS in all claims made; in which 
DENTON COUNTY DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF TEXAS did again unlawfully assist her without
notice of change of the case to STATE OF OKLAHOMA required by law in 2016.  In 2017, STATE 
OF TEXAS did then falsely allege jurisdiction of the case again in DALLAS COUNTY DISTRICT 
COURT, STATE OF TEXAS; contrary the prior fraud – to resume the same case in the former 
jurisdiction from which the abducting parent fled in 2001 August; prior to her filing in October 2001 a 
false claim of abandonment after stealing a cell phone belonging to the Oklahoma firm and threatening 
murder upon the Oklahoma parent.

All of this information has been reported to OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES, 
the TITLE IV AGENCY held responsible for the INTERSTATE CASE, and refused relief.

All of this information has been reported to THE OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE 
STATE OF TEXAS, DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES, and seemingly destroyed on audio 
recording admitting as much made 2021 February.

Letters to the Governor of the STATE OF TEXAS and STATE OF OKLAHOMA have been answered 
with denial of obligation to act in this fraud; despite installation of TITLE IV AGENCIES not in 
compliance with 45 CFR 302.0 and 303.0 and in consideration of $44 billion USD in funds to that end.

Interesting claims arising from the letter to MARY ROUNDS, attorney; and threats to two women 
themed witnesses to the crime from Donald Beal and Veronica Petersen jointly; expose claims of an 
education level requirement conditional earnings of the Oklahoma Parent which suggest his 
employment as a “SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER” and “TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
ADMINISTRATOR” were not justified and constitute fraud on the presumption that the State must 
issue a degree or certification to hold such title or public office, enjoy compensation of that level, or be 
qualified to operate equipment themed then in value from $500,000 USD (1999 valuation) to 
$2,000,000 USD per month in services (1999-2002 valuation); then performed without issue and with 
high praise to retain the employee over 80,000 other NORTEL EMPLOYEES let go prior.

This conduct appears to arise from foreign sovereign power unregistered agent status of Donald 
Beal, Dorian Kim, and Jared Mauch; in concert with activity to impose Japanese-style “earnings equate
to parental fitness” standards and block the Oklahoma technology worker from employment through 
global defamation and active listing in GOOGLE search engine as a neglectful parent; granting direct 
advantage to NTT GROUP, ROBERT HALF TECHNOLOGIES, and their partners.
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Such partners are themed now to be NTT GROUP, NTT AMERICA, PACKET CLEARING HOUSE, 
DIGITAL REALTY TRUST, SOFTBANK GROUP CORP, TENCENT HOLDING CO LTD, SPARK
HOSTING LLC, ROBERT HALF TECHNOLOGIES, TEK SYSTEMS, PARADOX INTERACTIVE,
WHITE WOLF PUBLISHING, CCP GAMES, EPIC MEGAGAMES, RIOT GAMES and from such 
offices and headquarters of the same have attacks constituting industrial and multi-day Distributed 
Denial of Service attacks on the limited liability company of the State of Oklahoma and UNITED 
STATES CORPORATION resident at the Oklahoma Territory address been directed in concert with 
communication and legal acts of barratry to disable the former engineer of NORTEL NETWORKS.

Additional partnerships in ongoing facilities appear to involve duplication of “REAL ESTATE 
INVESTMENT TRUST” structure initiated by DIGITAL REALTY TRUST; in pairing of EQUINIX 
and ZEN LAYER INC. of CALIFORNIA, formed in like partnership to resell as if their own network 
assets the factual facilities of COGENT COMMUNICATIONS, NTT, and such circuits at INFOMART
on Stemmons Freeway in DALLAS, TEXAS; thereby obtaining tax shelter status for the real estate 
firm in one state while enjoying securities issue and speculation on intellectual property and services 
passed off to unsophisticated customers as physical control and ownership of network facilities and 
exchanges under lease; and in such fashion as to parody the Oklahoma engineer's 2011 venture in 
ZLAYER INC. and zlayer.com branding and company activity so made; a fraud in duplication to 
escape foreign registration and ownership examination of NTT/PACKET-CLEARING-HOUSE 
franchise and license scope; while sharing nexus with the same under the new EQUINIX IPX brand 
and product line.

In concert with equity provided by SOFTBANK GROUP CORP of Japan, which as invested in 
SOFTBANK ROBOTICS in REPUBLIC OF FRANCE; these firms have approached TOYOTA 
GROUP with self-driving car proposals and automation themed intellectual property predicated upon 
increasing interest in NVIDIA CORPORATION, a United States Corporation and maker of the RTX 
software developer application programming interface (API) for visualization in computer solutions.  
RTX is predicated on work by the former NORTEL developer in partnership with NEWTEK LLC of 
Texas; Slicehost of Kansas; LUXOLOGY LLC of California, and “NEXT LIMIT INC.” of SPAIN; 
using intelligent systems to accelerate ray-tracing and advanced real-time image quality vital to self-
guidance and automated control and navigation systems, such as the “BEYOND WAR” project.

BEYOND WAR is a product in development at the time of the abduction, based on BEYOND WAR: 
CELESTIAL KNIGHTS documents in 1998 and virtual computer logic systems now themed Cloud 
services in general use; based then on Redhat and Fedora Linux platforms for use in Microsoft 
Windows and Linux desktop clients for multi-user shared environments with real-time warfighting and 
decision acceleration systems, so branded in registered tradename “MILITECH SYSTEMS” by the 
Oklahoma Parent in formal registration of tradename.

Actions in 2017 to interdict credit and investment against the MILITECH SYSTEMS brand and 
officers in barratry contrary Federal Law therefore aided in the 2018 offer to buy NVIDIA and denied 
to the Oklahoma Territory developer access to credit prior established and in good standing from which
purchasing of vital and limited components for development were denied by the FR-18-04 court case 
and sustained fraud to support false bond or lien overriding ordinary risk for investors in domestic 
business and threat of incarceration of a principle officer at the direction of the foreign false claim.
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This conduct was reported in other instances by the HOUSTON DIPLOMATIC MISSION for the 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA during the 2016-2020 administration of the 45th President of the 
United States, and the prior activity appears a sustained and continued effort to interdict the credit of 
domestic corporations and businesses in favor of PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA buying via 
SOFTBANK GROUP CORP and aided by NTT GROUP, vital technology to United States National 
Defense via channels with nexus in the SAUDI ARABIA SOVEREIGN INVESTMENT TRUST 
FUND, a state fund of $200 billion USD shared and employed by clients including APPLE INC. and 
ALPHABET INC. (known publicly as GOOGLE).

The ability to bring $200 billion USD or similar sums to the table, especially by a NATION OF 
JAPAN firm prior never a factual “BANK” but employing the term “SOFTBANK GROUP CORP” to 
aid its legitimacy in negotiations; should raise alarm at the national level.

Where such competition seeks to force surrender of domestic business in concert with kidnapping, 
concealment, and public incitement of violence; paired with public claims in writing of false sale of 
title and franchise named there in excess of $80,000 USD in written publications on GOOGLE sites; 
far below the ordinary asking price of $1-$40 billion USD for similar technologies governed by 
Oklahoma “TRADE SECRETS” law; and to coerce and compel the incapacity of a person having 
claim and registration of such works and rights in sustained order using industrial capacity – we may 
assure the public that these are acts of war under color of commercial offer paired with violence.

The State of Oklahoma prohibits, in Supreme Law, the Constitution of the State of Oklahoma Article II
against any “fee tail” or “monopoly” to deny the right to work to the former Nortel Networks Senior 
Software Engineer.  Joint investment in clients of SYKES ENTERPRISES, INTERACTIVE 
RESPONSE TECHNOLOGIES (IRT), and “iQOR” to deny promotion and carry out denial of service 
attacks from the T-Mobile network against the Oklahoma company during and after employment by 
those firms; incorporating blacklisting and unlawful taking to sustain this fraud and child concealment 
in subordination of a former “officer” overseeing the installation and management of all telecom in that
facility; further lend substantial credit to “Standard Oil” or “U.S. Steel”-like antitrust in this cause, 
including admission of “blacklisting” and false cause for termination given after sexual abuse against a 
minor at an OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES facility prompting loss of work 
to provide child care separate from that site after the neglect and reported incident in their care (2016).

It is clear that the nature of all such letters and claims originate from a core effort to drive the 
Oklahoma worker out of STATE OF TEXAS and threaten the same with arrest on appearance and false
felony charge should he attempt contact with his child; so expressed in clear plan at knife-point by Iva 
Petersen and subsequently by Veronica Petersen, and confessed a premeditated child-snatching in 
2013-2021 letters of threat by the organized Interstate criminal conspiracy against these rights; 
sustained in 2017 filing and 2020 admission of “perpetual bond” contrary 45 CFR 303.6 and 15 USC 
1673(c) Federal Law.

Incorporated into such claims is a MICHIGAN presumption to union activity themed racketeering 
among high-school-education level tech workers earning less than $20 USD/hr for services themed 
300% more in title and earnings among public companies disclosed compensation; and to disable by 
abuse of court procedure and false demands themed extortion such INTERSTAE COMMERCE.
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Statements by the abductors include specific and bizarre claims, possible only in the echo chamber of a 
criminal organization or entity in common cause; absent public and close examination of law.

Claims like, “You don't have any friends.  So no one will believe you.” in fact show premeditation of a 
knowledge of criminal and civil wrongdoing component to abuse in fraud and embezzlement of Federal
benefits in the interest of the child's estate so now assigned by the DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL 
PARTY to parents, themed falsely compensation for LOSS OF WORK caused by suspension at 
direction of the UNITED STATES of INTERSTATE and INTRASTATE COMMERCE, and with 
interest to style similarly any objection to violation of law as “non compos mentis” in violation of 43 
O.S. 43A-5-104 statutory law, a crime in State of Oklahoma and its neighboring UNITED STATES 
CITIZENS rights retained in NATIVE AMERICAN TERRITORY and THE CHICKASAW NATION 
during ramifications of McGirt v STATE OF OKLAHOMA decision of 2019.

Where a child is told that the parent does not want them or love them or have interest in them, as was 
disclosed in the 2016 medical records obtained by court process; those findings show sustained 2001-
2016 deceit with real injury themed 18 USC 1589 “serious harm” to the child; as well as to the 
alienated parent; for which application of conventional “mental health code” or “mental illness” are 
wrongful and criminal in application a false defense for “VICTIMS OF A SEVERE FORM OF 
TRAFFICKING AND VIOLENCE ACT OF 2000” invoked in written report a protection on 
examination and prior in formal answer to a court process sustaining such “invalidation” tactics to 
disable the “agent” (natural person) from the benefits and control of the “estate” (UNITED STATES 
CITIZEN, a legal fiction and SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION account of the UNITED 
STATES per Flemming v Nestor 1960); filed formally in referral for indictment 18 USC section 666 
felony activity ongoing in cause 01-17702-R and case FR-18-04 with no foreseeable end contrary 
obligation of such ruling due (UIFSA, Rev 2008).

Citation of “failure to cooperate with the court appointed attorney”, where such attorney has rejected 
any legal relief but to apply a mental health fraud as defense, and disclaimed any representation of civil
counter-suit obligated 21 O.S. 21-748.2 and 23 O.S. 23-9.1 while removing the PRO SE respondent 
from the case to disable such harassment carried out by the STATE OF TEXAS so that it appear no 
other legal action or motion may arise from the same in contest and without conservator ship over the 
estate in question; raises real concern that a transfer of estate or draws on the estate are being 
undertaken in larceny without notice or disclosure to the real person in whom the estate is still attached 
and operating; to include sustained debt or bond eligible for collection in all State and Federal tax 
refunds on earnings contrary statutory limitation of enforcement on those debts set in 45 CFR 303.6 
ending July 29 2019 or prior; as per a paid “final judgment” disregarded contrary “operation of law” 
and concealed by sustained litigation on record after “wholly in default” finding did not award the case 
and all demands (including return and sole custody of the child) to the Oklahoma Territory parent as 
obligated ordinary civil procedure.

This conduct, on face and by duration of delay, is welfare fraud and theft of benefits, even in the 
uncertainty of retained earnings upon any tax burden and potential demand to resume payments to a 
void debt upon any employment by the UNITED STATES or any member state business of registry; 
effectively “forcing the alienated parent out of the workforce” beyond self-employment rights.
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CHAPTER 16
MANDATORY INDENTURE BY HEALTH CARE DEMANDS

Evident in such 2001-2021 experience is the enslavement and peonage by denial of ordinary bonds on 
insurance and other products prohibited a fixed employment in the industry and proceeds made then to 
the UNITED STATES and its UNION and member States so made legal persons in government or 
territory or protectorate or other jurisdiction; 

Imposed by incorporation of fees and subsidies against which “income paid by and to the estate, not the
real person, predicates the rate of cost of essential and vital medical services against the general public, 
those with uncertain income such as the self-employed or medically compromised, and against persons 
whose family are impacted by similar serious medical conditions regardless of hereditary or legal bond 
between such family themed equal under law”.

THE UNIVERSAL HEALTHCARE ACT made affordable insurance for persons not engaged in 
employment by contract between the “estate” (UNITED STATES CITIZEN or PERMANENT 
RESIDENT ALIEN, et al) identification and a registered UNITED STATES franchise or subsidiary 
state government commission or franchise.

By denial of ordinary healthcare costs and rates in a free market, the fraud aided by UNITED STATES 
under color of law and contrary the CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA and Article 
II-37 rule then made in objection to such abuse; structures a denial of subsistence services and access to
ordinary quality and practice of mental and emotional and physical health care not prejudice by 
arbitrary classification indoctrinated by Hegelian Dialectic Socialism and a foreign theory of law alien 
to the United States commission and incorporation, juris prudence of the People, and repugnant to the 
Constitution of the united States of America and its delegates, their heirs and estates, and to coerce 
peonage and subordination in a “fee tail” making the act of industry and creative work both in physical 
goods and services as well as intellectual property and franchise a false monopoly of the UNITED 
STATES not permitted or incorporated into INTERSTATE COMMERCE or INTRASTATE 
COMMERCE, themed “monopoly” having no legal power in the Oklahoma Territory or State of 
Oklahoma per Article II of the 1907 agreement to ratify the State into the Union.

Mental injury, such as trauma and repeated written, oral, and public examination of a contest to 
exhaust, injure, reduce, and overcome ordinary mental integrity; wrongly styled as PTSD in symptoms 
arising from cross examination from 2001-2021 in “the third degree” (torture, threat of bodily harm or 
incarceration and loss of ordinary rights as privileges); is evident in 01-17702-R and FR-18-04 duration
and sustained lack of conclusion as a case and legal question without due process (meeting, cross 
examination, or relief pledged in bad faith evident); to void necessary “new trial” utterly as further 
double jeaporady on a “default” by STATE OF TEXAS, STATE OF OKLAHOMA, and UNITED 
STATES jointly, and such act evidently accessory to a fraud incorporating THE BERNE 
CONVENTION and other treaties in foreign sovereign power to claim false industrial monopoly.

Notes obtained from a whistleblower witness, themed formal record, disclose the direct acts of 
UNITED STATES employees to falsify and predicate examination in 2019 upon fake information to 
support the prior narrative in 18 USC 1431 fraud and qui tam complaint.
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Among these notes are the admission of alteration of forms to satisfy program requirements by an APA
examiner who never met the patient; and prior such examination or meeting did indicate the disorder he
sought to impose on the SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION account named therein; indicating
interpretation of corporate acts of violence and espionage of against an officer of a UNITED STATES 
CORPORATION to be 18 USC 2261A felony stalking complaint with corroborating letters, court 
records, medical report of fraud, and property damage before witnesses as 'imagined persecution” not 
consistent with a bona fide exercise of his license to practice medicine for the UNITED STATES and 
in conspiracy against rights with a STATE OF OKLAHOMA licensed practitioner who prior had 
abused and received formal complaint of abuse of a patient in care of the same party then subjected to 
this perjury.

Among the perjury made record in 18 USC 2071 is false claim that the party asserts they “owe” the 
debt then presently under legal dispute in FR-18-04, and such act fraud to try the case by medical 
examination and falsified testimony to obtain benefits for a third party (18 USC 666).

As this report further states, the complexity of the information is beyond the intellect of the examiner, 
who did conceal her incompetence and lack of legal degree to impose a judgment contrary FEDERAL 
REGISTER VOLUME 81 NO 244 produced in hardcopy for her examination; contrary formal public 
policy record of the STATE OF TEXAS handling of such RED FLAG complaints without due process 
later themed UNCONSTITUTIONAL by STATE OF OKLAHOMA under Governor Stitt; and images 
of the gross abuse of publicity a crime in Title 21 of the Oklahoma Criminal Code; which she did 
construe as if factual or published in “good faith” contrary ordinary rights of publicity and protection of
the parent-child-relationship and “right to work” clearly targeted in violence in those written public 
notices dated 2013 and sustained in 2013-2019 examination in public incitement of violence to conceal 
a child.

The examiner failed to carry out any empirical tests, using abstract tests and elementary arithmetic to 
assess complex legal complaints of an INTERSTATE COMMERCE and violent nature under present 
court contest with jury trial a right then granted; styling such information as “speaking too fast to 
understand” while concealing her incompetence and carrying on a practiced routine, becoming abusive 
and making false statements to insult and antagonize her patient, and styling the ADVANCED 
PLACEMENT CLASSES for MENSA students as “remedial” classes by HAYES PUBLIC SCHOOL 
and ADA HIGH SCHOOL; to suggest the patient had a low IQ or learning disability for participation 
in the program led by MS. MCFARLANE of the Pontotoc County Salvation Army during her teaching 
period for both institutions.  The award of Presidential Merit Scholarship; cardiovascular defect themed
qualified cause for injury existing prior to service sufficient to grant separation from UNITED 
STATES ARMED SERVICE enlistment in 2005 at the rank of E4 (Specialist); and reported hearing 
deficit from injury in physical violence and 3M EAR PLUG use in the UNITED STATES ARMY now 
revealed as of 2021 August to be a 20 dB loss of ordinary auditory capability in both ears by her patient
were not considered or included in the report, despite notice of “hearing loss” complaint resulting in 
loss of work in 2017 prior injury resulting in $15000 USD surgery for repair of abdominal wall – then 
causing the patient serious pain and discomfort after the 40 minute drive to the examination.

These are not conditions a competent licensed professional overlooks or omits from a report, and such 
false information contributed further to the fraud in 2017-2021 ORDER STAYING CASE.
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When a person cannot see because they cannot obtain reasonable eye examination or glasses; 

Or when they cannot hear due to physical blows to the head and ear sufficient to knock them 
unconscious on two of four such acts of battery by Veronica Petersen against the child's father; 

And where such person is injured and in pain from a penetrating wound to the body cavity, so as to 
disbar anxiety and illness on examination as mental rather than physical in nature granted such 
examination and upon jeaporady of incarceration for incapacity to pay fines in excess of income under 
such public fraud and public global searchable false information during the concealment of their child; 

One can only construe “mens rea” of a political and broad implication to suggest incompetence of the 
UNITED STATES as a lawful agent and its employee and licensed examiners in formal appeal for 
relief from this abuse refused “without communication or cross examination” to sustain such filing in 
knowing fraud; to be criminal conspiracy by STATE OF OKLAHOMA carried by its BOARD OF 
EXAMINERS OF CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY and licensing of such persons as a whole.

These observations, by a PSI CHI (Psychology) honors graduate holding a Bachelors of Science 
awarded by STATE OF OKLAHOMA for a program in clinical psychology, as the patient had; further 
affirm the criminal abuse of legal process in 22 USC Chapter 78 “Human Trafficking” under color of 
law and Title VI programs by STATE OF TEXAS and STATE OF OKLAHOMA.

The stigma associated with such claims; especially in conclusions, is the most serious offense in this 
pattern of events; as it seeks in “Hegelian Dialectic Custom” to style the resisting part as a “danger to 
themselves or others” falsely; predicated on gaslighting and domestic violence without regard to a 
tendered offer of other witnesses and persons prepared to testify, and in sworn affidavit of witness of 
the kidnapping from the physical custody of the child by an INFRAGARD member; a registered and 
trusted technical professional employed by DELL INC and prior by SYKES ENTERPRISES.

The conclusion:  The patient / refusenick is unfit to work because - “He angry.”

When someone kidnaps and abuses your child, whom you care for, the very suggestion that you are not
possessed of some degree of sustained and entitled anger – is itself delusional.

However, to further suggest this anger is not managed to warrant an “excuse from registration in the 
national LABOR FORCE” that may allow the party to avoid incarceration; is far worse – and foreign 
theory of law alien to the “Laws of the the United States” so stated by Ginsburg in 588 U.S ____ 
(2019) case no 17-1091 address of the SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES; calling it 
there in account made by the court reporter “BLACK CODES” and “bondage” not afforded the civil 
court of the United States or any State to impose, forced labor and at a fraction of the ordinary rate and 
right to negotiate such rate by the party; a form of abuse not permitted civil fines and civil claims.  A 
copy of which is filed in FR-18-04, as evidence.

The word used, due to the management over 20 years of this criminal war crime, to discredit and disbar
its legal registration as a lawful injury, was to suggest the patient was “Psychotic”.  An evaluation the 
medical physician disagreed with, and subsequent staff have agreed be removed from all records.
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This is the extent of fraud that the party has witnessed; in contest to recover both his civil honors and 
child; who has been denied all contact and communication in a premeditated and published written plan
pledging to conceal the infant from his family perpetually; even if the Oklahoma parent were dying.

The lack of empathy, dehumanizing content, and imposition of imagined intent and grudge sufficient to
carry out these abuses of a child, family, and the public in a premeditated fraud; do suggest in Veronica
Petersen that her diagnosis and prescription for medication made 2001 prior abducting the child 
confirm a serious mental illness.  This was later reported also by Sean Wayne Pike, who did contact 
and report that the Texas parent was “appearing to have conversations with persons who were not 
present when he was solicited to provide child care for the abducted baby, and did in that instance and 
with experience with illicit drugs and their influence and effects, recognize in this behavior of Veronica
Petersen a distinct delusion instilling fear for the safety and welfare of the child.  So frightened was the 
man that he immediately sought out the father to report his observation.  Actions of GREG ABBOTT 
as OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL did then drive the witness to flee STATE OF TEXAS 
after an assault on his person and similar threat to incarcerate him; both in instances without trial on 
similar claims of excessive fines in contravention of real income and incapacity to pay such claims.

The patient in the prior case, writes science fiction novels and game supplements including rules and 
detailed technical descriptions for nationally known franchise products of the UNITED KINGDOM, 
dealing with space drama in science fiction and literature, and is familiar with theological and 
philosophical issues and questions expressed by writers in that area of industry from 1911-2021; having
once operated in 1996-1999 the leading Internet page on the subject by popularity and ranking on 
Yahoo Search as a hobby and prior election to further develop BEYOND WAR: CELESTIAL 
KNIGHTS into a franchise independent of the UNITED KINGDOM firm “GAMES WORKSHOP 
PLC”.  At no time has the Oklahoma writer, known in industry work since 1992 as “Stryx” and under 
such nom de plum (fictional name, a registered trademark) granted to GAMES WORKSHOP PLC or 
any of its parties or agents or subsidiaries any right to use that name or its associated credit.

Neither has the same party granted or licensed to ASUS COMPUTERS INC. of REPUBLIC OF 
CHINA (TIAWAN) the brand for use in their later incorporation of “STRIX” video display cards for 
personal computers; and did using the brand operate in early multi-user Internet services and 
competitive games substantially as “STRYX” for GAMES WORKSHOP “SPACE MARINE” and 
other titles without grant of his right of publicity to those firms or for any product.  At such time 
employing dual 8800 NVIIDA graphics cards for performance in PCI-Express x16 version 1.0 Asus 
FX-74 4-core “Quadfather” workstation components a part of that performance art; and without any 
grant of his reputation or likeness or similar mark for their later consumption during the 2001-2021 
concealment of his only child.

Character traits including experience in small arms, small unit tactics, coordinated fire and maneuver, 
and technical and performance expertise in first-person shooter online interactive game environments 
are therefore a component skill set; and experience from this interactive voice and network team 
environment consistent with other traits similar to military service and special operator 
compartmentalization of information and details.  

Failure to regard the culture of such a patient on examination, or cause or rights, is clear malpractice.
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This class of malpractice is familiar to all former military and combat and security personnel, in a 
failure of the examining party to understand or possess skill to see and acknowledge boundaries which 
are not relevant to clinical examination of a patient in a clinical psychological setting.

Questions during examination including how much money the party made, where such income arose, 
and to what capability those incomes could pay for health care and (major) surgery while the subject 
was reduced to income net payment below Federal Poverty Guidelines due unlawful deduction without 
modification obligated “automatic” duty of STATE OF TEXAS in 42 USC section 666(a)(10); later 
confessed a duty disclaimed in full by STATE OF TEXAS in 2020 recorded call and for the duration of
such INTERSTATE CASE refused other relief in ongoing effort to criminalize the foreign parent and 
uphold the STATE OF TEXAS domestic cause and claim in TITLE IV FRAUD, were not undertaken 
nor acknowledged by the examiner or the STATE OF OKLAHOMA on specific objection in writing 
and in clear notice requiring relevance.

The examiner did, instead, ask questions she felt served her intent; using language and wording that did
not satisfy her conclusions whatsoever; and write down what she felt suited the narrative prior 
constructed in presumption of diagnosis beforehand and later shown in agreement to disparage the 
patient prior to their appearance and examination, for use in a FEDERAL REPORT disabling their 
power of attorney and ability to enjoy or execute a public office of the public trust as an OFFICER of a 
UNITED STATES CORPORATION.

These concerns, including the effort to suggest forfeiture of office of the public trust and all rights and 
franchise, both intellectual license and physical property, to satisfy a demand of an illegal nature and 
without trial affording due process; underline the serious degree of “professional incompetence” now 
present and afforded by STATE OF TEXAS, STATE OF OKLAHOMA, and UNITED STATES in 
theft from the public debt and TREASURY OF THE UNITED STATES (18 USC 666).

Being there so implied that the failure to pay the arbitrary demand, or change employment to suit the 
fine, constituted a lawful and automatic disposition of “non-compos mentis” as sustained in NATION 
OF JAPAN to deny fathers ordinary rights and contact if they fail to maintain employment.

Where such claims are brought to the United States Jurisdiction, and incorporated in public record; a 
serious spoliation (corruption, to disable the record as a legal source of reference or authority) and 
forfeit such registered claims therein to the injured party, arises.

Like the injured parent, deprived of a child, who is suggested obligated to perform labor or sell all their
belongings and abandon all public and civil honors in sale to satisfy a demand of the State or UNITED 
STATES, there is made the same (4th GENEVA CONVENTION, for War Crimes evident) right to 
compel and by forfeiture in default on failure to produce jury and trial; sustaining then the case 
indefinitely as a public mark like the albatros upon the neck of a sailor who killed it in poetry and 
literature; the duty to forfeit to the conservatorship of the injured party all such powers and authority, 
registered property, and rights of monopoly as would be inherent in the full scope of all authority over 
INTERSTATE COMMERCE, FOREIGN COMMERCE, INTRASTATE COMMERCE, and the 
Patent and Trademark Office of the United States or its peers (The Library of Congress).  
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This would of course be valued at “something”, but the right to sell or retain such rights as conservator 
would remain that of the injured party – not the State or the persons who submitted their works in true 
title to registration and enforcement therein; just as the UNITED STATES may remove filings themed 
necessary to the NATIONAL DEFENSE and pay a fixed fee to the party for this inconvenience of 
classification far below the market value; so too would such powers be enjoined “All Necessary force”.

The “legal force” therefore, is superior in its authority – if not its ability to actually apply such right – 
over the UNITED STATES or any member State or Government thereof; and in this the “Hegelian 
Dialectic” again exposes itself as if to disbar the prior argument of “equal penalty for the offense 
wrongly brought and sustained versus the man from Oklahoma (Territory)”, suggesting by express 
abandonment of the legal process and civil procedure in “bad faith” their willingness to use force as if 
a felony wrongdoing were to befall them for the same “100 percent” forfeiture used to threaten the 
property, body, and public office and all civil honors of the man from Oklahoma (Territory).

In short, the UNITED STATES, STATE OF TEXAS, and STATE OF OKLAHOMA asserts that the 
Man from Oklahoma (Territory) must work for them, perform labor, and do tasks to produce a wage 
from the community to pay their promise to the child; while rebuking the obligation to limit such fines 
and disbar any demand for labor or condition to revoke, suspend, or interfere with the 18 USC 241 
rights that would constitute a felony crime on their part and violate 42 USC section 1991, Federal Law.

Yet if the same demand were placed on them, citing they are a “legal fiction” rather than a “real 
person” and thus have “no subsistence or dependents of lawful record which would constitute an 
obligation of subsistence income required; and have in fact exceeded their own budget and income to 
compel them to borrow large sums of money from “foreign sovereign powers” to deliver these claims 
in a second lien not entitled the body or property of the “Man from Oklahoma” who is and always has 
been “outside the national boundry and borders of the United States, and thus is not subject any pledge 
or prior claim on his person or estate whatsoever”, a condition made by duplicity and fraud of the 
UNITED STATES against the NATIVE AMERICAN PEOPLE per McGirt v STATE OF 
OKLAHOMA; they would employ force and admit the civil process does not apply to 01-17702-R or 
FR-18-04 whatsoever in remedy or relief prior pledged and conditional $44 billion USD that the parties
jointly do not want to repay.

No need to prove an “agreement” or “prior plan” is necessary, per 18 USC 241 clause 2, as the ;or 
portion of that statute admits the act alone is sufficient to constitute a felony crime in the intent to 
defraud the alienated parent of employment, medical care at equal prices, and set prices against the 
party not enjoined to any monopoly over labor or other duty or obligation to the UNITED STATES et 
al.  This disclaimer is further evident in “Flemming v Nestor, 1960” U.S. Supreme Court; which stated 
the parties have no interest in the SOCIAL SECURITY funds and such funds are paid or not paid and 
to whatever degree found to be appropriate solely by the CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES; 
having in them no interest by any person living or dead or fictional other than the UNITED STATES.

This means that the retirement funds owing and due to the UNITED STATES CITIZEN are not 
conditional payments made into the fund; but for loss of such right to work without molestation and 
interference adversely affecting the ordinary civil honors of the injured party, are fully obligated as 
restitution due and payable immediately upon abandonment of any relief, per 18 USC 1592.
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Any presumption that “working for the UNITED STATES or a member State government, using the 
UNITED STATES CITIZEN roll or estate or similar trust so made eligible” must pay based on deposit 
alone is thus void per “Flemming v Nestor, 1960”; and injury to the ordinary right to participate in 
INTERSTATE COMMERCE and INTRASTATE COMMERCE entitles the injured party to ordinary 
earnings without respect to loss of deposits or credit that were consistent with the $10,000 USD per 
month (1999 value US Dollar) made in August 2000-2001 prior abduction of the child to arrest that 
employment in a 2001-2021 sustained fraud under TITLE IV administration (5 USC rule, sec 706).

It is thus inevitable, as age and health conditions accrue, that workers will require medical care and 
service in the same manner as would members of the UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES, and that 
the UNITED STATES is obligated to make payment for the conditions and provide appropriate care; 
even where the UNITED STATES or its agents have injured and disabled deposits to that account.

Further, that such care be respectful of the physical injuries sustained without prior immediate and 
proper recognition of cause and fault, relief, and right to civil remedy denied in 01-17702-R and FR-
18-04, to include the parties UNITED STATES, STATE OF TEXAS, STATE OF OKLAHOMA, and 
other member States and Union members cease employing the term “mental illness” to misrepresent a 
victim with a high IQ, awarded the PRESIDENTIAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP, and other awards prior 
his injury at the hands of UNITED STATES agency abuse; and formally recognize such corruption of 
blood and child concealment to alienate ordinary regular and lawful inheritance and care of his child as 
anything short of “torture in the most extreme condition and injuries resultant from that abuse 
not arising from mental or medical defect unrelated the terrible abuse of publicity and public 
record employed by STATE OF TEXAS, STATE OF OKLAHOMA, and UNITED STATES to 
aid a foreign sovereing power against the commission of their making and Constitution of the 
United States limited grant of power”.

Per Marbury v Madison; such act is without financial equivalence – an assault on the very public trust 
and office of the public trust made for sale or bargain and in forfeiture to foreign sovereign powers and 
their agents without registration, a nexus of illegal activity; from which dissolution or decommission 
and the winding-down of the same “Government Organizations” and “States” and “Nations” is wholly 
and unconditionally warranted in obstruction of justice to this degree.

A government that acts contrary the commission of its incorporation, so made by a Constitution and 
other letters public and pledges of relief not performed indefinitely denied; has unmade its very legal 
self by “operation of law” upon the very act; and is entitled no relief or standing nor recognition by a 
competent sovereign or the designated or necessary appearance of the de facto agent of the People; in 
decree and public notice a legal and formal act on failure to register or process prior lesser motions and 
efforts so declared a dereliction of the public office and abandonment of the same in injury.
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Further, that injury to the trust which cannot enjoy restoration, as set forth in the Lieber Code; still core
of the UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES doctrine of MILITARY JURISPRUDENCE, affirms that 
such injury to others and to their fellow men supersede any allegiance to government in General Order 
No 100 (Article 15 and 16) :

Art. 15.
Military necessity admits of all direct destruction of life or limb of armed enemies, and of 
other persons whose destruction is incidentally unavoidable in the armed contests of the 
war; it allows of the capturing of every armed enemy, and every enemy of importance to 
the hostile government, or of peculiar danger to the captor; it allows of all destruction of 
property, and obstruction of the ways and channels of traffic, travel, or communication, 
and of all withholding of sustenance or means of life from the enemy; of the appropriation 
of whatever an enemy's country affords necessary for the subsistence and safety of the 
army, and of such deception as does not involve the breaking of good faith either positively
pledged, regarding agreements entered into during the war, or supposed by the modern 
law of war to exist. Men who take up arms against one another in public war do not cease 
on this account to be moral beings, responsible to one another and to God.

Art. 16.
Military necessity does not admit of cruelty - that is, the infliction of suffering for the sake 
of suffering or for revenge, nor of maiming or wounding except in fight, nor of torture to 
extort confessions. It does not admit of the use of poison in any way, nor of the wanton 
devastation of a district. It admits of deception, but disclaims acts of perfidy; and, in 
general, military necessity does not include any act of hostility which makes the return to 
peace unnecessarily difficult.

Expressly, does the UNITED STATES disclaim acts of perfidy, for which cause 01-17702-R and FR-
18-04 have express the example to omit in violation of 18 USC 2071 the true cause of delay and duty to
modify making restitution and payment of all monies in concert with 45 CFR 303.100(a)(8) rule a debt 
owed by the State, owing and due immediately, regardless of inability or desire to collect such damages
for fraud from Veronica Petersen or other parties to cover the $44 billion USD fraud.

A fraud which, per the degree and scope in record and filings, assures “return to peace” is beyond 
consideration and therefore “unnecessarily difficult, an unlawful act, not afforded any legal or formal 
act of office by any officer named in concert with this abuse or their office and employees, client, State,
government (in legal person), or nation engaged in this fraud.

The sole legal question, having dispensed with “ability to pay” upon “final judgment” so made and due 
operation of law a settled matter beyond modification (42 USC sec 666(a)(9)(c) rule) by the States; and
those States having sole jurisdiction to act then enjoined to the default so made in their duty now 36 
months after November 2017 filing default; is “why would a foreign sovereign power tolerate this or 
engage in such activity among its employees and contractors in the territory of the United States and 
Oklahoma Territory under residency by the Man from Oklahoma?
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CHAPTER 17
ARROGANCE OF HEGELIAN STATES

In a word, “Arrogance”.  The fundamental belief that the injured party, “The Man from Oklahoma” 
would die by deprivation of employment, health care, public companionship, detainment, abuse, and by
some public act of violence or aggravated injury there cease to be a legal obstacle for their fraud.

The party is the adopted child of a medical doctor, having enjoyed a childhood in an office consisting 
of pediatric care and blood lab located on-site, and in close proximity to the regional emergency room 
services and hospital where the same worked for 35 years.

The party is trained as a United States warfighter and American soldier, having an adopted father with 
crypto top secret security clearance in electronic warfare areas; whose brother served as the Command 
Sergeant Major for the State of Oklahoma for two terms, and another brother who served in similar 
projects for aerospace weapons and signal warfare technology prior to succumbing to cancer in 2002 
during the kidnapping of the child.  The man has been raised on information pertaining small arms, 
navy warfare, artillery, seagoing combat against the nazi party and German action by Robert Klepper, a
Merchant Marine who fought in two world wars; and spent his childhood studying air frame design and
computer technology required for supersonic combat engagements and space flight.  Drawing on these 
experiences and education, a knowledge of computer programming languages and customs as early as 
Tektronics tape-based and large-platter hard drives (10 MB units) to modern workstation architecture 
and microcomptuer manufacturing and integration.

The party is protected by the family ties to development of the Pontotoc County community through 
financing of housing and development of editions of the City of Ada named after his grandmother, a 
Witherspoon by maiden name; and in whom the real estate business and housing construction 
performed by his uncle in concert with those financial services constituted a substantial history the 
child was en route to meet and permanent residence there waiting when the child was abducted in 
transit and subsequent to payment of $10,000 USD (2001 value) to the accounts receivable of Veronica
Petersen to close all debts owing and due by her then produced in agreement to settle in Pontotoc 
county, State of Oklahoma – with this extensive family who had prior met the child and sibling at 
events she attended in her time engaged to be married to the Man from Oklahoma.

Such taking was in “bad faith” and a crime themed a felony (21 O.S. 21-891) in the State of Oklahoma.
The statute of limitations on that charge does not begin to run until the child is present in the state; even
if the child has matured to the age of majority.

Report of “kidnapping” made, is therefore deceit in 2016 before DENTON COUNTY DISTRICT 
COURT, STATE OF TEXAS to conceal the serious nature of child taking in “bad faith” falsely 
submitted to STATE OF TEXAS in perjury as “abandonment”, a felony in the State of Oklahoma 
obligating criminal conviction of the parent accused; which STATE OF TEXAS did fail to perform 
prior publicizing the claim as if legal fact in fraud from 2001-2021; concealing the child then and 
refusing to locate the child or facilitate any communication with the Oklahoma parent.
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While any ordinary person would have died or submitted, or been incarcerated to coerce such 
stipulation without legal cause by STATE OF OKLAHOMA or STATE OF TEXAS; the fundamental 
ability to keep the records, letters, photos of Veronica Petersen posing in the nude and in a public place 
with men other than the child's father sent then to incite and abuse the father during the concealment, 
and express letters of threat in concert with concealment of the child and false filing; were ultimately 
proven a fraud on demand for $70,000 USD in cause of a civil contempt suit not permitted any claim 
over $1000 USD per 45 CFR 303.6 Federal Law; and denied ordinary and obligated protection themed 
the body of law and UNIFORM FAMILY SUPPORT ACT (Rev 2008) named in the 2017 filing; 
which failed to produce a hearing to “register” the order prior the expiration of enforcement; rendering 
such foreign order of support obtained by fraud “null and void”; and such rights asserted on answer in 
2001 and since in sustained demand enforcable in extremis in Title 76 Oklahoma Statutory Law.

Where the STATE OF TEXAS suggest in TEXAS FAMILY CODE section 157 that the order is not a 
“fixed instrument” nor a “sum certain” and subject any modification the STATE OF TEXAS deems fit 
to suit its interest; such order is a tort themed a “unilateral contract” only and a demand which is in 
“bad faith” void regardless of any disclaimer to condition payment inconsistent with performance of 
other duties to return the child and produce the child (habeas corpus) not afforded to the parent.

THE RIGHT OF HABEAS CORPUS was suspended in 01-17702-R and FR-18-04, refusing to bring 
forth the actual petitioner for due process, the child, or satisfy discovery and information there 
obligated to the necessary discovery of extent of injury caused by the fraud; and thus all claims arising 
from the order should and ought be “void” without interference or impact on the 76 Oklahoma 
Statutory Law section 76-8 duty to return the child and affect reunification in the State of Oklahoma or 
Oklahoma Territory and in Pontotoc County, where the child was ordered to appear since 2001 and did 
not; in concert with criminal publications of a fictitious nature to deceive and influence registered 
securities and the prospectus of a UNITED STATES CORPORATION in deference to NATION OF 
JAPAN and PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, competitors now themed public enemies of the 
injured party and industrial organizations named in those threats of record on concealment of collateral 
themed component of a collateral contract; and to dissolve any interest and control over such collateral 
since 2001 August in a premeditated plan to extort and by blackmail in extensive public notices to the 
attention of employers and persons searching the Oklahoma Software Engineer in his prior field.

That any member of any society or nation believed this conduct would disable or destroy the party, by 
deceit to false record and false cause in restraint and denial of free travel or return to the United States 
in ordinary business necessary of this industry; suggest they genuinely believe the “invalidation” of 
persons themed to be in opposition to “Hegelian Dialectic Socialism” and its religious and theological 
tenants were a lawful act; contrary the Laws of the United States and dissolving fully any obligation or 
standing of those nations with the United States and the organizations and family of the victims; in 
perpetuity and without concession – immunity from all legal civil and criminal causes that may arise 
from such abuse, resistance, or opposition without waiver of other rights held to be enforcable by the 
same in other foreign territories or the United States or its jurisdiction or other sovereign power.

This means the “immunity” pledged by TEXAS FAMILY CODE section 157.375 is perpetual, 
effective a diplomatic immunity, and “guest” status of the “Man from Oklahoma” before the United 
States, its government and agents, and of the member States of the UNION et al.
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This is the “operation of law”, in function and execution an automatic act, made in the “Supreme Law” 
clause of Article IV section 2 of “The Constitution of the united States of America” and “The 
constitution of the State of Oklahoma” admitted in 1907, article I section I-1.  To a programmer; this is 
what is referred to as “a callback function”, where a thing refers to itself, incorporating the 
Constitutional Rights enumerated in the State charter with the Supreme Law, and enjoining the Article 
IV section 2 enforcement to extend that set of rights regardless of travel among the many States or 
territories entitled protection by the United States, as if the home state law were domestic over their 
real and legal person.  It is the genius John Knox Witherspoon of New Jersey, enjoined the genius of 
the State of Sequoyah (1906) which became “The Constitution of the State of Oklahoma” in 1907 per 
official act of the CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES.

What it means, is that the articles enumerated in Oklahoma have reach back into State of Texas 
whereby the “Man from Oklahoma” was then employed by the legal UNITED STATES CITIZEN 
estate in contract with parties there in State of Texas, incorporating INTERSTATE COMMERCE in 
the transaction and rights of the “home State” (Oklahoma) against which STATE OF TEXAS did 
wrongly and criminally impose sole jurisdiction to disregard those foreign resident protections and due 
process, criminal trial, and to remove and conceal from the family unit and prior “inherent right” of 
parent and child (76 O.S. 76-8) the real child and make also the estate of a legal fiction in UNITED 
STATES CITIZEN registration a legal child of the “Man from Oklahoma”; then suspend all service 
and protection of law to him from 2001-2021 during the abuse executed by STATE OF TEXAS 
CITIZENS, in violation of Federal Law and in contempt of in-consideration payments of $44 billion 
USD subject return on formal notice and complaint duly filed.

To even conceal the filing itself, and not make answer, is a felony (18 USC 2071) which void all legal 
power to borrow or incur debt by the UNITED STATES, STATE OF TEXAS, STATE OF 
OKLAHOMA and any territory or state where the prior parties gaining market confidence and 
advantage over the Oklahoma Territory resident have “nexus”.  That being “STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA”, “STATE OF MICHIGAN”, “STATE OF NEW YORK”, “STATE OF ARKANSAS” 
and such acts conspicuous abuse of the same fraud cited in MARK BITARA et al v STATE OF 
TEXAS, which was denied ordinary trial due “sovereign immunity” in violation of Federal rule, 5 USC
706, and fraud to falsely perpetrate a Federal Agency without compliance to Federal Regulations then 
employed in INTERSTATE COMMERCE.

Why “Arrogance”?

Because the foreign sovereign powers underwriting these acts expected to destroy the evidence and 
suppress any report of their fraud; and retreat behind sovereign immunity and foreign ports of exchange
with any goods and discoveries, properties, and false title to exclusive or first use which could sustain 
them for the next Century. 

Leaving the United States and its member states fighting with each other while the intellectual property
and goods were directed to foreign ports of sale in a systematic and written plan to acquire control over
United States industry and critical monopolies in advanced industrial technology and guidance tools.
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CHAPTER 18
EQUAL FORCE 

These foreign theories at-law, including taking and right by majority rule; to disbar ordinary civil 
procedure in high-value gains and larceny under color of court procedure and inter-state and inter-
jurisdiction conflict evident to a foreign adversary appear “standard operating procedure” for a hostile 
foreign sovereign power engaged in wartime activity or industrial espionage as a precursor to territorial
claims and war powers investment.

They incorporate the premise of majority rule to define ethical outcomes, changing goals, and redaction
of criminal and unlawful activity as if such injury and misconduct were fiction, in a pattern consistent 
with a foreign intelligence operation with domestic actors of low grade and low intellectual means, 
paired with intermediary business and financial channels, ultimately connected to national financial 
investments and foreign sovereign state funds as backing and direction – in interest of obtaining key 
securities and market advantages without conventional warfighting.

To the core of the ethical claim, Hegelian Socialism would suggest that the “book value” of the goods 
or services sought shall be assessed by the authority made in majority rule; and restrict and ration the 
taking to accommodate the best return on this “investment” society has made in the structured 
government, as if it were a financial adviser giving really high quality advice insured by the ability to 
spread the impact of losses out across the whole of society for risks assumed in large programs to 
benefit specific classes in the ruling elite solely.

This presumption that loss is shared, but gain is entitled to value assigned by the elect, fails to 
acknowledge the qualitative value a parent appoints to their only child, or a soldier to the country his 
friends and fellow cadre members died for, to the extent that no financial or implied  promise of 
security can compensate the loss imposed on certain members of society.  

Those who do not accept this loss as custom are styled as incompetent, incapable, invalid – and even as
dangerous if they resist or sustain contest.

The presumption that the risk is “collective”, and is shared de facto (fiat rule), while the benefits are 
privileges and conditional security for-value, ultimately defines “Ruism”, the “Chinese language word 
sued to constitute academic endeavors and findings of this collective bargaining as if genuine and bona 
fide truth – and the beliefs leading to such conclusions as mental health while those in opposition or 
dissent constitute mental and emotional disease and defect.”

In contrast, the “good steward” model of John Knox Witherspoon et al would suggest the public trust 
exists to restrain such insipid and narrow-minded persons, even in majority, from infringing upon the 
general freedom to enjoy the product, suffrage, security, and companionship of living without lien or 
obligation for the prior a condition of submission or compliance against individual conscience.  Even 
when such resistance is in violation of good order or civil procedure, the jury system affords each party
to appear and make their claim disclosing for a formal record their motive and purpose, intent, and goal
which society as a whole or time as a resource or persepctive of any other party do not afford when 
action is necessary to carry out the private freedom and use of force to protect one's self or others.
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This presumption that the due process implies hidden cause not subject debate or public scrutiny 
beyond a select group of competent persons judgment, and for value not solely the exclusive benefit of 
the community or public plan; defines American jurisprudence and “The Laws of the United States”.

Lacking the education of a competent childhood and instruction, such laws may likewise be read 
wrongly and with ill intent by contemporary products of the UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
EDUCATION, and predicated upon the Department of Education (DOE) culture that has developed in 
our public schools and union behavior and tenure, to suggest wrong meaning and overwhelming value 
neither a function of the full reading of the law nor its authority in any extent.  

Claims of this nature, typical of “Ruism” to confuse mental and psychological character – and 
especially intent – to an external or altruistic goal as sole justification and defense; are a product of the 
mass murder and genocide in the formulation of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and PEOPLE'S 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA; and to a lesser extent the violent feudal extremism and emperor worship of 
the NATION OF JAPAN and post-War Japanese occupation by the United States et al.  Reliance on 
words like “public” and “welfare” to suggest a class superior to individual or private powers, alien to 
these feudal and violent former empires, and incorporated with Lebensraum and Lebensborn concepts 
still present in the shattered elements of Nazi Germany and its ardent supporters in South America and 
Austria, sustain a false reading of “The Laws of the United States” to omit the premise of the People to 
constitute a party with legal existence and standing prior and after the formation and conditional 
making of the United States, a nation, or the government derived from that nation wrongly confused 
with its factual authority in acts as the UNITED STATES abroad.  

Where these foreign nations as sovereign powers have struggled since their defeat in 1945, and 
subsequent expansion policies in 1956, their interpretation of the United States imposed and advanced 
since 1996 Internet access have been increasingly abusive and driven by a jealousy to not only compete
but overcome the United States as an industrial center of technology and culture; describing the United 
States as “The Old Empire” and PRC as “The New Empire” in similar language to the “Rising Sun” 
metaphors of England and Japanese Imperial conquest and nationalism directed by a gun to the back of 
the head of the poor.  In the interest of those “poor”, the rules of engagement by the elite against the 
people and economy of the United States disclaim the treaties and rules made already – and these 
efforts to influence, buy, and subsidize the DoE culture to enable and grant access to generations of 
inexperienced and disillusioned United States youth represent a genuine threat through social media, 
big data processing, and the ability to collect and analyze, manipulate, and censor information similar 
to Nazi Party tactics in radio and public images.

To those persons trained in the prior Century of propaganda, the rise of similar socialist and pro-
communist employment of media differs in no way from the Nazi party outreach in the 1930s; 
including the investment in STATE OF NEW YORK and other coastal ports like STATE OF TEXAS 
and STATE OF CALIFORNIA.  

Where such inroads come in the form of foreign investment, investment groups, and proxies, the 
UNITED STATES seems almost complicit in its incompetence to identify the source and direction of 
such monies and policy; while American business owners are fighting the impact like dough boys in 
the trenches of World War I – face to face with “Big Tech” and “give-away” offers in their sectors.
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These offers of “free product” to gain market share and favor, while lucrative in book value and themed
limited in scope, are not limited where nation states are the real backers – nor without harm to the 
industry of the domestic manufacturers, artists, and property owners they directly confront on a 
national versus local level.  The presumption that the local company can compete with the billion 
Dollar publisher that has begun to give away books or software weekly, is absurd and beyond the 
means of the tax credits and rebates intended to offset reasonable and occasional sales and commerce.

This is not, in other words, a level market – and akin to asking a farmer to fight a national army intent 
and trained, prepared, and committed to their forfeiture of their land, even if only to eliminate the 
competition and later raise the price of grain at their discretion.

We are seeing a similar event with NVIDIA CORPORATION and video cards now, as well as some 
electronics and goods reliant on PRC and ROC manufacturing.  Without a viable alternative 
technology, RTX enabled systems and software stand apart from non-RTX alternatives in the market; 
and pose no possibility of relief due to the way patents operate in International markets.  Where such 
firm is under dispute to transfer control to PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA or their agent (NATION
OF JAPAN) by proxy, the ability of the United States to operate is directly threatened in that cause; 
and this contest typical of APPLE INC. processor technology at ARM HOLDING LTD and other firms
already acquired by NATION OF JAPAN.

To suggest to FACEBOOK or TWITTER that PARLER may be a remedy to monopoly; is to likewise 
refuse the ability of “nexus” between NTT GROUP and their partners to summarily “shut down” and 
“steal for data mining and redistribution the proprietary data” of PARLER to retaliate against users for 
political purpose in intimidation and influence of the appointment of the next President of the United 
States (POTUS), who has then control over INTERSTATE COMMERCE (and the authority to issue 
subsistence income without the consent of Congress to all UNITED STATES CITIZENS at will, up to 
a set amount above the national poverty line.  

Whereby restraint and intimidation of the means of this relief made in the POTUS while the borrowing 
from the same (PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA) or similar sovereign state investment funds 
(SAUDI ARABIA) may afford United States corporations friendly to PRC to survive while opposing 
organizations and officers are displaced – the stocks of those firms and brands diminished and dilluted 
– and creation in those securities of an opportunity to force a takeover of publicly traded companies 
and private offers on the same scale as ARM HOLDING and MOJANG purchases in the past by 
representative go-betweens for PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA and the CCP.

The Laws of the United States installed several mechanisms to arrest this process, including the “THE 
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION OF THE UNITED STATES”, “THE CORPORATION 
COMMISSION OF THE UNITED STATES”, and the Department of Justice.  

All of whom have apparently abandoned their office or sold it to the Chinese Communist Party.

Making by this abdication of opinion or ruling on complaint a clear path for the wholesale acquisition 
of vital organs of the United States, including commission for members of the public trust and public 
office installed now in the UNITED STATES, a government, and its member state governments.
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This taking, in clear violation, does not disbar the American public from overt rejection of all parties 
and their failure to act in concert with their commission, duties, and obligations.  Even if that is the rule
in a foreign theory of law, the standing of “The People” as separate and entitled objection and acts so 
clearly given liberty as “All Necessary Force” convey a broad range of options – the least of which is 
physical resistance or martial violence; even if that is the sole relief such foreign officers and turncoats 
would immediately imply is sole intent – and thus confession of criminal will a crime itself – under the 
Ruist media.

Again, this “leap of judgment” that is the product of an “unsophisticated person” to assert that 
violence is solely “physical threat and intimidation, coercion, and unlawful” confesses the alien mind 
of those in opposition to the ordinary use of “economic resistance and non-compliance, disassociation 
to exclude the alien from our midst and body politic, and to reform a more perfect Union expressly free
of this incompetent cancer that has been injected into our country like a virus.

To suggest that we may not refuse to associate at our own election, or discriminate with whom we 
associate exclusively and without prejudice barred in our customs and laws set by our people, is a 
tyranny and usurpation of the public office in thought.  In claim it is sedition and a lie - “mendacium”.

In act, it is treason against the People, who retain the authority to dissolve the United States and the 
many States so made, the Union, and any foreign body in its legal standing left to the presentation of 
such a body politic as to invalidate and void their recognition in the “square” of our people.

That this “disassociation” is wrongly themed without full authority or in failure to ingest the poison of 
a criminal and unlawful debt incurred by fraud since August 11th 2001 in the taking of a child in 01-
17702-R or FR-18-04, has no legal right what-so-ever.

In motive, per Federal Civil Procedure Rule 9, the intent of such foreign sovereign power is to compel 
and encourage this division and loss of equity, land, and collateral that the UNITED STATES default 
on its debt; and in deception of its creditors falsely pledge that asset of tort and collateral which it was 
never entitled to tender as surety against such borrowing at all: the people and lands and property of the
United States or the People themselves in separate legal standing and person, their estates so made 
solely for the surety of their old age and barred use as means of identification or other application than 
benefits paid by the UNITED STATES, or similar fraud – and woe be it to the creditor who comes to 
collect then on any of those pledges; finding them entitled “All Necessary Force” in defense and 
recovery as is the child taken in 2001 August 11th remanded by “operation of law” to the legal property 
and authority of his father, a Man from Oklahoma (Territory) in equity and possession contrary any act 
to obstruct justice or conceal his estates and title, lands, and good name of Witherspoon and others his 
heritage and birthright.  For while we may not speculate as to the mind of those who harm us, we can 
speculate to its objective and intent to do injury upon a pattern of offenses both civil and criminal, from
which a sound and lawful defense and consequence is prepared to disbar and hold Ruism and its 
“Settled Truth” at bay regardless of the opposition or their suffrage in dissent.  Because the truth is not 
up for a vote, and to suggest it is so as legal finding is “Bad faith” confessed, whereby all tort (contract,
or Constitution or other debt or pledge or lien) become “null and void” to suggest the violation of these 
rights retained from the UNITED STATES, its franchise and other sovereign powers, or any nation so 
made.  The People exist at law, prior the nation, and the People will exist when it is dissolved.
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It is the crime of Ruism and “Hegelian Dialectic Socialism” popularized by the Chinese Communist 
Party (CCP) and Nation of Japan, both the country and its People as well as the government of Japan so
made and principle beneficial owner of NTT GROUP; that this “Socialist Tyranny and Mendacium” 
has emerged to poison the Sino-Asian relationship with the United States and The People after mercy 
shown to it and murder in unlawful war by the PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA in Korea against 
UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES.  

As UNITED STATES MARINES proved in that contest, in the Battle of Chosin Reservoir, numbers in
such a contest do not make the ethics or the outcome of a fight.  Nor in ethics do the number of 
opposition poised against a defender secure in their rights and their authority comply any obligation to 
yield or surrender any inch of ground or principle to a foreign sovereign power or their unregistered 
agents made in domestic sympathizers and faithless officers actions regardless of evidence or 
emolument. 

There will be officers of The People who stand, for the values they deem more critical than the entire 
product or fiat or holdings of the nation, on those principles against this tyrannical form of ethics; 
against the intrusion to eliminate the “Square” that is provided conditional the incorporation of the 
United States and its territories as surety for each person against all others and all foreign persons 
claims; and even when such persons are in rare supply, “sophisticated persons” and “Men of Letters” 
capable of reading and consideration of broad and technical works and claims contrary public myth; it  
is the character of such men to resist, object, and organized a defense with all their resources, their 
labor, and their very life.

Even in the face of overwhelming odds – abuse – and injury far more terrifying that simple death or 
quick dishonor, paid in decades and years, faith, the injury of their family dead and dying around them 
slowly under the heel of a Nazi boot or a Communist committee lecturing them with the fallacy false 
claims and false narratives to frame their murder at the hands of an “ignorant mob” and the taking of 
their children for re-education against the misdirected convictions of their unfortunate parent.

This is tyranny.  It has a face, in the lies it tells to hide the truth.

That truth being, that child is more important than the full faith and credit of the UNITED STATES, its
debt, and its obligations.  That child is the full faith and credit of the United States, a nation, and its 
soul the purpose of all the instruments and armed soldiers that nation can deploy.  Not because that 
child is born to a caste or family of rank or name or high honor.   But because that child is entitled the 
performance of the “good steward” in the truth of his belief as to where his parent went and why.

The truth, or enjoying the obligation of every pledge by a foreign power made for its sacrifice.

The People would choose the truth – and any pledge a fraud if it asks us for that price.
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CHAPTER 19
THE CAT WHO WALKS THROUGH WALLS

Nothing impressed this choice upon me so, as the assault following the May 20 2020 attempted breach 
of our office in Pontotoc County, than the assault August 31st 2020 against our office mascot.  

During a routine visit to a vet, the animal was struck in the head so hard that brain damage occurred 
and her left eye ceased to dialate, leaving a lump over her eye and destroying her inner ear.  An animal 
that could walk and climb, run, and play, was reduced by shaking or physical abuse to quivering mass 
unable to walk or stand.  The Veterinarian at “Arlington Animal Clinic” claimed that this was 
“diziness” and a side effect of the drug DRONTAL, and would pass.  As I watched the little creature 
struggle and cry in terror, I and my associate asked for help, and the vet gave her “saline” after this, 
continuing to disregard her condition as serious or life-threatening.  She deterioriated before my eyes, 
and on further contact, we demanded to take her from the place after a conversation wherein the 
technician said, “Don't worry, if she (defacates) on herself we will have her cleaned up by the time you 
get here.”  

By the time I get there!?

We took her to another vet, after the doctor spoke to my friend and I, again assuring us that nothing 
was wrong and she was just “old”.  This complete disregard for the animal and its prior condition, set 
off alarm whereby we both agreed to immediately remove her from that care.  I called poison control 
and the company that made the drug, and they assured me this had never happened in any case with 
their medication.  A second opinion confirmed brain damage, and we began treatment.  She had lost 
control of her bowels and awoke in terror constantly.  She could not walk to the litter box, and had to 
be carried.  I spent two months sleeping on the floor of our office holding her, helping her, doing all I 
could to save her life.

With proper medication, she began to show improvements.

I learned that two other cats owned by our family had also suddenly passed away at the same vet.

The vet that did this sent us a $400 USD bill.  More than double what the other vet has ever charged us.

Since August 31st 2020 I have spent every waking moment of my life trying to keep our mascot of 15 
years, for whom our company computer system and trust key server is named, alive.  The infection she 
suffered was relentless and required three rounds of antibiotics to curb, over a year of intensive care, 
and we feared she would never walk again.

A year later almost, she has recovered her hair – her face is finally well, and her ears clean after 
intensive tests ultimately resulting in my contracting the staph infection that she had along with two 
other animals – isolating the cause to a bacteria, and seeking out medical care with results for the 
human infection that was effective at wiping it out.  
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She climbs, now, slowly up and down her little ladder into her chair and comforter where she sleeps – a
few feet from where I work every day.  I can see her there, and comfort her, encourage her, and the 
other cats in our office can visit her.  The male that she raised for 13 years sits beside her guarding her 
every time she sleeps, protecting his mate and visibly happier than I have seen him in over a year at her
recovery.  Cats are social creatures, and the care and attention he and her sister, and the 19 year old 
male that preceded them from the assault at gunpoint in Dallas Texas remain her constant companions.

The youngest, a kitten thrown at the office of our private detective whose tail was broken when it was 
abandoned in the street in front of her office, now 9 years old runs around and sprawls out like a little 
bulldog – affectionate and stubby – as off balance as her aunt resting in the chair.

To think someone will assault an animal as helpless as a 6 lb cat over 15 years old, maiming it, is the 
framework of violence we live with every day at our office.  In concert with four vehicles driving into 
our business mailbox on a private road and leaving in a 35 mph zone, followed by a 5th hit-and-run in 
July of 2021; continues to show how the incitement of violence and stalking by the DEMOCRATIC 
NATIONAL PARTY and their supporters in the child concealment fraud behave and its impact.

That someone would harm my pet, to intimidate me or my staff, as they threatened to rape my associate
in 2012 and 2013, and featured photographs of the private investigator and officers of the company for 
assault on GOOGLE SITES, which the company refused to remove in 2013-2021, underlines the 
immediate need for a National organized defense against this insurrectionist and foreign terrorism.

In concert with the concealment of a child, public targeting of family members, and plants to repeatedly
contact a business and its employees in repetitious abuse and a style identical to 2003 letters by Donald 
Beal and Veronica Petersen sent to intimidate witnesses against testifying – this conduct and the 
employers of those firms (ROBERT HALF TECHNOLOGIES, TECH SYSTEMS, T-MOBILE, et al) 
do not enjoy any immunity.  Even now, 300,000 forged requests arrive to disrupt our network business 
services daily in an industrial disruption and WIRE FRAUD largely styled to originate from DIGITAL 
OCEAN, an internet service provider, and directed adaptive attacks upon the servers and end-points to 
disrupt video products and services in real-time INTERSTATE COMMERCE with TWITCH 
INTERACTIVE, a subsidiary based in the State of California formerly known as JUSTIN.TV and 
owned now by AMAZON INC.

The threats we receive are characteristic of a fraud to conceal the child, incorporation of “homosexual 
characterization of my person and character” and hate crimes if I were in fact not heterosexual.  The 
portrayals by Brian Young to falsely illustrate me as a homosexual incorporated on LOSTSERVER 
pages and in detailed claims by Alica Scarbrough and other parties attesting to taking and hiding the 
child, descriptions of persons known to me by name in context to SOONERCON attendance and Tulsa 
community businesses, and such conduct criminal in the extreme despite failure to provide any 
indictment against any person by STATE OF OKLAHOMA and STATE OF TEXAS in this fraud.

Claims acknowledge this activity in organized abuse by the electronic forum run by persons in 
DALLAS COUNTY, where such parties did make their plan and discuss the child concealment, incite 
violence, and threaten witnesses there.  In the statements, they acknowledge this act and state that no 
Justice Department agency will act against them for things written on the Internet “a long time ago”.
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Despite that claim, the public violence and incitement of violence in parallel to false claims by the 
DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF THE UNITED STATES to coerce political and commercial compliance 
with their public actions continue; and those persons responsible were in my witness outspoken 
DEMOCRATIC PARTY proponents – suggesting to minors at SOONERCON that participation in 
physical protests and riots were justified and necessary action prior to the murders and looting in 
various cities which followed the death of George Floyd and BLACK LIVES MATTER movement.

PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR reports and photos showed these persons in ANTIFA uniforms, prior 
styling this conduct as members of the “goth” club culture common at events in the 1980s and 90s; 
while becoming more militant and organized in gang and narcotics distribution activity.  Our 
investigation in 2012 confirmed that a large number of self-identified gang and narcotics traders had 
assimilated on the social forum in STATE OF NEW YORK, and the head of such organization 
confided his desire as an older male to escape the organization as it had become a center for drug and 
narcotic activity with violence during her investigation of claims linking my public image to that 
service in concealment of my child and public incitement of murder.

Persons known to me including the owner of the club in DALLAS COUNTY near my Dallas foreign 
residence and my associate in Pontotoc County died in the years immediately after my return to 
Pontotoc County, including an employee who “suffocated on a pillow” and another who “walked into 
highway traffic at night”.  Persons familiar with the law enforcement background of my friend were 
limited to my former associate, Alica Scarbrough, who had joined this group prior to the death near the 
same place my own vehicle suffered a “mechanical failure due to sabotage” in an attempted murder 
immediately after the November 2002 carjacking at gunpoint. 

The parties holding the child did not express any concern for the injuries that left my face scarred, and 
instead in 2013 published the photos of the injury in public call for further violence and to “Stomp my 
face into a curb” for having sought to recover my child (then ordered to my possession, legally, per the 
claim of STATE OF TEXAS made cause in TITLE IV despite refusal to honor that pledge at all).

The public needs to prepare themselves for this degree of organized and INTERSTATE VIOLENCE in
concert with foreign corporations and their contracting and employment of unqualified and emotionally
abnormal persons in long term support of this conduct toward domestic technology businesses.

That the state refuses to recognize the violence or rejection of any obligation to perform ordinary 
services or enforcement of custody and protection from domestic or industrial and INTERSTATE 
violence benefiting foreign corporate interest, infringement, and effort to take on registered and 
domestic identity to dilute domestic companies in their products – as WHITE WOLF PUBLISHING, 
ASUS COMPUTERS INC., and other firms have done following threats of a WHITE WOLF PRESS 
employee in the 2012-2013 extortion letters; underlines the failure of the State and Federal Department 
of Justice to exercise ordinary protections without sale of the public office and fraud to include false 
claims to embezzle from the United States Treasury and public debt of the UNITED STATES.  

Where family members are especially vulnerable or targeted, as in letters sent to them in July 2020 
prior destruction of the mail receptacle and theft of mail cited in letters sent to other addresses, this 
form of infringement and pattern of UNITED STATES MAIL THEFT affects even FBI process.
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While in April of 2020 we documented larceny from the COVID 19 funds appropriated to this cause in 
ongoing and unlawful claims contrary 45 CFR 303.6 Federal Law, later awards were exempt from such
taking only until DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL PARTY members in the UNITED STATES limited 
such stimulus and relief to custodial parents with children – omitting the injury by forced suspension of
INTERSTATE COMMERCE ordered and directed by the UNITED STATES and in concert with 
suspension of the ability to collect rents and other ordinary revenue or impose enforcement by eviction 
on many persons; concentrating that financial burden on property owners and small businesses who 
remain victims of the INTERSTATE COMMERCE tampering and denied ordinary losses of $1500 
USD per month for the duration of the travel and business restrictions.

These ongoing and explicit acts, in concert with massive “once in a lifetime” debt bonds and proposals,
appear to hold no benefit and serve in actions of the 117th Congress to disable the industry and surety 
ordinary in the function of civil contracts and tort among property owners and renters; concealing and 
delaying a serious blow to the United States economy arising from efforts to mandate medical services;
ransom the “Right to Work”, and assert unlawful interest to control and delegate the value and 
importance of certain industries and business in which the same parties have foreign sponsor interest.

At this point, the ability to afford both human health care and basic medical services for animals is both
unprecedented and conditional to enrollment in the increased minimum wage and foreign financial 
dependence of the industries of scale (“Big Tech”, commodity data exchange and data services) to a 
limited and exclusive capital group rightly described as “Pro China” and “Anti-America” - Counter 
Constitutional Law in every way.

The persons adherant to these foreign theories of law exclaim their “immunity” to consequences by 
fraud to deceive and escape jurisdiction, retain hostages, and sustain such abuse while expecting 
enjoyment of bonds and proceeds obtained by perjury in conflict with 5 USC 706 Federal Agency 
administration by complicit states, complicity of State government and State Justice Department cover 
for these actions, and mutual defense of unlawful activity barred by Federal Law which the Congress of
the United States and United States Department of Justice  refuse to recognize without “in 
consideration” impact on tax earnings ($50,000 USD, quoted in 2012 value to warrant action) a sale of 
the public trust and public system of Justice concealing embezzlement and larceny on a grand scale.

In verbal confession, contrary 45 CFR and Federal Register Volume 81 No 244, we have proof of such 
fraud themed $44 billion USD in larceny; in concert with concealment of a child to kidnap and 
INTERFERENCE IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE (18 USC 1951) so also themed racketeering (18 
USC 1961), on false bond disclaimed by the United States Public Policy in formal notice; for which 
waiver or objection to sustain void laws was not filed in a time frame there made to the States and State
Title IV Organizations to comply by STATE OF OKLAHOMA nor STATE OF TEXAS in cases of 
record and general practice, to defraud.

One cannot admit the legitimacy of a government that subjects its people to conditions of war and 
wartime security without protection of law or formal relief obligated “Fast and Speedy trial” to 
criminal penalties for civil debt disbarred by the Federal Commission and rule of Law; or to the failure 
to arrest and try those persons incorporated by name in 2011 false complaints to conceal this act as 
made to the PONTOTOC COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY in sustaining a child snatching.
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As I watch people die, in the same manner and predictable fashion as we knew would later occur in 
2007 and 2008, at the time we committed in agreement to move my child to Oklahoma so they might 
know the persons who were here in their family while they were still emotionally and psychologically 
fit and eager to meet their great grandchild – continuing a tradition of knowing the elders of our legal 
family which I enjoyed in the same contact with persons born before 1901 in my infancy; 

I am keenly aware of the degree of sociopath behavior evident in the claims and threats of murder 
sustained in the concealment of my only child; against my intimate partners since 1997 in a pattern of 
criminal fraud escalating and supporting community violence; and to the purpose of defying the 
ordinary custom of a romantic literary culture and values installed in those military and traditional 
values which are sustained in the commercial work and license and literary works produced by my 
industry and registered filings with the Library of Congress.

Work for which my opponents have sought to style me as a sociopath, a violent person, a homosexual, 
and worse in imagined and fictitious legal cause for the kidnapping, concealment, abuse, and 
exploitation of my child in violent taking during ordinary INTERSTATE TRAVEL to my HOME 
STATE and HOME, birthplace, and community bearing the names of my family in streets constructed 
by my son's great grandfather and his works.

It was my belief that we could form an industry in Southeastern Oklahoma Territory, as my great 
grandfather and his partner, the owner of Witherspoon Finance, did for the development of the City of 
Ada; and such belief predicated on a fair access to the global market via public networks and 
communication enjoined to the rights of the common law of Oklahoma Territory and the State of 
Oklahoma itself.  I did not foresee kidnapping to conceal aided by officers of my own state and STATE
OF TEXAS as a plausible abuse, collateral, or leverage on behalf of foreign sovereign business; nor the
closure of our shipping and interdiction in INTERSTATE MAIL and UNITED STATES MAIL for 
communication as a risk I would ultimately be subjected to.  

Like the Pony Express, we face unprecedented and criminally organized abuse of our ordinary business
and freedom, for which the attention of a Federal Justice probe or Congressional Special Prosecutor are
both essential in concert with fraud by State of Oklahoma and State of Texas, and in concert with 
complicity to defraud and false securities practices similar to ENRON and MCI WORLDCOM reports 
denied protection and relief preceeding investor complaint in State of New York to unlawful practices 
by STATE OF TEXAS and their regional Federal counterparts in the Federal Courts and Federal 
Department of Justice.

I have not seen my child since he was taken at knife point by Iva Petersen in bad faith on promise of 
return at her residence, following the physical abduction by Veronica Petersen and Donald Beal of his 
physical person from my car during temporary control of the vehicle afforded by fraud to Veronica 
Petersen; at which time she threatened to stop the vehicle and “walk into oncoming traffick carrying 
my 74 day old son” if I did not comply and permit her to take him and place him in the confines of the 
residence of Donald Beal where I was refused entry or right to remain by Donald Beal; and in direct 
witness of Christopher Melton Maidt of Nichols Hills, Oklahoma – there told by Veronica Petersen “I 
would never see my child again” if I did not leave then to my destination in Oklahoma for a job 
interview in Nichols Hills; then and later perjury by both parties to claim this act legal abandonment.
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At law, abandonment of a child is the leaving of the child without means of support and without care of
another legal guardian for permanent end of contact and possession; and against the will of the parent 
who did take possession for purpose of concealment then contrary the recovery efforts of my person 
and witnessed by other parties in recorded threat of murder of my person after such contact – 
demanding I not attempt further contact then.

STATE OF TEXAS has fraudulently sustained this case, in which the abductor was “wholly in default”
and sought illegal claims against my person in concert with threat of false imprisonment and to 
disparage my person and professional right to work in suggestion this account is imagined, in concert 
with written threats to intimidate witnesses against giving testimony in my son's congoing 
concealment, use in extortion to blackmail my business and industrial activity, and to damage my right 
to execute my intellectual property and its franchise contrary $418 million sale of EVE ONLINE to 
PEARL ABYSS, a company of SOUTH KOREA, by CCP GAMES, a subsidiary of PARADOX 
INTERACTIVE at that time and co-owner then of WHITE WOLF PUBLISHING; whose contractor in 
2007-2013 did construct the public defamation site consisting of 300 pages of defamatory and false 
information inciting violence against my person and the perpetual concealment of my son with 
members and attendees of SOONERCON, and associates of ALICA SCARBROUGH, DONALD 
BEAL, BRIAN YOUNG, and Veronica Petersen.

Technology described in my 1998 work has sold in concert with purchase of MOJANG by 
MICROSOFT for $1 billion USD; and use of my moniker by ASUS COMPUTER COMPANY and 
WHITE WOLF PUBLISHING have incorporated the “STRYX” brand illegally to damage and further 
dilute my prior 1996-1999 well known writing and books, articles, and creative literature for properties 
as public domain and free works incorporated with the GAMES WORKSHOP franchise 
“WARHAMMER 40,000”; prior executed and demonstrated in THUNDERCON and SOONERCON 
production and performance promotion where I did appear in 1992 and later as “STRYX” hosting such 
demonstrations not a property myself or in likeness to the boxed products then shown for sale via TJ 
Langley's “WEB COMICS AND GAMES” of Ada, Oklahoma; and in concert with my established 
online identity STRYX@ CHICKASAW.NET and related Yellow Pages advertising in business 
activity of a formal and registered nature for INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS so defined in 42 
USC section 230 subsection (c) rule, Federal Law.

Attacks in these activity appear consistent with disparaging claims to infringe on trade secrets and 
methods of spatial representation proprietary to BEYOND WAR and “BEYOND WAR: CELESTIAL 
KNIGHTS” which are described in dynamic multi-homed multi-facility virtual instances and data sets 
for real-time naval and signal warfare applied to very-large distances in stellar cartography and 
presentation layer abstract display software, for which RTX and similar ray-tracing hardware 
acceleration are integral and components of ray-tracing research collaboration with Texas, California, 
Michigan, and Spain based corporations and limited liability companies developing ray-tracing and 
distributed image development, license, and faster-preview technology now express in NVIDIA 
hardware implementations and programming language application interface technology.

Similar work performed included testing and pre-release development of MECHWARRIOR ONLINE 
for Canadian based game companies licensing FASA CORPORATION technology and fiction, and in 
prior works by Akira Matsumoto in Nation of Japan and related properties image and litigation.
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Beyond War(tm) and its related works stand separate from 2020AD properties and Judge Dredd works 
incorporated without license or authority by GAMES WORKSHOP LTD et al, and their related 
impression (trade names) and publications; as a separate work and independent of any similarity to JRR
Tolkien, or the public domain works upon which those novels and adaptations are generally based.  
Trademarks including ORK and ORC, prior a contention of adapted works by GAMES WORKSHOP, 
as well as images from JAMES CAMERON films “Alien” and “Aliens” found in GAMES 
WORKSHOP figures and images, generally acknowledged as unlicensed adaptations themed 
infringement and incorporation of figures in 1988 ROGUE TRADER publication, Lost and the 
Damned, Slaves to Darkness, and other works of literature, are not related to BEYOND WAR or 
BEYOND WAR: CELESTIAL KNIGHTS by design and purpose.

Effort to dilute this right to independent and original franchise, so made by STATE OF TEXAS 
corporations and their active commercial interference in convention events and registration of 
Oklahoma firms by competing “AD VISION” and “FUNIMATION”, a Sony Entertainment subsidiary,
follow on the creation of media and video streaming service “Crunchyroll” - owned by AT&T 
Universal and sold for $1.1 Billion USD to Sony Entertainment “Funimation” this August 2021.

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA have recently circulated a HUGO AWARD for literature in 
science fiction, appearing directly drawn from works of BEYOND WAR in 1998 and fiction there 
described, adapted to the Chinese Communist Party, and tendered as an original work to suggest 
confusion between the origination of certain technologies and their application.  These claims in 2008 
publication in Chinese and 2012 translation, further parallel the threats and fraud to describe the works 
of fiction as “nonsense” or imply false definitions to damage the public reception and sale of the works 
in concert with foreign sale of the BEYOND WAR core content and even in express (2013) claim of 
overt foreign export by title to obtain money demanded in false cause on 01-17702-R claim not subject 
the taking of the court; representing by such abuse a billion Dollar dilution of United States Securities 
and exclusive license rights then granted in 2009-2021 to a UNITED STATES CORPORATION and 
damage sales and investment in the publications of a false prospectus of the company there (2013-
2021) upon GOOGLE SITES in commercial defamation and incorporating the child concealment as 
legal cause to intimidate domestic and foreign investors.

In concert with duplication for investment purposes of ZLAYER and related Oklahoma brands, themed
six million shares; these actions constitute a substantial effort to arrest the economic activity of the 
STATE OF OKLAHOMA which the STATE OF OKLAHOMA is complicit with in sustained refusal 
to rule the matter of the bond on the child a fraud to extort expressly due return and a false claim 
predicated on perjury and threat of concealment and incarceration to obtain contrary legal motions 
crafted to support this fraud by STATE OF TEXAS and false recourse for remedy in illegal extradition 
without protection of Federal and State protections denied in all contact with STATE OF TEXAS.

A reasonable person, sitting beside that little crippled cat, could not but feel concern and fear described 
in 18 USC 2261A Federal felony criminal stalking rules; at each contact and every knock at the door, 
letter from the State not in response to ordinary business, and at every approach of a person under those
circumstances; having been subjected to ongoing violence (July 2021) and claims not settled (2017-
2021) obligated a ruling and relief, so also beyond “enforcement” of any kind after sixty days since last
demand of any due date for any money sought in that filing.
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Where such claims may then be wrongly “enforced” through the INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE to
include taking contrary Federal Law by the ordinary payment of wages; citing such dispute already 
before the court and contested over 36 months; the intimidation against ordinary employment with 
other firms is a constant threat not entitled lawful standing: a barrier to ordinary “Right to work”.

A person subjected to these restrictions; forced from the labor force on threat of taking to confiscate 
over 50% of their earnings in addition to debt and obligations created by false collection and 
harassment, violence, and injury – may not reasonably be considered a free person.  Nor may such a 
person without relief leave the United States with any hope of re-entry, and such abuse by the STATE 
OF OKLAHOMA to deny license for practice of business on passing Health and Life Insurance exams 
and paid education to that end; only further affirms the “demand for a bribe” not consistent with 45 
CFR 302.56(c) and 302.56(f) rule, lawful or meaningful support of a child.

The State of California holds that “Parental Kidnapping” is a crime; but despite most social media 
companies being legally based there – firms like FACEBOOK and INSTAGRAM have not removed 
the content themed offensive and accessory to the kidnapping of this child; generating constant cross 
examination in the fraud in all business and social context for the parent.  STATE OF OKLAHOMA 
and the PONTOTOC COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY, on notice of such abuse, instead responded 
with “Don't Poke the Bear”, in advice to do nothing and be legally silent during this abuse after prior 
2011 perjury to seek indictement for its publication and 2012 organized threats to extort leading to 
public solicitation for murder under an alias to hide the identity of the party – portrayed as a student at 
EAST CENTRAL UNIVERSITY of Ada, Oklahoma in those threats.

My mother taught at ECU, but now I am afraid to go on campus because of this violence and fraud.

In 2017, an ECU Student refused to relinquish the vehicle and forced me and my associate to search for
the vehicle in Ada for 3 weeks.  This was while I was suffering from a serious injury later costing 
$15,000 USD to repair in 2020.  My associate suffered injuries in excess of $300,000 in costs to 
OKDHS as a result of this search, since paid in medical insurance by the STATE OF OKLAHOMA.  
The case for this lack of enforcement and recovery, constituting a suspension of ordinary enforcement 
of law as though all such injury were civil wrongdoing during the 2001-2021 concealment of my child; 
has left my associate with permanent spine and shoulder injuries in a deteriorating condition aggravated
by type II diabetic health condition wrongly diagnosed by the same physician we filed the complaint 
against in case FR-18-04 the prior year.  Due to loss of use of both his hands and shoulder, I assist him 
in shopping because he cannot lift or carry his groceries, nor afford to relocate after the arrest in 
retaliation for reporting welfare fraud in Blanchard that forced him out of his prior living condition, 
disabled his RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED computer under suspicion it was 
stolen from the public school, and forced him into the situation he is now, as a witness to the 
proceedings and motion for jury trial in 2018 on the prior legal issues of FEDERAL LAW subject a 
County hearing and ruling of amount owing and due pursuant 45 CFR 303.6 limitation.

The presumption that this is “protection” to be under perpetual threat of a case not granted 23 O.S. 23-9
spoliation and 21 O.S. 21-748.2 civil counter suit; continues to mar our investment and interest in 
Pontotoc County and STATE OF OKLAHOMA as a potential business location for our intellectual 
property and franchise development.
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To watch three generations of my family die, while my child is concealed in criminal threat of murder 
and fraud, and to sustain a false claim to overcome the Federal Law in larceny from the public trust and
United States Treasury in the exploitation of my legal person (UNITED STATES CITIZEN, estate), is 
secondary to the offense of “Hegelian Fascism” we are witnessing in the United States today.

The follow on of my child's brutal and premeditated kidnapping is itself a crime, but the complicity in 
the genocide of my people to forfeit the estate of a previous generation by collateral taking of hostages,
is not unrealized and in fact began in 2001 August – following a year of domestic violence against my 
person – and is to present a pattern the rest of the American People are witnessing in callous, 
calculated, and criminal execution of the abuse of public office by the 117th Congress and their party in 
power under the present POTUS, as to overshadow the initial and unlawful implication of forced labor 
first raised by President Bush and President Clinton in 42 USC section 666(a) claims to enjoin 
“UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT” with forced taking contrary all ordinary and reasonable 
protections at law (15 USC 1692d) barring this type of human trafficking access to Title IV causes.

By threatening our animals, our family, and any person seen in our association in a systematic pattern 
of racketeering not entitled the conduct of a political party; to interfere with the rights of suffrage by 
hostage taking and public fraud; and to engage in false debt and debt bondage to disable the right to 
work; the DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF THE UNITED STATES and their state component 
organizations have, in joint activity with foreign sovereign powers, literally moved to disable and sell 
the industry of other persons in the United States and disbar persons from civil honors and public life 
without due process or conviction, contrary 21 O.S. 21-8 and related law.

As I read today, the Supreme Court further seeks to limit damages for infringement on literary works to
$150,000 USD and fixed periods of time to file for protection and relief which are irrational and 
unrealistic conditions in a global market with global export and infringement valued over $1 billion 
USD in sales of record; I am reminded in sale of registration and abuse of services at the ISBN level for
my books how ICANN was abused and forms endorsed with email addresses to hide the criminal origin
and legal civil party identification to dispute the abuse via a court of registry; and of the statements and 
claims by Donald Beal after commission of perjury in 2012 that Pontotoc County District Court was 
“Not a court of registry” and thereby not an obligation to speak the truth under oath in his deposition.

While I did report this to the PONTOTOC COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT, there was no 
action taken or further activity on the concealed order then later discovered in 2017 filing which 
exposed possession and contrary such prior discovery in 2016 revealing that the party left the county 
without notifying the court at any time since the 2002 case judgment in 01-17702-R hearing; at which 
hearing I did appear to give notice of physical restraint and theft of summons prior close of court 
session; and such appearance was OMITTED from the COURT RECORD by JUDGE DEE MILLER 
to later suggest her ruling lawful in absence of any appearance of the petitioner or the respondent at the 
same time nor by representation of either attorney of record; falsely recording this “automatic mistrial” 
(Kelly v Kelly) as a lawful ruling despite the record confessing no contest and failure of the petioner to 
appear nor of the judge to permit the respondent to enter evidence in absence of such person while 
proceeding with trial in mock fashion and directing motions to suit her desired cause and narrative.
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CHAPTER 20
THE CAT WITH KEYS – EQUAL FORCE IS A LIE

Society or Community standards may suggest that there is no fault or wrongdoing, given the prior 
pattern of systemic violence, sexism, homophobic and paranoid claims to suggest “kidnapping” be 
themed a legal cause to neglect any compliance with possession or communication conditional 
payment of an unlawful debt; and to terrorize and incite murder and loss of commercial rights, privacy, 
and security to obtain payments of an imaginary and fictitious income to satisfy the DEMOCRATIC 
NATIONAL PARTY promise of such false talking and FOURTH AMENDMENT VIOLATIONS.

These injuries are financial, at the end of the day, and obligated payment regardless any delay per 5 
USC section 706 “Fraud” and UIFSA (Rev 2008) rule made 45 CFR 303.100(a)(3) and 303.100(a)(8) 
rule; Federal Public Policy.  The State is not entitled to ignore or change these “operation of law” or 
“final judgement” in governing law, so made in TEXAS FAMILY CODE 157.261 and 157.375.

Yet monetary damages of a civil nature alone, barring penalties for 18 USC 241 injury and scheme to 
commit fraud (18 USC 1431) and perpetual lack of trial on no evidence (barratry, 21 O.S. 21-551) in 
the continued refusal to revoke the bond from the estate by STATE OF TEXAS on the lawful and sole 
jurisdiction in this condition of STATE OF OKLAHOMA never settled by the court (FR-18-04).

All such awards, stimulus, and credits in Federal and State taxes so influenced and deprived of the 
estate of a parent, are theft in false cause, so made.

But when I look at my little pet, who cannot now jump or leap or climb beyond a tiny ladder, I am most
compelled to make record and create a written testimony of the WAR CRIMES OF THE 
DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF THE UNITED STATES, in public abuse of public address and media, 
and for foreign sovereign powers in unregistered agency their proxy; and of the abandonment of the 
office of the public trust to pursue a policy alien to the lawful and clear “EXCESSIVE FINES” clause 
and ruling in 586 U.S. ____(2019) case no 17-1091; so made to stop this abuse in all causes and 
claims; which as destroyed my family and sought to isolate me in this community and my industry 
from a prior $120,000 USD ($60/hr 2000-2001) wages; contributing to an $11 billion bankruptcy and 
the forced sale of assets to facilitate later takeover of SPRINT and other networks by DEUTCH 
TELEKOM under the moniker T-Mobile; as to convince me that the abuse from those networks during 
the 2001-2021 fraud suggest employee misconduct of a criminal and serious nature at the DALLAS 
TEXAS data center and related INTERNET EXCHANGE facilities; to abuse and defraud the United 
States of ordinary income and damage the public in abuse of the public trust described best by 76 O.S. 
76-3 and 76-4; and to seek to permanently disable the 76 O.S. 76-1 “inherent rights” and 76-6 
“reputation” protections afforded surety and perpetual guarantee of full remedy in Oklahoma 
Constitution Article II section II-6; a constitutional rule not eligible for limitations by the Legislature of
the State of Oklahoma or the Congress of the United States in “Statutory Law”.

I have had to learn far too much, spend far too much time, and read far too many statutes of the United 
States Code (USC) in defense of this assault on my real and legal person; including purchase of a 
Blacks Law Dictionary 11th Edition to affirm my claims of “discharge” of the obligation found in the 
01-17702-R order triggered in 2003; after which the debt was falsely sustained illegally.
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It is clear neither the comprehension of the technical or related INTERSTATE COMMERCE or global 
valuation of such property is present or carried by the officers of the STATE OF TEXAS and STATE 
OF OKLAHOMA with any fidelity suitable to the minimum performance of their office of the public 
trust.

Rather, their contempt and abuse has instilled in me a genuine belief that the destruction of the United 
States by legal dissolution is preferable to their continued fraud upon the record of the State or nation.

That this may be legally accomplished, or is permissible or lawful, is itself a question that the very 
consideration thereof incite the abusers to attack the compos mentis of their victim to disclaim.

I suggest that it not only is, but did occur by operation of law August 11th 2001; when this fraud were 
undertaken, and all such acts since are simply a concession of delay and misdirection to the facts of a 
contemptible act of treason for which the subsequent record and spoliation thereof admit all rulings and
claims to examination of a court martial, so obligated under the Lieber Code and pursuant to the 
appearance of an army in the field and in occupation of a territory without further notice; made in 
strange circumstances the residency of a legally surviving “Witherspoon” in the territory formerly 
Oklahoma, and upon 40 years and some prior generations and with considerable contributions to the 
development and infrastructure of the same – legal appearance of the de facto agent of the People by 
conditions none of us would seek or wish upon ourselves or our family or children; a contest from 
which the fundamental rights and claims elevated to public legislative cause and taking by the 117th 
Congress following similar resistance January 6th 2021 for lawful objection and in demand the 
Congress make answer for the contents and details of 100 sworn affidavits filed and received that day 
on national television, so then never produced to conclude the question per Federal Civil Procedure of a
Public Meeting and 5 USC section 556 rule.

The legal question is not whether the affidavits constitute a change in the tally of votes or officers filing
of votes for the POTUS office; but to the entitlement to know the legal reason that such information 
produced and submitted, and accepted; was discarded without review and in a fashion themed 
“retaliation” against the American People and the many States and those persons neither subject to their
jurisdiction or in bondage to fraud cited in evidence similarly destroyed by UNITED STATES officers 
and officers of the many States of the UNION.

We have a right to the “legal argument” of such decision, incorporating the comprehension of the 
contents of the filing and complaint without prejudice; which was not performed.  

When these civil procedures are disregarded, even in time of war or civil uprising, no official act is 
done or binding; and the proceedings predicated on such fraud are illegitimate.

The right to make such objection, especially where deprivation of rights and earnings, travel, liberty, 
and security are subject question or aggression among the states in perjury and fraud; or other 
enumerated Constitutional Rights are disclaimed publicly by officers to coerce and compel compliance;
afford the People the full resort of all their powers up to and inclusive of “All Necessary Force”, 
dissolution of the United States, and nullification of the entire public debt or its assignment to the 
members of the party responsible for such heinous acts and abuses of persons and fraud.
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That HEGELIAN SOCIALISM rely upon the position or public office usurped by such act, deed, or 
abuse; or in any context incorporating violence to obtain its ends not a justifiable use of force or 
incitement to do grave bodily harm; then tyranny in deceit and a sustained lie is made to the public:

SOCIALISM TYRANNIS MEDACIUM

The Tyrannical Lie of Socialism – and a fraud to suggest the equal or greater suffrage right granted by 
membership in the body politic, a political right, enjoys standing superior to the Constitutional Rights 
reserved by and for “The People”, a collection expressly indicative of each individual member rather 
than a collective welfare or joint estate eligible comparison only as a unit.

THE FALLACY OF EQUAL FORCE AS ETHICS

As a fraud, in public lie, suggesting this “suffrage” is a grant to overturn the Constitutional and 
“Inherent rights” of persons; does the Hegelian Theology of 1821 exposed in “ELEMENTS OF THE 
PHILOSOPHY OF RIGHT” by G.W.F. Hegel – since used to murder six million people in Europe by 
Adolph Hitler and destroy the private property of millions by Karl Marx and Joseph Stalin, then 
imported to impose the violence and suppression of Mao Zedong, and now carried forward in deceit 
and bad faith by Xi Jinping and Joseph Biden – has no legal standing before the People, and no grounds
to pass itself off as “ethics” - the articulation of right over wrong.

“The injury to One, is an injury to All.”

In this phrase, found throughout my 1998-2021 works of literary fiction, collectively known as 
BEYOND WAR; this concept that an abuse to even the smallest and most insignificant living thing or 
person, or the rights of a legal fiction which establish the boundaries against which society and 
community hold no authority to violate or disclaim – much less “INVALIDATE” to make way for 
general welfare and taking arguments of benefit and conviction upon implied intent and mental 
character barred under “The Laws of the United States” a protected right of suffrage alone; we see 
simply the value placed upon even one – is representative of the greater value enjoyed in the estate to 
which all persons are entitled equity and interest.  

Such estate is not a national identity, a race, an ethnic or religious seek, or a gender – nor a sexual or 
traditional bond between persons that society holds in esteem.  

It is the fundamental “square” we as living beings assign to others, and the phrase ascribes that such 
assignment be both inherent as it is equal by a “good steward”; respecting the boundaries and rights 
and protection of the One without the need for force to restrain the agent or praise from society to 
compensate that “good steward” in this action, but because the “square” recognizes the living thing; 
and in this recognition admits to it the same belief in the potential of good and of value and of worth 
which the quantification of it or comparison between it and others is not permitted.  

Only in this – in the admonition of the One – and absence of self interest or prejudice, is the “good 
steward” a fit officer of the public trust and those duties inherent in its making by the People.
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The key to the “square” is this willingness to ingest and admit all findings without discrimination or 
prejudice which may arise, and afford those discoveries to be employed the right to due process in 
contest and examination, investigation, and question in all matters arising from this context and in 
perpetuity, that the truth be superior to the wish of the steward or the interest of the community or the 
deceit of the party both of the public and self-deceit by the occupant of the “square”.

As you may have guessed by my choice of symbolism, one of my grandparents was a member of the 
Masonic Lodge, as is one of the DIRECTORS of RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED; 
and the buildings and property they left behind are evident of the craft and tools of the Masons.  I, 
myself, for this abuse and injury in fraud never sought or found the calling suitable; having issue with 
the implication that I as a “good steward” should choose a brother before another member of the 
community in deference or adherence to a sect or faith.  

Instead I listen to the little cat that sits on the chair, my work the work and craft of living things, and 
listen to the sound of her voice and her joy as she sees me; as she goes now to rub my foot in affection; 
and to her purr as I lift her up to ride on my shoulder as she cannot climb – and carry her to the 
windows so she can look out on the world as she once did.  This is my “holy of holys”, my shrine to 
my life and the ethics of it; and my duty to serve as a “good steward” for her sake; as I did my son 
before he was concealed and all the days since he was conceived try to protect him and his sister from 
the violence of his mother.  

That someone would hurt her, to harm or disable me, all the proof I will ever need to commit myself, 
my fortune, and my earthly works to the resistance to such criminal system of ethics.

She is my “key” to the person I was before the violence and abuse, and my path back when my work 
takes me to the description events in works of fiction and vast scale of BEYOND WAR.

A sociopath or abuser, exposed to the information I present in BEYOND WAR, may only reflect on 
their desire to harm others and cause havoc and pain.  A normal healthy person will realize that the 
system is built to foster appreciation for beauty and simple human life; both by its design and the ease 
in which it is destroyed.  To look upon the content and comprehend the scale of the violence described 
is reflection of the observer and their ability to recognize and be still in the presence of a “square”, the 
boundary and the security inherent in the dignity of another life.  It is not consistent with other “game 
theory” products for entertainment aimed at minor children and young adults, and requires members be 
24 years of age or greater to participate alone.  In this regard, it is a “simulation” product, for virtual 
community and social media, that just happens to be incorporated with an roleplaying game similar to 
the works of serious fiction in my experience, with permanent consequences and broad freedoms.

Unlike products popularized by the CCP and foreign investment in EPIC MEGAGAMES and RIOT 
GAMES, PARADOX INTERACTIVE, et al – the BEYOND WAR product is designed based on 
American ethics and value in a fictional conflict setting, punctuated by humor and satire suitable for a 
mature audience similar to NETFLIX recent experimental content, and humanist themes.   It is not 
expected to be afforded sale or license in PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA or NATION OF JAPAN,
due to its extreme criticism of Communism and Socialism, and religious overtones themed offensive by
CCP public policy and Ruism.
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Substantial influence from storytelling styles common in multiple cultures among the native American 
tribes of North America are frequently visible in the story; including animals which are considered 
ominous in those legends and are not spoken of out loud in the region as a custom.  

Where ethics and ethical questions pertaining use of force and social or civil unrest are central, this 
“simulation” and its fiction in literature encompass the summary of my work.  It is better, after all, to 
destroy a planet and eight billion human beings to make a point in a work of fiction, than in real life.

Confusion between these basic concepts of “literary fiction” and “fictional characters” employed by the
child's abductor as if legal fact or public claim to conceal the child; are evidence of further deep mental 
disturbance in Veronica Petersen which are repeated as if legal fact in fraud by Donald Beal and in 
public calls for murder over trivial matters and property by Alica Scarbrough; so witnessed by 3 or 
more persons for the defense in coordinated and escalating behavior consistent with 18 USC 2261A 
felony stalking of my real person at live events and felony unsolicitated contact to harass over years of 
public commercial work on public interactive media platforms.  Use of false identities and proposition 
of third parties to proxy this abuse in avoidance of ordinary demand for a restraining order are further 
evidence of a clear plan to carry out felony stalking of my person; fraud to portray answer  to false 
claims as assault upon the narcissistic delusion sustained in false claims as stalking of their person, and 
such activity escalated to formal criminal complaint jointly by Donald Beal and Alica Scarbrough 
during such organized and methodical impersonation and abuse of the right of publicity to promote the 
concealment and abuse of the child (ordered then to my possession, per the legal instrument they were 
referring to in demands for money and property not subject such civil order or court claim).

The very act of performing art and image development for this work of literary fiction, including 
content protected by prior PUBLIC DOMAIN in general license and use, has been wrongly and 
maliciously construed by the child abductors while expressly aiding companies (CCP GAMES / 
PARADOX INTERACTIVE) which incorporated identical content and property to compete with the 
Oklahoma firms for which this media was made and used under license.  The same companies adapted 
without license the characters, images, likenesses and content in full written digest as original work of 
the film “NEAR DARK”, an MGM work of fiction now owned by AMAZON INC.; for their books 
and products now themed “THE WORLD OF DARKNESS”, a popular global title.  NEAR DARK was
set in Oklahoma, near Muskogee, and such appropriation of our regional media a pattern by these 
companies in export for sale in false title of properties and licenses not legally original or their own 
works; in context to failure to pay royalties to artists including TIMOTHY BRADSTREET for work 
performed and impressions of merchandise then sold using his content.

Neither “Satire” nor “Parody” in the use of such content as an original work, to disparage or damage 
the original work or its license rights, nor in the support of abuse of a child are lawful “Fair Use”.  Nor 
is academic use without disclosure of such relationship to legal disputes, interest in a competitor firm 
or employment by such firm, as so claimed in the 300 page threat letters uploaded to GOOGLE.COM.

Without benefit of a degree in intellectual property, the public has been deceived in a premeditated plan
to defraud original content creators of their rights and enjoyment of franchise and protection; whereby 
the export for foreign sale of such media in license and duplication, adaptation, and exploitation 
without consent or grant of use is central to the prior firms repeated business practices and contractors.
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As this abuse has been predicated in threats to my person, the allegation that no government or state 
will come against the parties engaged in this abuse; failing to equate a quantifiable financial damage or 
loss to such abuse; not withstanding injury to a real child; sustains the presumption of the BEYOND 
WAR developers against further contact or possible license or distribution in the jurisdictions of export 
and home nations of the foreign sovereign powers whose franchises have since been identified in this 
anti-competitive conduct and consistent with physical and electronic attacks on assets in Pontotoc 
county, Oklahoma Territory.

Hegelian theological ethical claims that “superior value and gains by persons who work on these 
products illegally” supersede the rights of the original and real property owner to their franchise, 
further express CCP and PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA influence on the criminal enterprise in its 
conduct toward the Oklahoma Territory original content creator.

At one point, the statement that the company should be compelled to license the DOOM game engine, 
or similar product of STATE OF TEXAS and produce the game to generate revenue as an obligation to
pay the false demand and false claims, and to contest the “legal right to retain the property” on 
condition of failure to engage in INTERSTATE COMMERCE of this nature and direction, 
further asserts that this is INTERSTATE INTERFERENCE IN COMMERCE in its core 
direction to enrich the workers then discovered to be by self-identification in formal legal answer 
“TEK SYSTEMS” and “ROBERT HALF TECHNOLOGIES” and contractors of “GEBHARDT
BROADCASTING LLC” of Plano Texas, an NPR station and affiliate of KEIF-LP Enid Radio.

The prior two radio stations employing DONALD BEAL and BRIAN YOUNG respectively, and 
KEIF-LP having then been fined $10,000 USD for commercial use of its NON-COMMERCIAL 
license to broadcast and disregard for limited power and altitude without correction, a contempt 
of the fundamental license of registration for the station amid other serious concerns including 
forgery of resigned BOARD OF DIRECTORS to sustain its not-for-profit status.

These are not “minor infractions” and a component of a larger pattern of criminal conduct 
incorporating NPR and “DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF THE UNITED STATES” in concert with 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA and STATE OF MICHIGAN residents abuse of commercial network 
services and exchange technology in their care for use directly in defamation of the parent and child in 
State of Oklahoma.

Companies engaging in this sort of organized harassment of persons are no different or less severe than
abuses by ACTIVISION-BLIZZARD in recent August 2021 public controversies refused legal relief.

When companies or their employees interfere with parental rights to the exclusion of return or 
communication with children ordered to the possession of a parent; the economic or tax assessment 
loss of such activity is irrelevant to the injury to the public trust disbarring all UNITED STATES 
CORPORATIONS and registered businesses of the member States of the UNION.

That a price is put against this conduct whereby it is tolerated and justified by the UNITED STATES or
any government of any member state is fundamentally a disbarment of the government in legal equity.
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Hegelian Dialectic Socialism – as a foreign theory of law and domestic ethos for foreign unregistered 
agents recruited in the United States or its protectorates, ascribes exactly this – placing no value 
whatsoever on human life and human dignity in contradiction to the objective and goals of the State or 
government direction, to include GENOCIDE and other related war crimes against their own people.

We should therefore regard such conduct, behavior, and pattern of complicity with raw unconcealed 
“Tyranny” seeking to utterly destroy the bond between parents and children in favor of installment of 
the State and community as “true legal family” to whom the child owes allegience and may expect 
reward or punishment considerate of contributions; including the removal from society and protection 
if they fail to surrender or perform in-consideration acts for the demand of the collective or leadership 
without prior limitation or limit of any scope.

No parent would admit their child to those conditions, nor enter into such conditions knowingly, who is
genuinely responsible and considerate of the welfare of their child.

As these groups entice, solicit, and recruit in an effort to normalize narcotic trafficking, substance 
abuse, and sex work; those ethics are ever present and foremost in the conduct and lack of equal 
enforcement among services catering to the growing 13+ year old audience as found on TWITCH 
INTERACTIVE, and the changes in 2018-2021 documented and observed by our firm sustain our 
concern that such producers and distributors cannot be relied upon to honor their contracts at all.

BEYOND WAR differs in its commitment that audiences be 24 years of age or incorporate consent for 
persons of lesser age with responsibility for conduct; as such themes of unrestricted war and mass 
casualty events in the scope of planetary warfighting and unrestricted war include scenes designed to 
impress the horror aspects of large scale conflict; despite omitting and minimizing content common in 
conflict regions such as sexual violence and sexual abuse consistent with conventional war.  These 
crimes are especially heinous, and their commission is frequently featured only in reference and with 
the context of the most serious and extensive retaliation by advanced warfighters to imply that the 
commission of violence against women and children is so grave an offense that even the Gods fear the 
retaliation of certain legendary war fighters for crimes of this nature.  This is similar to rider clauses by 
Danny Trejo that his character is punished for being “Bad” in all films, often in a particularly awful 
way, as a theme sustaining the suspense and tension without resort to action scenes and violence.

In this way, the ethics of the actual product and fiction are contrary most of the accounts and 
misrepresentation, as well as far more tame and characteristic of media in public television than 
popular series on NETFLIX such as BEASTARS or RICK AND MORTY.  Creative choices and limits
in those properties, for theatrical and audience choice, differ from and are distinctly more offensive, 
than BEYOND WAR; contrary black propaganda by the child's abductors to damage the franchise.

Central to the theme is the context that, while a numerically superior enemy may believe their franchise
to use any force they desire and any tactic; the nature of the technology presented in BEYOND WAR 
affords a single warfighter the means to kill an entire galaxy if the need and cause arise.  “The galaxy is
still here, because they have not done so – not because they can't.  That is the objective lesson, along 
with express discovery that when it has happened – everyone died to such disproportionate 
consequence that any being who was aware of the act would never allow it to happen again.”
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The idea that lives are lost and planets are destroyed because “one person... or many people... elect to 
harm even one person” is fundamentally offensive to Hegelian Socialists.

Expressly, they do not – in clinical disassociation – assume responsibility for the actions of their peers 
or members of their class as a group; and interpret retaliation as an unjustified, unlawful, and 
unprovoked act of aggression without respect to the offense which provoked the use of force or 
retaliation.  This mindset arises from a naive and incompetent immature sense of false security 
bestowed by collective living and urban society, for which escalation or warfare as a final and 
permanent recourse against their people is unimaginable.

BEYOND WAR exposes audiences to the concept of retaliation not only on a punitive strike, like that 
employed by BARRACK OBAMA using cruise missiles against foreign countries; but in more hideous
and insidious methods ranging from outright burning of a whole solar system or worlds (see STAR 
WARS) to turning everyone into a Jamaican and making them all speak in a beautiful accent (because 
Jamaicans are beautiful human beings).

What one might imagine as a “punishment” to eviscerate ethnic identity, is a “moment of clarity” and 
not-so-subtle nod to the value of diversity and identity of culture which radical weapons enjoined with 
genetic and superdimensional technologies can produce on demand with creative flair and variety.

As prior stated, BEYOND WAR has a “comedy” element as well as a sinister anti-racist undertone.

Fantasy literature and science fiction affords, in concert with interactive media, this medium to create 
and present extremely unusual settings and contexts, not easily achieved in conventional filmmaking, 
television, or traditional media.  To some (racist) persons who regard their ethnic or cultural equity as a
defining value; this is deeply offensive beyond bestiality or same-sex couples and male pregnancy.

In concert with other technologies designed to “defeat genocide and resurrect dead cultures”, this 
content is contrary the “erosion and imposed inclusive member of a class” narrative popular in 
Hegelian Dialectic Socialism and conventional framework of Ruism, which is frequently pinned to 
certain inevitable life experiences and a religious obligation to death and reproduction in substitution of
an external religious authority; as we see in the CCP and their collective state-approved religions; and 
styles such content as a cult preying upon people and instilling mental illness in society to deny the 
potential importance of human existence free of death and reproductive biological cycles and risks.

Removing these “cornerstones” of theology in Ruism and Hegelian Dialectic belief, fundamentally 
function to act like destroying the keystone in a building (to borrow a Masonic metaphor); thereby 
utterly breaking the back of the structure and its strength in a single blow.

The contest and consequences of the power over life and death, eternity, knowledge, memories, and the
election of those who receive this power and its potential abuse are the fundamental elements of 
BEYOND WAR; each an examination of the injuries to persons in GENOCIDE under “THE 
CONVENTION ON THE PREVENTION AN PUNISHMENT OF THE CRIME OF GENOCIDE”, a 
United States Treaty and Supreme Law.
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As any “sophisticated person” reading the actual text, the term “Genocide” is not “The killing of a 
bunch of people or all people” exclusively or in majority or in all crimes.  It is the breaking of the bond 
between one generation and the next, whereby the ordinary installment of values and faith and ethics 
are supplanted by another party contrary the interest of the first party entitled this protection.

Case 01-17702-R and FR-18-04 are, therefore in their execution wrongly, “GENOCIDE” in evidence 
and confession of such plan and claim in the employ of the prior firms and abuse done.

When we see some “unsophisticated person” use GOOGLE.COM to suggest a definition there is the 
LEGAL DEFINITION of the term “GENOCIDE” (a war crime); to disparage the return or location, 
control, and communication with a kidnapped and concealed child – that is GENOCIDE in 
“COMPLICITY WITH GENOCIDE”, a crime after the fact held equal to the war crime genocide.

No matter how many people “vote” to deny that act is “Genocide” and “a war crime” in the act; it 
remains in the doing and the act regardless acknowledgment of the nature of the act “Genocide”; and 
that act is an additional count of “DENIAL OF GENOCIDE”.

To plan to make and execute and sustain such denial, in a series of acts or intent or statement, is further
“PLAN TO COMMIT GENOCIDE”, and a further count of a war crime separate from the act; as 
featured on GOOGLE.COM SITES in 2013-2021 in case 01-17702-R and FR-18-04 obligated 
immediate relief and full remedy, or by delay or denial of such duty “COMPLICITY WITH 
GENOCIDE” again has occurred and may not be disclaimed by any government or court or other body 
of the United States; lest its claim be void in making and a further additional crime.

For these reasons, people want desperately to believe the crime has a requirement, threshold, or must 
be intent to injure a group rather than two or more persons themed a family or family members to 
initiate the legal claim of GENOCIDE in any case or cause; but where such plans are evident in case 
01-17702-R or FR-18-04 refusal to afford Federal obligations of relief and protection; concealment of a
“final judgment” or other abuse to suggest perpetual threat conditioned a silencing of the other claims 
and counter-suit themed $44 billion USD in fraud; a qui tam, and 21 O.S. 21-748.2 civil counter-suit 
and 23 O.S. 23-9.1 spoliation hearing for damages by jury trial an obligation with “unlimited 
damages”, those claims simply do not satisfy the written law.

Because denial is so pervasive, the use of software and in interactive joint medium paired with 
literature and electronic distribution to install this content in a format which would be accessible to a 
global audience and across a variety of languages in the future was a conscious choice by the 
developer; and aggravated to a fine degree by the escalation and abuse from 2001-2021 during delay of
the ordinary and simple technology then under development for this cause; now tied firmly to the 
offensive behavior and nation-state-sponsored terrorism of PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA and 
NATION OF JAPAN to assert control over the media and means of production in interactive media 
whereby they have restricted ordinary use and access by United States Developers to NVIDIA products
and the marketplace in their interdiction of trade and exploitation of a pandemic originating from the 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA in WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION allegations.
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CHAPTER 21
IN THE END

At the end of the day, Hegelian Dialectic Socialism is a bad faith action incompatible with “The Laws 
of the United States” and predicated on an irrational inferred need to impose authority and control by 
“settled science” and “consensus” not subject ordinary limitations over all persons; from which the 
general responsibility of persons free of these imposed and arbitrated compromises is themed “a danger
and counter-productive to society and the best interest of the community and themselves” - while a 
person under such control is “made to serve a purpose, enjoy a sense of belonging, and an 
accomplishment for the work performed for the public and others”.

In the words of my great great grandfather, “Utter nazi horseshit.”

In contrast, a person left to their own devices – free to remain in their “square” and under no lien to 
produce for society a service or benefit – is in the presentation of John Knox Witherspoon et al, the 
more likely candidate to produce good outcomes and to do so as they see fit, installed with a 
confidence that their choices will good choices even in the absence of others supervision, and subject 
no test or obligation to labor or contribute in consideration to enjoy the protections of society themed 
“inherent rights” including “dignity” among the general presumption of liberty, property, and life.

The outcome is focused on preserving this state of affairs and distance of Government and the State 
and other persons from the enjoyment of specific liberties and consequences; for which no other person
can be bonded to satisfy or make a surety against by any third party against the will of their free 
election and on no sale of the prior “inherent rights”, including communication and contact and control 
of the natural children of a natural person, by both parents and regardless of gender of either one (II-
36A, a Constitutional rule of the State of Oklahoma and The People prior such incorporation so made).

Society is not owed “product” or “profit” from the enterprise of the free person, or an interest in the 
proceed of their industry or product, nor a right to quantify or qualify it beyond offer of other goods or 
services in-consideration.  Their safety or the safety and security of their person or their children may 
not be such component of offer, under law.

That kings and queens have imposed such demands in the past is no basis for the guarantee of a system 
of government or the making of a government organization in “legal person” a “legal fiction”, nor by 
such right is there installed any power not expressly made and cited in this grant nor subject 
unconditional removal for its abuse in any degree themed by the People or their de facto representative 
for felony injury or offense implied a context to that in-condition the prior rights or any not named and 
granted limited use to the nation, its government person as executive agent, and officers acting then to 
execute and direct the will and make record those civil procedures and formal acts, filings, and report 
to the cause and justification (5 USC 556, 557, 706) the execution thereof.

That such a “legend” as BEYOND WAR in construction or work of literature and fiction be offensive 
to the nature of such government, its peers, or foreign sovereign power or prince has no power or 
authority to suspend the presumption of mental health or cognitive fitness and right to public office of a
person on test of moral or ethical basis remotely derived from “Hegelian” claims or arguments.
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All such claims of Hegelian Dialectic Socialism, also known as Progressive Democratic Socialism, or 
“Utter Nazi Horseshit” in the old language; are a foreign theory of law not admitted legal standing in 
the State of Oklahoma regardless of the assertion contrary 21 O.S. 1266.1 fitness to apply such terms or
other language disclaimed or concealed in like conduct and teachings barred by Oklahoma Law as a 
political theology or motive for violence of a physical or economic nature to include fraudulent bonds 
or debt not a lawful or reasonable and equitable (equal, non-discriminatory) award against the public 
credit of the Nation or State.

To ignore these protections, or allow the psychological fitness of persons be disposed to a foreign 
theory of law and of public enemies and competitors of a franchise of a foreign sovereign power, 
operating under color of a franchise of the UNITED STATES or any member state; whose claims and 
allegations are in fact a financial transport or export service or instrument of a foreign sovereign power 
or foreign theory of law so themed – as to discharge the commission of its making and the State of its 
commission or nation and such government as is its agent in fact, for the sustained support of such 
conduct against the real interests and to real injury of any member of the People, a clear and 
conspicious act of overt high treason against the same, for which the UNITED STATES as a legal 
government has no lawful authority to disclaim or deem – being not then installed with the authority to 
commit or conceal or condone “corruption of blood” so present in the claim of forfeiture and right to 
work in sale of the court and in consideration of an illegal bond or payment of a bribe or fine not 
afforded 586 U.S. ____ (2019) case no 17-1091 or denying also then 588 U.S. ____ (2019) case no 17-
647 due process and Federal Jurisdiction in injury to persons and the estates made their exclusive 
franchise for execution of public office of the public trust or INTERSTAE COMMERCE or any 
combination of the two so impaired as described in 18 USC 241 Federal Criminal Code and 15 USC 
1692d provision against any criminal act a civil cause to void the claim.

So ends the commission of United States, a nation; and as such UNITED STATES, were it to act 
contrary its incorporation or against its incorporators explicit rights in injury or sustained offense.

As ends too any state or government made their agent on construction of the articles of their 
incorporation and ratified application as Supreme Law of the United States, enjoining the UNITED 
STATES as agent in fact to then dissolve and expel that government in its activities contrary their 
commission and seize their property and territory for award to the injured party/parties.

An inglorious end, but legal remedy reserved in “All Necessary Force” for which any nation, power, or 
God himself should regard a legal assertion admitted Supreme Law in this degree of offense, against 
any (single) persons, or group of persons, and as a policy of any state or agent in collusion with other 
party regardless of plan, a felony.  The winding-down of a nation and right to discharge 100% of its 
debt to such foreign powers as aided in its commission of offenses or made gains upon such abuse; is 
the reserved right of the People, and of any injured party, separately so made.  Or such parties and 
powers by refusal to consider the real and necessary obligation to do so as legal power confess the 
treason against the People invalidating their commission and legal being to coerce and intimidate the 
victims into silence and suspend their right of suffrage and public remonstration (II-3, II-22).
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CHAPTER 22
RETORT A CONFESSION OF CIVIL PROCEDURES END

At the end of all Hegelian insurrection there resides a dark and stunning admission, which by its very 
nature conveys and triggers the “operation of law” to dissolve a nation and its government utterly.

That retort, a final telling confession of Hegelian Dialectic Socialism, conveys the contempt for the 
principle of law and abuse of “the square” to utter annihilation their original and sole goal; in 
confrontation of the demand to make full restition – that resort is always one of martial force.

In short, “MAKE ME” becomes the whole of the law express and so exposed in their resistance.

By its very statement or failure to conduct any “good faith” or “resumption of ordinary obligation” as 
set forth; the act alone voids all obligation and legal standing of their position.  Unlike civil objection, 
defined in 5 USC section 556, the lack of reply to assert power and apply claims absent a legal 
argument or citation of law in the full body and context; afforded counter-claim, confesses the original 
criminal “mens rea” of the fraud in abandonment of deceit to resist with martial force; and at such 
juncture all pretext of legal standing or a valid civil procedure having existed are nullified and void; 
this absence of proper response or participation in the “Laws of the United States” or resort to alien 
theory of law, then a declaration even in silence or abandonment of the venue; to the default claim of 
the opposing party.  

This is not the case where violence, as employed against the respondent in 01-17702-R and FR-18-04 
to drive the respondent from the jurisdiction by fire, threat of murder, assault with firearms, and 
attempted murder by mechanical sabotage on INTERSTATE HIGHWAY or CHICKASAW 
TURNPIKE as is reported by the alienated parent in multiple instances; may afford the same 
conclusion to suggest an abandonment of the ordinary protections and relief available under law and in 
the false presentation of such process over 2001-2021 as a “civil matter” where such remedy was 
repeatedly and maliciously refused execution or entry to record in this case.

A party, so abuse, and confronted with martial force – the threat of violence or demand for violence to 
produce rights and property obligated and pledged to the same; and to cause aggravated injury to a 
child of the party challenged to undertake violence as sole resort to protection of their charge and 
estate; is often and with criminal intent falsely styled as having done so only without provocation.

This adds to the prior fraud an additional layer of fraud and concealment of the source of such abuse to 
further confound and antagonize the victim of Hegelian Terrorism into acting out against innocent 
persons and to do so by identity theft and public presentation of persons in concert with threats of harm
and injury to the victim incorporating concealment or injury to a family member (or both).

“The Laws of the United States” therefore, in cases where identity is concealed to carry out abuse, may 
not grant the benefit of any doubt installed by this military tactic against the good order of the civil 
process; and should construe both acts as felony criminal fraud in all causes and aspects (18 USC 1431)
as well as abandonment of the civil process and subject 22 O.S. 22-31 et al rule of relief similar to “All 
Necessary Force”, that such actions are in consideration to a protracted threat and torture to injure.
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The resumption of civil procedure after even one act of identity theft or provocation to fraudulently 
style self-defense as unprovoked aggression and violence, should indicate to the public, community, 
and the court a military strategy commensurate with an unregistered foreign agent where any foreign 
sovereign power is a beneficiary of the act; and an economic and technical act of war, aggravated to 
felony degree in concert with child injury or kidnapping or both (see 18 USC 241).

To attempt to return the parties to civil procedure under such condition, or redirect the parties via other 
jurisdictions or venues, is to retry the matter and impose a burden of proof upon the injured party to 
relive and experience the injury and trauma again, repeatedly, and in cases of violence and extreme 
abuse involving firearms, fire, threat of the use of the same, or attempted murder, is wholly 
inappropriate and an abuse of the civil court to conceal criminal conduct with state interest; an 
accessory after the fact and criminal and civil liability undertaken voluntarily in aid and comfort to an 
enemy of the People by the State or Nation which warrant its permanent dissolution immediately.

The rights of persons in United States Treaty, so signed and made Supreme Law by the UNITED 
STATES, so made in “THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS”, further affirms 
the injured party a right to disassociate with the United States or any member State, nation, or country –
and doing so free themselves and leave that place of confinement in safety.  The obligation to leave or 
abandon property to do so is not afforded, and such land and residency may be retained and constitute 
the sovereign territory of a new nation where grave and heinous injury are evident to coerce and 
compel the surrender of title, sale, or forfeiture to pay unlawful and illegal EXCESSIVE FINE by any 
civil court (586 U.S. ____ (2019) case no 17-647).

While there are countries still recognized by UNITED STATES who conduct their business in this 
manner, abusing their citizens and general persons in their jurisdiction, the commission of the United 
States disclaims this both in Constitutional Articles and GENERAL ORDER NO 100 (the Lieber 
code), whereby either offense not barred by the foreign jurisdiction or their residents, does not in like 
acts protect or ensure any surety or continuance of the UNITED STATES by custom among peers 
engaged as sovereign powers in the abuse of their people or war crimes.

While some countries, in imitation of the franchise and commission of registered business and the 
regulatory duties of such a public office of the public trust in INTERSTATE MONOPOLY afford great
latitude not permitted in repressive regimes, the impersonation of this process and confusion of its 
making with “real persons”, the rights of “natural persons”, and the express but lesser regulated role as 
a legal instrument in trust of “persons made by legal decree, legal fiction, aka fictitious persons” do not 
afford this same “private right to discriminate or betray or make false pledge (perfidy)” that some 
Hegelian parties proclaim is a power of “privately held” UNITED STATES CORPORATIONS or 
other registered businesses.

We see in this, in statements by FACEBOOK INC. and other STATE OF CALIFORNIA franchises 
licensed under the UNITED STATES their UNITED STATES CORPORATIONS resident in those 
jurisdictions and for purpose of INTERSTATE COMMERCE, a monopoly subject to the POTUS, a 
deep and distorted foreign influence from the highest office and executive direction, summarily 
adequate to terminate their commission and suspend those officers for criminal misconduct in fraud (18
USC 1431) to suggest immunity by construction from 42 USC section 230 subsection (c) rule.
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Contrary the foreign confidence in the “purpose of a corporation” to create “profit” a community chest 
of proceeds to then draw upon; the real purpose of a CORPORATION OF THE UNITED STATES is 
the protection of the People from abuse in any instance or act, contrary any potential incentive to do so 
or establish as custom any policy to sustain and excuse such injury by a commissioned franchise acting 
in this cause as the duly appointed and solely responsible “government of the United States”, a legal 
person singularly accountable and ultimately also eligible for termination of its commission or the 
commission of the national charter for its acts in the offical office and duties of its making.

It should not require a “Witherspoon Estate Heir” or the kidnapping and 20 year concealment of such
heir apparent, to conduct such a thoughtful examination in equal length to the FEDERAL REGISTER 
VOLUME 81 NUMBER 244 exploration of similar rules.

Yet in the shadow of rising “Hegelian Dialectic Socialism”, a foreign theory of law; and on injury 
themed legendary abuse of the public trust sufficient to dissolve it in the very act; this exploration and 
convention and disclosure of context and violence appears a necessary and obligatory exercise.

So provided full immunity in its answer on unlawful delay, per II-3 and II-22 in remonstrance and 
answer to the sustained contest of a false “bond” not afforded TITLE IV Agency commission or claim, 
retained in registry without intent to afford due process from 2001-2021 in injury to the incorporating 
estate and name, title, and authority of the JOHN KNOX WITHERSPOON family and name, 
reputation, and “inherent rights” so made.

Any person, organization, or labor group or union whether formal or informal who side with the 
Hegelian Dialectic Socialist claims prior described as offenses and injury, sustained campaign, and 
component of a public fraud prohibited State and Federal Law in $44 billion USD fraud and related 
sales and acquisitions of vital technology to national defense and industry of the United States; 
enjoined by direct employment and claims of direct benefit in these acts and infringement and taking 
and use of prior established names and brands, marks, and public records in false claims; may be 
henceforth barred standing by the victims, their organizations, industry, and government; and by any 
nation so made necessary in the resistance to a foreign unregistered sovereign agent of such alien 
theory of law sustained in the United States or any Oklahoma Territory.

This demand is not an abandonment of civil honors, office of the public trust, or commission – and is in
contrast a lawful assertion of serious infractions unsustainable and fatal to the standing and commission
of a lawful government, public order, and the protection of the peace.

It may be shorter, but “unsophisticated persons” incapacity to take clear and express meaning and 
direction of demands and citation in express law not themed “polite suggestion” or lesser opinion – but 
the Laws of the United States so made and “Supreme Law” entitled enforcement contrary all resistance,
and subject a public review of the severity and volume of such financial claims, acquisitions, 
relationships, and subsequent suggested “investment” on a debt installed on the public trust themed in 
its essence “a fraud contrived of a foreign sovereign power and to the dissolution of the United States 
such end of that legislation and its implied costs and collection not lawful” now proposed by the 117th 
Congress of the United States; supported in false claims long circulated to deceive the public and 
coerce them to waive or surrender their rights at law; to foreign taking of perpetual claims, a monopoly.
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We are not, in the context of dying members and economic distress imposed by artificial shortage and 
suspension of travel, work, and freedoms guaranteed the classification of drugs and medical practice; 
subject to further infraction upon our Constitutional liberties and rights; and the suspension of such 
access to the free market and sale to foreign sovereign powers in light of serious illness and wrongful 
death a consequences in concert with threats of murder and concealment of children legally pledged to 
the possession and return to their family then disparaged in bad faith for payment and fees not a duty of
the injured and unjustly bonded persons, on no trial or due process, and without conviction; 

So then entitled objection in public notice; to the core offense of our complaint – and with remedy and 
authority given by Almighty God and established in the limited commission of such nation and its 
agent, a government in legal person separate and accountable to the Rule of Law, to the citation and 
public enumeration of our grievances and the lawful authority to employ such remedy as diligent and 
orderly persons are entitled without consent or leave, and upon the “operation of law” already a legal 
fact regardless of omission or failure to make record or file those necessary and orderly papers and 
perform the duties obligated to assert any claim contrary our conclusions and remedy.

SOCIALISM TYRANNIS MENDACIUM – THE FALLACY OF EQUAL FORCE AS ETHICS, is 
wholly rejected a tyranny of socialism as a fraud and the principle of such fallacy as to impose populist 
equity against the minimal and necessary singular authority and duty installed in POTUS and 
INTERSTATE COMMERCE clause and relief granted a power of that office concealed from the 45th 
President and reserved by the 45th President of the United States; in concert with taking and taxation a 
future and illegal burden proposed and set forth in formal legislative session of the 117th Congress of 
the United States; demands we reject the ethics and civil procedure of such conduct by UNITED 
STATES and several member State governments, acting there as agents of UNITED STATES in 
TITLE IV FRAUD and in fraud by and on legal and official act of their respective states, in concert and
across the whole of the UNION so made; as to create a fraud from sea to sea in 01-17702-R; 

And to instill by demand and direction the protection of the UNITED STATES to arrest and detain 
those firms in suspension of their orderly commission as UNITED STATES CORPORATIONS so 
enjoined in this abuse; willful violation of 42 USC section 230 subsection (c), and to the illegal foreign 
interference and pronouncement as “truth” or “false” in claims of their own publication to influence 
and intimidate, restrict, and abuse contrary the prior public solicitation of an equal platform and free 
remonstration right afforded all persons in political and legislative questions before the Congress of the
United States or any legislative body; the real and lawful resort of dissolution of the UNION and of the 
United States or its member states and the respective governments made by limited commission; that 
this fraud in excess of $44 billion USD and related claims cease in full, paying restitution and qui tam 
awards owing and due for its discover and report despite heinous and criminal acts themed war crimes.

Further that any person acting in any capacity to this fraud and false record so made be deemed an 
enemy combatant and terrorist suspect and referred to such legal procedure as is related their role and 
act in public or abuse of office, so themed in The Oklahoma Anti Terrorism Act, Terrorist Hoax, and 
related Federal Laws governing actions of unregistered foreign agents under color of law and in 
disguise in INTERSTATE COMMERCE and by access afforded their employment or experience to the
sabotage and public deceit of the domestic and foreign markets in these false causes and child abuse; 
human trafficking, and child trafficking prohibited a Title IV agency in 22 USC Chapter 78 rule.
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Our businesses, their affiliates, and all personnel  are mobilizing in response to this conduct; citing 
ongoing and criminal inaction in failure to execute lawful investigation on formal complaint of 22 USC
Chapter 78 violations in pattern and record; coercion, and ongoing violence in the former State of 
Oklahoma against residents there.

We urge the public to recognize the presence of “Hegelian Dialectic Socialism” and its presence as a 
“foreign theory of law” not afforded registration or application, enforcement, or power in the 
jurisdiction, and as alien to the Constitution of the United States a scheme or plan or design by which 
the aggravated trigger of violence, civil unrest, and disruption of INTERSTATE COMMERCE is made
and undertaken by PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, NATION OF JAPAN, and KINGDOM OF 
SWEDEN business activity enjoined with several strategic national communications companies and 
real estate investment trust organizations engaged jointly in suspicious behavior and whose employees 
and contractors appear to be the primary perpetrators in the fraud and child snatching activity in case 
01-17702-R and related fraud in 2017-2021 of FR-18-04 claims now of record; in concert with 
acquisition of securities of NVIDIA CORPORATION and other strategic assets of APPLE INC. in 
license and supply chain services of ARM HOLDING LTD, and in the political status of the 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA, an island regarded as a separate legal nation from the PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC 
OF CHINA contrary claims by PRC of unity and subordination with the mainland in military conflict.

Further, we cite the recent and joint union of NATION OF JAPAN and PRC as further evidence in $7 
billion USD joint “UBER” operation, undermining ordinary employment and labor relations; security, 
and provision of health and life insurance to create unlivable conditions for self-employed, 
unemployed, and small business owners and property owners of real estate during the 2018-2021 
pandemic emergency originating in PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA.  Whereby the right to work, 
right to retain earnings and income, and to enforce other rights is being systematically and 
UNCONSTITUTIONALLY limited by executive direction of the DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF THE 
UNITED STATES in considerable transfer of power and industrial monopolies to PRC et al partners.

Be aware that the presumption of population in those areas and conditions of poverty throughout the 
country are fueling this encouragement of equity right to overrule and ignore the ordinary protections 
of law and civil procedure during complex and International business transactions, whereby the 
fundamental right to object and resist infringement and abuse of persons is subject a legal claim of 
“non compos mentis” standing for “remonstrance” and other free exercise, report, and demand for 
civil procedure compliance in full application of enforcement and due process, and of other protections 
at law, not afforded and concealed by specific officers of the many States and UNITED STATES in 
conspicuous violation of the powers and authority granted to such governments and national bodies.

These claims are consistent with prior Holocaust activity, on similar and identical “ethnic and genetic 
qualifiers” in public oral testimony tolerated by PONTOTOC COUNTY DISTRICT COURT, STATE 
OF OKLAHOMA, and by intimidation of our public officers and State by STATE OF TEXAS a false 
cause in felony injury carried and sustained which is incorporated any of these “infrastructure” 
spending proposals and a draft to pay illegally from public monies the fines and debts themed 
“unlimited” in written instrument and illegal terms suspending habeas corpus and contest not afforded 
the States in civil procedure (15 USC 1692n) or right of contest ignored (15 USC 1692g) in concert 
with crimes prohibiting any lawful claim (15 USC 1692d) and violation of Federal Law (45 CFR).
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Many of you do not know that members of your community are forced to work in bondage without 
relief, on threat of false incarceration, under color of law, without due process, denied access to the 
court in a concerted effort to collect a debt already under dispute in civil procedure via Federal 
channels and Federal stimulus paid and proposed; or that such persons retain less than half their 
earnings despite medical conditions refused ordinary care and ordinary insurance rates, for which the 
deprivation of vision, hearing, and basic access to controlled substances like antibiotics and general 
care are denied in cause of these “Hegelian Dialectic Socialist Causes” and false narative.

Where such contact or control or access to our children are further incorporated without offense or 
conviction, this abuse is extreme; has not been resolved by the court; and would appear to be delayed to
facilitate the death of persons in the Pontotoc County area whose condition is so serious as to make trial
a threat to their very survival; preferring instead than to try the merits of the claim on protections 
expressly barring this cause; to delay trial so that the witnesses and victims may die prior to a jury 
hearing of the hardship imposed by this fraud.  Depriving thereby our community of members and the 
continuance of the investment and value made by their contributions to this city through the death of 
those elders and concealment of genuine concern and contributions of their civil and military service 
spanning 3 generation in substitution of “Hegelian Dialectic Socialism” as an alternative ethical basis 
for the child in concealment and suspension of such ordinary and civil contact pledged to the public.

Where the officers of the STATE OF TEXAS have confessed to this incompetent and false application 
of law, refused remedy or modification, and directed the party to the court already directing this 
demand to their jurisdiction, no action and no relief is forthcoming; in sustained injury aggravated by 
incitement of violence against our community and a public fraud to deceive the population that 
ordinary and obligated services are being performed by the $44 billion USD in Federal Grants made 
and paid in consideration of these protections for UNITED STATES CITIZENS.

We can afford no further fraud, nor “Hegelian Dialectic Socialism” a basis at law.

The public does not, for its convenience and benefit or to compel and coerce; favor, and grant 
immunity to larger businesses over the interest and rights of smaller firms; enjoy those powers asserted 
by this foreign sovereign theory of law, and its execution is ultimately to the undoing of the United 
States and in disablement of the Constitution of the United States to impose a new and foreign 
jurisdiction consistent with the CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY contrary the core values and rights 
pledged to us in the incorporation of the United States.

This is an attack on the very fundamental nature of our legal system; an attack encouraged and 
underwritten by foreign state sovereign funds and military interests over our own national defense and 
protection of our industry, and by the coercion to compel complicity of our courts, public officers, and 
at the direction of specific state officers known and prior directly involved in MARK BITARA et al v 
STATE OF TEXAS; as Attorney General of the State of Texas in concealment of this abuse and 
complicity of a United States port and member State with a Foreign Sovereign Power.

Considering this is not the first securities fraud undertaken in that region under that officer, prior MCI 
WORLDCOM, Savings and Loan, and other financial abuses not properly pursued in graft; we assert 
the abuse of the foreign office and their agent obtained in record is declaratory of open “rebellion”.
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The State of Oklahoma has been enjoined to this by negligence of its State Government and 
DEMOCRATIC PARTY, members of which were central to the threats clearly criminal acts in concert 
with discovery of a foreign order and inherent rights in 2001-2021 offense; and such ongoing abuse in 
violence and property damage sustains a condition whereby the people of the State of Oklahoma and 
Native American governments present in the Oklahoma Territory granted for their use take action to 
restore the ordinary rights and protections, security, and right to work of persons by settlement of these 
matters without further loss of life; or find their inaction or negotiation to suggest a concession of rights
of the resident parties injured accessory to the crime and embezzlement wrongly perpetrated on the 
“intent” of law contrary its execution or lack of civil procedure in fraud and false cause; a perjury 
shared by the sustained falsification of record no different than the TULSA RACE MASSACRE; a 
taking of wealth by violence and suppression refused public relief and protection of law; that is evident 
again in 2001-2021 concealment of a child in cause 01-17702-R and related perpetual threat of 
enforcement on an obligation themed “ineligible for enforcement” without waiver of other rights and 
protections including restitution, qui tam, and spoliation damages in fraud to create debt bondage and 
labor bondage in human trafficking under formal complaint.

The very nature of the offenses, absent the alien theory of law to the purpose of industrial commission 
of business and civil procedure not given answer or service; themed a cost and burden solely of the 
injured party under sustained threat and with permanent and long term physical injuries arising from 
this abuse and “outlaw” condition to abuse contrary obvious and ongoing provocation; affords no lesser
citation than the eminent danger of this political policy – a foreign religious belief “Ruism” disguised 
as political philosophy, from which other religious sects and Rule of Law prior made against this abuse 
are disclaimed and disbarred as “defective mental health” or “emotional defect” contrary the true and 
full scope of suffrage rights entitled to persons.

To impose a “collective desire to conceal and forget an injury was permitted” is not relief or ethical 
power entitled to person or states or governments of the United States or its member States at law.

The abandonment of “inherent rights” is – likewise – an abdication of the office of the public trust and 
overt “sedition” to overt “treason” in acts to sustain or refuse to recognize the illegitimacy of claims 
creating inferior standing, inferior negotiation powers, and restraining persons to remain in the 
jurisdiction or against their right to flee the state or nation conditioned a false claim not eligible 
“enforcement” now or at any time in the future per Federal Law governing this public agency and State
laws.

This is the closest thing to overt chattle bondage and indenture we have permitted in the recent history 
of the United States, and its support by PRC and NATION OF JAPAN and by their contractors and 
companies in their employ, suggest a form of economic imperialism and surrender of sovereignty that 
is aggravated by the pandemic and public abuse of data services suggesting themselves “private 
persons” entitled creative control as an editor – not a publisher – to violate 42 USC sec 230 subsection 
(c) designation of “INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER” so express at Cornell University Law Index.

When persons in our community are restrained in their business and industry by access to their children
– without conviction – and for perpetual concealment a plan of an employee of a foreign state or 
sovereign power, we are already under foreign occupation and sale of the public trust evident.
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Present strategies proposed to suggest public approval of this conduct in consideration for increased 
payment of benefits and awards to vulnerable and susceptible persons by class; themed largely a gender
by court conduct already evident in de facto assignment of TITLE IV Causes and to embezzlement of 
the same in greater larceny; there is no concealment to this contempt for the minimum duty of the 117th 
Congress of the United States or the court by those persons sustaining Hegelian Dialectic theology as a 
public policy or theory of law, application of their public office, and direction of public officers 
including our courts and agencies of our state; to the application and enforcement of such abuse.

Rule by popular benefit, public fear in destitution, and increase in public burdens to impose 
unsustainable obligations in ordinary business whereby those traditional establishments are forced into 
distressed financial conditions while foreign national asset firms and governments speculate on their 
survival and portability to foreign markets alien to our own laws and value – is a duty for which the 
national defense and national protection are obligated even in economic activity, normally a military 
and national security matter involving the armed forces.

Where such actions are predicated in concert to break the bonds of ordinary inheritance, protection of 
wealth over generations, and force the surrender of goods and property to meet fines that are imposed 
prior the CUT-OFF-DATE of such enforcement; this action has escalated from one of malpractice and 
misconduct to overt “looting of the public trust, full faith and credit, and of private property under color
of law”.

You are hearby notified of such concern, raised by escalated violence and public claims of the 
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL PARTY and their proponents direct hostile communication to sustain a 
criminal fraud; and of necessary actions afforded 76 O.S 76-9 and 22 O.S. 22-31 et al which apply.

We urge you to reject this “ethics based on collective and community election to forgive themselves 
and hold themselves blameless and immune from public and criminal wrongdoing” in concert with 
organized taking, false record, and sustained fraud themed a $44 billion qui tam embezzlement 
prohibited by 18 USC 666 and 1431 Federal Law, so detailed in 45 CFR superior State Law in broad 
contract which is in any way contrary to the United States written public policy.

Conduct yourself accordingly, with restraint, and peacefully where possible.

There can be no “peace” while anyone is a slave – in body or conscience.
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